Cabinet Agenda
Date:

Thursday 21 October 2021

Time:

6.30 pm

Venue:

Council Chamber, Harrow Civic Centre,
Station Road, Harrow, HA1 2XY

Membership:
Chair:

Councillor Graham Henson (Leader of the Council;
Portfolio Holder for Strategy, Regeneration,
Partnerships and Devolution)

Portfolio Holders:

Portfolio:

Councillor Sue Anderson
Councillor Peymana Assad
Councillor Simon Brown
Councillor Keith Ferry
Councillor Phillip O’Dell
Councillor Varsha Parmar
Councillor Natasha Proctor
Councillor Christine Robson
Councillor Krishna Suresh

Community Engagement, Accessibility & Customer Services
Community Cohesion, Crime & Enforcement
Adults and Social Care
Business, Property and Leisure
Housing
Environment and Climate Change
Finance & Resources (Deputy Leader)
Education and Social Services for Children and Young
People
Equalities and Public Health

Non-Executive Members:

Role:

Councillor Adam Swersky
Councillor Antonio Weiss
John Higgins

Non-Executive Cabinet Member
Non-Executive Cabinet Member
Non-Executive Voluntary Sector Representative

Quorum 3, including the Leader and/or Deputy Leader)
Contact: Nikoleta Kemp, Senior Democratic & Electoral Services Officer
Tel: 07761 405898 E-mail: nikoleta.kemp@harrow.gov.uk

Scan this code for the electronic agenda:

Useful Information
Meeting details:
This meeting is open to the press and public:
Directions to the Civic Centre can be found at:
www.harrow.gov.uk/contact
and can be viewed on www.harrow.gov.uk/virtualmeeting

Meeting access / special requirements.
The public will be admitted on a first-come-first basis and you will be directed to seats.
If you are a registered speaker please advise Security on your arrival.
If you are attending the meeting please:
(1)

Take a Covid 19 test up to 24 hours before the meeting. Harrow residents can book
a test by visiting https://www.harrow.gov.uk/coronavirus-covid-19/book-covid-test. If
you are not a Harrow resident, please visit your local authority’s webpages for your
closest test site. Alternatively, you can request a Home Test by visiting
https://www.gov.uk/order-coronavirus-rapid-lateral-flow-tests. If you do not have
access to the internet, please call 119 or speak to your Local Chemist;

(2)

Scan the NHS Test and Trace barcode or provide your contact information;

(3)

Wear a face covering and use the hand sanitiser;

(4)

Stay seated during the meeting;

(5)

Access the meeting agenda online at:
https://moderngov.harrow.gov.uk/ieListMeetings.aspx?CId=249&Year=0; and

(6)

Follow the social distancing and other instructions of the Security Officers.

The Civic Centre is accessible to people with special needs. There are accessible toilets
and lifts to meeting room. If you have special requirements, please contact the officer listed
on the front page of this agenda.

Filming / recording of meetings
Please note that proceedings at this meeting will be recorded or filmed. If you choose to
attend, you will be deemed to have consented to being recorded and/or filmed.
The recording will be made available on the Council website following the meeting.
When present in the meeting room, silent mode should be enabled for all mobile devices.

Agenda publication date: Wednesday 13 October 2021
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Agenda - Part I
1.

Apologies for Absence
To receive apologies for absence (if any).

2.

Declarations of Interest
To receive declarations of disclosable pecuniary or non pecuniary interests,
arising from business to be transacted at this meeting, from:
(a)
(b)

3.

all Members of the Committee, Sub-Committee or Panel;
all other Members present in any part of the room or chamber.

Petitions
To receive any petitions submitted by members of the public or Councillors.

4.

Public Questions *
To receive any public questions received in accordance with paragraph 16
of the Executive Procedure Rules.
Questions will be asked in the order in which they were received. There will
be a time limit of 15 minutes for the asking and answering of public
questions.
[The deadline for receipt of public questions is 3.00 pm, 18 October
2021. Questions should be sent to publicquestions@harrow.gov.uk
No person may submit more than one question].

5.

Councillor Questions *
To receive any Councillor questions received in accordance with
paragraph 17 of the Executive Procedure Rules.
Questions will be asked in the order agreed with the relevant Group Leader
by the deadline for submission and there be a time limit of 15 minutes.
[The deadline for receipt of Councillor questions is 3.00 pm, 18
October 2021.]

6.

Key Decision Schedule October - December 2021 (Pages 7 - 26)

7.

Reference from the Overview and Scrutiny Committee - Race Equality
in Harrow Council (To Follow)

8.

Progress on Scrutiny Projects (Pages 27 - 28)
For consideration

9.

Covid-19 Update (To Follow)
Verbal update from the Chief Executive.

Community
KEY

10.

Maintained Schools Fire Door Upgrade Programme (Pages 29 - 36)
Report of the Corporate Director, Community.

KEY

11.

Harrow Community Infrastructure Levy (HCIL) - Approval of
Discretionary Social Housing Relief Policy /Statement (Pages 37 - 50)
Report of the Head of Planning.

KEY

12.

Security, Health & Safety Compliance - Homesafe Works Request for
Additional Budget (Pages 51 - 66)
Report of the Divisional Director, Housing Services.

KEY

13.

Green Homes Grant Coalition Bid - request to access grant funding
awarded (Pages 67 - 84)
Report of the Divisional Director, Housing Services.

People
14.

School Organisation Update and School Capital Programme (Pages 85
- 152)
Report of the Corporate Director, People.

Resources and Commercial
KEY

15.

Race Equality in Harrow Council (Pages 153 - 218)
Report of the Chief Executive.

16.

Any Other Urgent Business
Which cannot otherwise be dealt with.

Agenda - Part II - Nil
* Data Protection Act Notice
The Council will record the meeting and will place the recording on the
Council’s website.
[Note: The questions and answers will not be reproduced in the minutes.]
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Deadline for questions

3.00 pm on 18 October 2021

Publication of decisions

22 October 2021

Deadline for Call in

5.00 pm on 29 October 2021

Decisions implemented if not Called in

30 October 2021
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London Borough of Harrow
Key Decision Schedule ( October 2021 - December 2021 )
Month: October

The following is a list of Key Decisions which the Authority proposes to take at the above Cabinet meeting. The list may change over the
next few weeks. A further notice, by way of the Cabinet agenda, will be published no less than 5 clear days before the date of the Cabinet
meeting, showing the final list of Key Decisions to be considered at that meeting.

7

A Key Decision is a decision by the Executive which is likely to:
(i)

result in the Council incurring expenditure which is, or the making of savings which are, significant having regard to the Council’s
budget for the service or function to which the decision relates; or

(ii)

be significant in terms of its effects on communities living or working in an area of two or more wards or electoral divisions of the
Borough.

A decision is significant for the purposes of (i) above if it involves expenditure or the making of savings of an amount in excess of £1m for
capital expenditure or £500,000 for revenue expenditure or, where expenditure or savings are less than the amounts specified above, they
constitute more than 50% of the budget attributable to the service in question.

Agenda Item 6
Pages 7 to 26

- 1 of 20 -

Decisions which the Cabinet intends to make in private
The Cabinet hereby gives notice that it may meet in private after its public meeting to consider reports which contain confidential
information. The private meeting of the Cabinet is open only to Members of the Cabinet, other Councillors and Council officers.
Reports relating to decisions which the Cabinet will take at its private meeting are indicated in the list of Key Decisions below with the
reasons for the decision being made in private where appropriate. The Schedule also contains non-Key Decisions which involve Cabinet
having to meet in private. Any person is able to make representations to the Cabinet if he/she believes the decision should instead be made
in the public Cabinet meeting. If you want to make such representations please contact Democratic & Electoral Services. You will then be
sent a response in reply to your representations. Both your representations and the Cabinet’s/Leader’s response will be published on the
Council’s website http://www.harrow.gov.uk/www2/mgListPlans.aspx?RPId=249&RD=0&bcr=1 at least 5 clear days before the Cabinet
meeting.

8

The Cabinet/Leader will be considering a report prepared by the relevant Directorate. The report together with any other documents
(unless they contain exempt information) will be available for inspection 5 clear days before the decision is taken by Cabinet/Leader from
Democratic Services, on 020 8424 1055 or by contacting democratic.services@harrow.gov.uk or by writing to Democratic & Electoral
Services, Harrow Council, Civic Centre PO Box 2, Station Road, Harrow, HA1 2UH or on the Council’s website. Copies may be requested
but a fee will be payable. Reports to be considered at the Cabinet’s public meeting will be available on the Council’s website 5 clear days
before the meeting.
The KDS looks 3 meetings ahead and will be published 28 clear days before the Decision Date / Period of Decision.
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Subject

Nature of
Decision

Decision Maker

Decision date /
Period of
Decision

Cabinet Member / Open or Private
Lead officer
Meeting

Additional
Documents to
be submitted
and any
Consultation to
be undertaken

OCTOBER 2021
Security, Health
& Safety
Compliance Homesafe Works
Request for
Additional Budget

Cabinet is
requested to:

Cabinet

21 October 2021

9

1. Give authority
to officers to
increase the
programme
budget above
£2.4m for an
additional
£1.6m. This
is to be
funded
entirely from
HRA capital
resources in
the second
project budget
year 20222023.
2. Delegated
authority to
extend the
legal contract
with the
- 3 of 20 -

Councillor Graham
Henson; Councillor
Phillip O'Dell

Part exempt

Agenda report
and any related
appendices.

Divisional Director,
Housing Services
Andrew.Campion
@harrow.gov.uk ,
Tel: 020 8424
1339

Information
relating to the
financial or
business affairs
of any particular
person
(including the
authority holding
that information)

Corporate
Strategic Board,
Portfolio Holder
for Housing,
Portfolio Holder
for Finance and
Resources.

Subject

Nature of
Decision

Decision Maker

Decision date /
Period of
Decision

Cabinet Member / Open or Private
Lead officer
Meeting

Additional
Documents to
be submitted
and any
Consultation to
be undertaken

10

successful
tenderer to
encompass
the full scope
of works as
tendered with
the Corporate
Community
Director Housing, in
consultation
with the
Portfolio
Holders for
Housing and
Finance &
Resources.

Green Homes
Grant coalition
bid - request to
access grant
funding awarded

Cabinet is
requested to:

Cabinet

21 October 2021

1. Approve the
request to
grant the
Housing Asset
Management
Team
permission to
collaborate

Councillor Graham
Henson; Councillor
Phillip O'Dell
Divisional Director,
Housing Services
Andrew.Campion
@harrow.gov.uk ,
Tel: 020 8424
1339
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Open

Agenda report
and any related
appendices
Corporate
Strategic Board,
Portfolio Holder
for Housing and
Employment,
Portfolio Holder
for Finance and

Subject

Nature of
Decision

Decision Maker

Decision date /
Period of
Decision

11

with the lead
Borough
Ealing to
utilise the
funding
awarded
under the
GHG:LAD to
the West
London
coalition of 12
boroughs to
enable retrofit
solutions
works to be
delivered via
an appointed
managing
agent
procured by
the lead
Borough. An
indicative
allocation,
based on
population
and fuel
poverty
figures, of
£10.788

Cabinet Member / Open or Private
Lead officer
Meeting

Additional
Documents to
be submitted
and any
Consultation to
be undertaken
Resources.

- 5 of 20 -

Subject

Nature of
Decision

Decision Maker

Decision date /
Period of
Decision

12

million was
awarded to
the West
London
Coalition.
Harrow’s
indicative
allocation for
Phase 2 is
£0.75 million.
We seek
permission to
collaborate
with the lead
Borough
Ealing to
utilise the
funding
awarded
under the
Green Homes
Grant (GHG)
coalition bid
from the
delegated
authority
mentioned in
2.
2. Delegate
- 6 of 20 -

Cabinet Member / Open or Private
Lead officer
Meeting

Additional
Documents to
be submitted
and any
Consultation to
be undertaken

Subject

Nature of
Decision

Decision Maker

Decision date /
Period of
Decision

13

authority to
the Corporate
Director of
Community,
following
consultation
with the
Portfolio
Holder for
Housing and
Employment,
Portfolio
Holder for
Finance/
Commercialis
ation and,
Director of
Finance to:
2.1 Contribution
of £75,000
from the HRA
under Phase
2 which
requires
require the
Council to
match funding
for the
installation of
- 7 of 20 -

Cabinet Member / Open or Private
Lead officer
Meeting

Additional
Documents to
be submitted
and any
Consultation to
be undertaken

Subject

Nature of
Decision

Decision Maker

Decision date /
Period of
Decision

14

energy
efficiency
measures on
30 CouncilOwned
properties.
We will seek
approval from
the delegated
authority
mentioned in
1.2, to allow
us to
contribute the
£75,000
required in
line with Grant
Contribution
requirements.
2.2 Apply for and
claim the
Green Homes
Grant: Local
Authority
Delivery
scheme
allocation as
part of the
established
- 8 of 20 -

Cabinet Member / Open or Private
Lead officer
Meeting

Additional
Documents to
be submitted
and any
Consultation to
be undertaken

Subject

Nature of
Decision

Decision Maker

Decision date /
Period of
Decision

West London
Coalition:

15

a. subject to
grant
award
confirmatio
n by the
Departmen
t of
Business,
Energy,
and
Industrial
Strategy
(BEIS),
Phase 3 in
a sum to
be
confirmed
in an
update
report to
Cabinet
following
award in
October
2021; and
b. any further
- 9 of 20 -

Cabinet Member / Open or Private
Lead officer
Meeting

Additional
Documents to
be submitted
and any
Consultation to
be undertaken

Subject

Nature of
Decision

Decision Maker

Decision date /
Period of
Decision

Cabinet Member / Open or Private
Lead officer
Meeting

Additional
Documents to
be submitted
and any
Consultation to
be undertaken

16

subsequen
t phases of
the Green
Homes
Grant:
Local
Authority
Delivery
Scheme,
Sustainabl
e Warmth
Competitio
n, and/or
Home
Upgrade
Grant.

Request for
Cabinet is
authority to award requested to:
the housing
domestic and
1. In line with
commercial gas
internal
contracts
governance
process,
Cabinet
approval is
sought for
additional
budget for the

Cabinet

21 October 2021

Councillor Graham
Henson; Councillor
Phillip O'Dell

Divisional Director,
Housing Services
Andrew.Campion
@harrow.gov.uk ,
Tel: 020 8424
1339
- 10 of 20 -

Part exempt

Agenda report
and any related
appendices

Information
relating to the
financial or
business affairs
of any particular
person
(including the
authority holding

Corporate
Strategic Board,
Portfolio Holder
for Housing,
Portfolio Holder
for Finance and
Resources.

Subject

Nature of
Decision

Decision Maker

Decision date /
Period of
Decision

domestic gas
heating
contract term,
to commence
award of
contract to the
winning
bidder.

Cabinet Member / Open or Private
Lead officer
Meeting

that information)

17

2. Award
delegated
authority to
the Divisional
Director of
Housing in
consultation
with the
Portfolio
Holders for
Housing and
Finance &
Resources to
award the
commercial
gas heating
contract
following a
minicompetition
tender
- 11 of 20 -

Additional
Documents to
be submitted
and any
Consultation to
be undertaken

Subject

Nature of
Decision

Decision Maker

Decision date /
Period of
Decision

exercise.

18

3. Authorise the
award of the
domestic
heating gas
contract to the
winning
tenderer by
granting the
increase in
budget as
necessary for
a 4-year
contract from
03/01/2022 to
02/01/2026
with an option
to extend for
up to a further
two years
(4+2). The
total value of
this
contract(s) for
the initial fouryear term will
be
£4,065,872.36
. The value of
- 12 of 20 -

Cabinet Member / Open or Private
Lead officer
Meeting

Additional
Documents to
be submitted
and any
Consultation to
be undertaken

Subject

Nature of
Decision

Decision Maker

Decision date /
Period of
Decision

19

the two-year
contract
extension if
used will be
£2,032,936.18
.
4. Approve the
award of the
commercial
contract to the
winning
tenderer
following a
competitive
mini-tender
competition,
for a 4-year
contract from
6/12/2021 to
5/12/2025.
The total
value of this
contract(s) for
the initial fouryear term will
be
£587,427.80.
The value of
the two-year
contract
- 13 of 20 -

Cabinet Member / Open or Private
Lead officer
Meeting

Additional
Documents to
be submitted
and any
Consultation to
be undertaken

Subject

Nature of
Decision

Decision Maker

Decision date /
Period of
Decision

Cabinet Member / Open or Private
Lead officer
Meeting

Additional
Documents to
be submitted
and any
Consultation to
be undertaken

extension if
used will be
£293,713.90.

20

5. Delegate
authority to
the Corporate
Director of
Community,
following
consultation
with the
Portfolio
Holders for
Housing and
Finance &
Resources
and Director
of Finance to
award a new
contract.

Harrow
Community
Infrastructure
Levy (HCIL) Approval of
Discretionary
Social Housing

To agree the
proposed
Discretionary
Social Housing
Relief policy /
statement.

Cabinet

21 October 2021

Councillor Graham
Henson

Head of Planning
david.hughes@har
row.gov.uk, tel.
- 14 of 20 -

Open

Agenda report
and any related
appendices.
Internal
consultees (Legal
/ Finance etc).

Subject

Nature of
Decision

Decision Maker

Decision date /
Period of
Decision

Relief Policy
/Statement

21

Maintained
Schools Fire
Door Upgrade
Programme

Race Equality in
Harrow Council
Report

Cabinet Member / Open or Private
Lead officer
Meeting

02087 366082

Approval to
commence the
procurement
process to appoint
a contractor(s) for
the installation of
new fire doors
across the
Councils
maintained
schools.

Cabinet

To approve the
council’s strategic
approach on race
equality in Harrow
and the Race
Equality Action
Plan.

Cabinet

21 October 2021

Councillor Varsha
Parmar; Councillor
Christine Robson

Divisional
Director –
Housing Services
will also be
consulted.

Open

Divisional Director,
Environment &
Culture
michael.rourke@h
arrow.gov.uk

21 October 2021

Councillor Krishna
Suresh
Chief Executive
Shumailla Dar,
shumailla.dar@har
row.gov.uk

- 15 of 20 -

Additional
Documents to
be submitted
and any
Consultation to
be undertaken

Agenda report
and any related
appendices.
Legal, Finance
and relevant
Portfolio Holders.

Open

Agenda report
and any related
documents.
Consultation and
engagement has
taken place with
staff, staff

Subject

Nature of
Decision

Decision Maker

Decision date /
Period of
Decision

Cabinet Member / Open or Private
Lead officer
Meeting

Additional
Documents to
be submitted
and any
Consultation to
be undertaken

22

networks, and
trade unions
through an
Independent
Race Review
conducted by Dr
Patrick Vernon
and an externally
commissioned
Race Survey by
FW Business
from September
2020 – January
2021.
Additionally, a
number of Focus
Groups inviting
the views of staff
on developing the
Race Equality in
Harrow Council
Report and Race
Equality Action
Plan took place
during May –
June 2021.
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Subject

Nature of
Decision

Decision Maker

Decision date /
Period of
Decision

NOVEMBER 2021
DECEMBER 2021

23
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Cabinet Member / Open or Private
Lead officer
Meeting

Additional
Documents to
be submitted
and any
Consultation to
be undertaken

Harrow Council Cabinet 2020/21
Contact Details of Portfolio Holders
Councillor

Address

Telephone no.

Email

Leader,
Strategy, Regeneration,
Partnerships and
Devolution

Graham Henson

Mobile:
07721 509916
Group Office:
(020) 8424 1897

Email: graham.henson@harrow.gov.uk

Deputy Leader
Finance & Resources

Natasha Proctor

Group Office:
(020) 8424 1897

Email: natasha.proctor@harrow.gov.uk

Adults & Social Care

Simon Brown

Group Office:
(020) 8424 1897

Email: simon.brown@harrow.gov.uk

Business, Property and
Leisure

Keith Ferry

Labour Group Office
Room 102,
PO Box 2, Civic Centre
Station Road
HARROW
HA1 2UH
Labour Group Office
Room 102,
PO Box 2, Civic Centre
Station Road
HARROW
HA1 2UH
Labour Group Office
Room 102,
PO Box 2, Civic Centre
Station Road
HARROW
HA1 2UH
Labour Group Office
Room 102,
PO Box 2, Civic Centre
Station Road
HARROW
HA1 2UH

Mobile:
07922 227147
Group Office:
(020) 8424 1897

Email: keith.ferry@harrow.gov.uk

24

Portfolio
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Portfolio

Councillor

Address

Telephone no.

Email

Community Cohesion,
Crime & Enforcement

Peymana Assad

Group Office:
(020) 8424 1897

Email:
peymana.assad@harrow.gov.uk

Community Engagement,
Accessibility & Customer
Services

Sue Anderson

Mobile:
07875 094900
Group Office:
(020) 8424 1897

Email: sue.anderson@harrow.gov.uk

Education and Social
Services for Children and
Young People

Christine Robson

Group Office:
(020) 8424 1897

Email:
christine.robson@harrow.gov.uk

Environment & Climate
Change

Varsha Parmar

Mobile:
07764 681987
Group Office:
(020) 8424 1897

Email: varsha.parmar@harrow.gov.uk

Equalities and Public
Health

Krishna Suresh

Labour Group Office
Room 102,
PO Box 2, Civic Centre
Station Road
HARROW
HA1 2UH
Labour Group Office
Room 102,
PO Box 2, Civic Centre
Station Road
HARROW
HA1 2UH
Labour Group Office
Room 102,
PO Box 2, Civic Centre
Station Road
HARROW
HA1 2UH
Labour Group Office
Room 102,
PO Box 2, Civic Centre
Station Road
HARROW
HA1 2UH
Labour Group Office
Room 102,
PO Box 2, Civic Centre
Station Road
HARROW
HA1 2UH

Mobile:
07967 565477
Group Office:
(020) 8424 1897

Email: krishna.suresh@harrow.gov.uk
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Housing

Phillip O’Dell

64 Marlborough Hill
HARROW
HA1 1TY

26
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Tel:
(020) 8861 0090
Group Office:
(020) 8424 1897

Email: phillip.odell@harrow.gov.uk

CABINET – October 2021

Agenda Item 8
Pages 27 to 28

PROGRESS ON SCRUTINY PROJECTS
Review

Joint Overview
& Scrutiny
Committee
(JHOSC) for
Shaping a
Healthier Future
Programme

Shared Services
– Lessons learnt,
other councils’
experiences,
impact on savings
and improving
quality

Methodology

Joint
Committee

Review

Type of
report

Expected
date for
report to
Cabinet

Comments

Update
reports
provided for
O&S/
Health &
Social Care
sub
committee
and Cabinet
(for
information)

As required

The JHOSC met on 23 September (hybrid
meeting hosted by Brent) and considered
the NW London Covid-19 recovery and
vaccination programme and development
of the Integrated Care System in NW
London. The JHOSC also considered the
NW London acute strategy and digital
strategy.

Report to
Cabinet

By
September
2021

The next meeting of the JHOSC will be on
14 December when it is scheduled to
consider the NW London NHS 1) estates
strategy and 2) workforce strategy. The
meeting will be hosted by Harrow.
The final report of the review was
considered by O&S on 20 April, with a
relaxation on the timescales for an
Executive response (by September 2021).

Contact: Nahreen Matlib, Joint Interim Head of Policy. Email: nahreen.matlib@harrow.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 10
Pages 29 to 36

Report for:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting:

21 October 2021

Subject:

Maintained Schools Fire Door Upgrade Programme

Key Decision:

Yes

Responsible Officer:

Dipti Patel - Corporate Director, Community

Portfolio Holder:

Councillor Varsha Parmar - Portfolio Holder for
Environment and Climate Change;
Councillor Christine Robson - Portfolio Holder
Education and Social Services for Children, Young
People

Exempt:

No

Decision subject to
Call-in:

Yes

Wards affected:

Hatch End, Headstone North, Kenton East, Pinner,
Pinner South, Rayners Lane, Roxbourne

Enclosures:

None

29

Section 1 – Summary and Recommendations
This report seeks Cabinet approval to embark on the procurement
exercise to appoint a contractor(s) to undertake a programme of replacing
fire doors across a number of schools for which the authority has
maintenance responsibility

Recommendations:
Cabinet is requested to:
1. grant approval to commence the procurement process to appoint a
contractor(s) for the installation of new fire doors across the Councils
maintained schools at an anticipated value of £915,000.00
2. delegate authority to the Corporate Director Community, following
consultation with the Portfolio Holder for Environment and Climate
Change, Portfolio Holder for Education and Social Services for Children
and Young People and the Portfolio Holder for Finance and Resources
together with the Director of Finance, to finalise the procurement and
award of the contract(s).
Reason: (For recommendations)
To provide an efficient and compliant procurement route to award a
contract(s) for the upgrade of fire doors in schools detailed below and
maintained by the Council, in order to ensure the Council fulfils its
statutory and regulatory responsibilities for maintaining its buildings.

Section 2 – Report
2,1

The Authority has a duty to ensure the schools for which it has
maintenance responsibility are appropriately maintained and that its
statutory and regulatory obligations are met.

2.2

The Communities Directorate is responsible for the delivery of planned
capital maintenance across the Authority’s maintained schools.

2.3

The school’s capital maintenance programme is funded by the
Department of Education, who allocate funds each year for the
maintenance and improvements of Local Authority maintained schools
within the Borough. The funding allocation for 2021/22 is £2,800,444

2.4

The condition and performance of fire doors across the school estate
has been identified as inadequate by both stock condition reports and
fire risk assessments, noting the need for the replacement of the
existing stock.

2.5

It is intended that a joint procurement is undertaken with the Housing
Division who are seeking to procure similar services.

30

3. Options considered
3.1

The options considered were:
(a) Do nothing
(b) Undertake a competitive tender to appoint a contractor(s) to
undertake a programme of works to replace the existing stock
(c) Use an approved framework to procure the doors and invite
competitive tenders for the installation.

3.2

Option (a) is not an option that can be considered, as the works are
essential fire safety works that have been identified in stock condition
surveys and fire risk assessments
Option (b), could lead to delays and the market currently could be
subject to varying price fluctuations
The recommended option is to progress with Option (c) and undertake
a procurement exercise via an established fire safety framework, as
this will provide a quick and compliant route to market, that will invite
competitive prices from appropriate providers.

4. Current Situation
4.1

Many of the existing fire doors across a number of our schools are
original to the building or installations that have been in place for a
significant number of years, which would have complied with the fire
regulations and standards at the time of construction

4.2

The current condition of these doors, along with any alterations and
change of components that have taken place over time, would suggest
that they now no longer meet current standards or provide the
protection for which they are intended.

4.3

The installation of new fire rated doors would offer a minimum of 30minute protection from smoke and fire and provide sufficient
compartmentation of the building and ensure escape routes are
protected.

4.4

As a result, it is proposed to upgrade the fire doors at Canon Lane
Primary, Newton Farm, Pinner Wood, Shaftesbury High, Pinner Park,
Roxbourne and Grimsdyke schools.

5. Risk Management Implications
The risk of not replacing the doors is mitigated by the approval of this report
and decision.
Risks included on corporate or directorate risk register? No
Separate risk register in place? No
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The following key risks should be considered when agreeing the
recommendations in this report:
Risk Description
Contractors unable to fulfil
the requirements
of the contract e.g. poor
performance, leading to the
need to terminate the
contract.
Does not achieve
competitiveness and value
for
Money.
The potential risk of
Asbestos in vicinity of work
areas.

Mitigations
RAG Status
Framework contractors are Low
pre- selected on their
experience and
demonstrable experience in
delivering schemes of this
magnitude
A competitive tender through Low
the proposed procurement
framework will ensure
competitive process are
submitted
An Asbestos register will be Low
provided to the contractor for
identification of any asbestos
containing materials within
the vicinity of any works, so
that appropriate mitigation
measures can be put in
place by the contractor.
.

6. Procurement Implications
6.1

It is proposed to undertake the procurement via a compliant framework

6.2

Any procurement arising from this report will be advised on and
supported by the procurement team and will be conducted in line with
the Terms and Conditions of the LHC framework, which provides a fully
compliant route to market.

Legal Implications
7.1

There are a number of statutory, regulatory and guidance standards
that set out the Authority’s responsibilities in ensuring schools are
maintained in a safe and appropriate condition, including, but not
limited to:
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005

Article 17 of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 makes it a
legal requirement to ensure that fire resisting doors and escape doors
are correctly installed and adequately maintained in order for them to
be fit for purpose.
Building Regulations

Building Regulations Approved Document B, Volume 2: Buildings
Other than Dwellings addresses fire safety precautions which must be
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adhered to, to ensure the safety of occupants, firefighters and those
close to the building in the event of a fire. The document covers all
standards related to this, including measures to restrict the internal
spread of a fire due to the structure or lining used within a building and
safety measures related to this means of escape.
The regulations state that all fire doorsets should have a performance
based on fire resistance as classified in accordance with BS476: Part
22 1987 or BS EN 1634-1 2000.
Department of Education, Building Bulletin 100 (revised): Fire Safety
Design for Schools
Building Bulletin 100 is non-statutory guidance on fire safety for
schools, covering the design of school buildings, advising how to
minimise the spread of fire and to ensure the building structure is
adequately resistant to fire, so that pupils and staff will have early
warning if a fire breaks out and can evacuate quickly and safely. The
guidance notes all fire doors should have the appropriate classification
in accordance with BS EN 13501-2 or BS 476-22,

7.2

In accordance with the Council’s Contract Procedural Rules, for
procurements over £500,000, approval to procure is being sought by
completing a Cabinet report prior to the commencement of the tender
activity. In addition, consultation with the Portfolio Holder will be sought
throughout the commissioning, planning and procurement phase of the
project.

8. Financial Implications
8.1

The DfE has made an allocation of £2,800,444 for 2021/22 through the
School Condition Allowance Grant. The grant extends to maintained
schools only and does not include Voluntary Aided schools or
academies, who receive their own allocations

8.2

The anticipated spend for the fire door replacement programme is
£915,000 and will be met from the sub allocation for the fire door
replacement within the grant funding

9. Equalities implications / Public Sector Equality Duty
9.1

The Council has had due regard to its Equalities Duties. in particular
with respect to its duties arising pursuant to the Equality Act 2010.
There is no evidence to indicate that equalities duties are engaged by
this proposal and there will be no adverse impacts in respect of
protected characteristics. As such, the Council considers that there is
no need for an Equalities Impact Assessment to be carried out and that
in approving this proposal the Council will be acting in compliance with
its equalities duties.
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Council Priorities
1.

Tackling poverty and inequality
Maintaining existing school premises ensures they are fit for purpose
and enables brighter futures for the Borough’s children and young
people.

2.

Building homes and infrastructure
Supports investment in improving the infrastructure across the school’s
estate.

Section 3 - Statutory Officer Clearance
Statutory Officer: Dawn Calvert
Signed by the Chief Financial Officer
Date: 13/09/21
Statutory Officer: Sarah Inverary
Signed on behalf of the Monitoring Officer
Date: 13/09/21
Chief Officer: Michael Butler
Signed on behalf of the Corporate Director
Date: 13/09/21
Head of Procurement: Nimesh Mehta
Signed by the Head of Procurement
Date: 13/09/21
Head of Internal Audit: Susan Dixson
Signed by the Head of Internal Audit
Date: 13/09/21

Mandatory Checks
Ward Councillors notified: Yes
EqIA carried out: NO
EqIA cleared by: N/A
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Section 4 - Contact Details and Background
Papers
Contact: Michael Rourke, Interim Head of Facilities and Estates
Management, tel. 07794470149, Michael.rourke@harrow.gov.uk
Background Papers: None
Call-in waived by the Chair of Overview and Scrutiny
Committee
NO
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Agenda Item 11
Pages 37 to 50

Report for:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting:

21 October 2021

Subject:

Harrow Community Infrastructure Levy
(HCIL) – approval of Discretionary Social
Housing Relief policy / statement

Key Decision:

Yes – policy / statement applies to all wards
and has financial implications

Responsible Officer:

Beverley Kuchar – Interim Chief Planning
Officer

Portfolio Holder:

Councillor Graham Henson, Leader of the
Council; Strategy, Regeneration,
Partnerships & Devolution Portfolio Holder

Exempt:

No

Decision subject to
Call-in:

Yes

Wards affected:

All wards

Enclosures:

Appendix 1 - Discretionary Social Housing
Relief policy / statement

Section 1 – Summary and Recommendations
The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is a power which enables the
Council to raise funds for infrastructure from new development. Harrow
adopted its CIL Charging Schedule on 16 September 2013 and has been
charging CIL since 1 October 2013.
Charging authorities are permitted under the Community Infrastructure
Regulations 2010 (as amended) to offer a number of discretionary reliefs from
a charge to CIL. For these provisions to be applied, a charging authority
needs to publish statements about the availability of each in its area.
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This report seeks Cabinet’s approval for a policy that will enable the Council
to offer discretionary social housing relief to affordable housing that does not
meet the requirements for mandatory social housing relief.

Recommendation:
Cabinet agree the Discretionary Social Housing Relief policy / statement set
out in Appendix 1.

Reason: (for recommendation)
The Community Infrastructure Regulations 2010 (‘CIL Regulations’) requires
charging authorities publish statements about the availability of discretionary
social housing relief in its area for such relief to be applied.

Section 2 – Report
1.0

Introduction

1.1

The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is a charge where Charging
Authorities (typically local authorities) collect contributions from new
developments in their area, in order to fund new infrastructure support
growth. It is applied at a rate per square metre of net new floor space,
depending on development type.

1.2

Various exemptions, or ability to apply for relief are available under the
CIL Regulations 2010. These include mandatory social housing relief
(covering social / affordable rented or shared ownership tenures),
exemptions for charities (for buildings in operational use), and for selfbuild dwellings. In addition, Charging Authorities may introduce
discretionary relief for certain areas identified in the CIL Regulations.
For CIL discretionary relief to be offered, the Charging Authority must
approve and publish a statement to that effect. One such discretionary
relief relates to social housing relief for affordable housing that does not
qualify for mandatory relief under the CIL Regulations.

1.3

This report proposes a policy / statement that will allow the Council to
offer discretionary social housing relief and outlines the rationale for
doing so.

1.4

The Council also collects CIL on behalf of the Mayor of London (‘MCIL’).
MCIL is used to fund strategic transport infrastructure, such as
Crossrail / Elizabeth Line. This report and proposed policy / statement
does not cover MCIL.

2.0

Options considered

2.1

Harrow currently does not offer discretionary social housing relief as it
has not previously adopted a policy enabling this. The option to
introduce such a policy did not exist at the time the Council adopted its
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CIL charging schedule in 2013, with the option being introduced by
amendments to the CIL Regulations in 2014. Since that time there has
been no pressing need for such a policy to be introduced and the
Council has the option to continue not to have a policy.
2.2

However, recently the potential benefit of a policy in ensuring that wider
social or economic development objectives are not adversely affected
by CIL has become evident through the granting of planning permission
for a specific development proposal to which the policy would apply;
details of that development and the general benefits and costs of
introducing the discretionary policy are addressed below .

2.3

If the Council was not to adopt the policy, developments such as the
‘Pocket Living’ scheme on the former Halfords site, Sheepcote Road
(see section 5 below) may not proceed in Harrow.

3.0

Background

3.1

As noted above, Harrow currently does not offer discretionary social
housing relief as it has not previously adopted a policy enabling this.
The Council has however adopted a discretionary policy on ‘In Kind
Land and Infrastructure Payments’, which was adopted by Cabinet on
10 March 2016 (minute 356). This policy enables the Council to accept
land or physical infrastructure in-lieu of monetary payment of CIL and
was used to facilitate the provision of the Greenhill Library as part of
the Harrow Square development, College Road, Harrow.

4.0

Current situation

4.1

Mandatory Social Housing Relief is a mandatory CIL discount that can
be applied to most social rent, affordable rent, and intermediate rent
dwellings, provided by a local authority or private registered provider,
and shared ownership dwellings. The vast majority of affordable
housing granted permission in Harrow is able to benefit from mandatory
social housing relief from CIL and there has been no pressing need to
introduce a discretionary policy that would apply to other forms of
affordable housing.

4.2

Mandatory social housing relief can also apply to dwellings where the
first and subsequent sales are for no more than 70% of their market
value (“First Homes”) as a result of changes to the CIL Regulations in
2020. To be eligible, a planning obligation (via a ‘s106 agreement’)
must be entered into prior to the first sale of the dwelling to ensure that
any subsequent sale of the dwelling is for no more than 70% of its
market value. Regulation 49 (as amended by the 2015 Regulations and
the 2020 (No. 2) Regulations) defines where such social housing relief
applies.

4.3

A charging authority may offer separate discretionary relief for
dwellings sold for no more than 80% of their market value subject to
specific criteria set out in regulation 49A(2).
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5.0

Why a change is needed

5.1

The Government’s recent introduction of the ‘First Homes’ affordable
housing tenure extends mandatory social housing relief to properties
that are sold at no more than 70%of their market value as the
Government considers that the 30% discount makes them ‘affordable’.
Such homes (i.e. discount market sale) are considered an
‘intermediate’ affordable housing tenure (shared ownership being
another example of intermediate tenure, but where only part of the
property is purchased, and the rest rented from the developer).

5.2

There may however be instances where discount market sale
properties offered at no more than 80% of market value are considered
to make a positive contribution to the affordable housing stock within
Harrow. Whilst a lower level of discount (20%) compared to First
Homes, they still fall within the definition of affordable housing in the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) but are not eligible for
mandatory social housing relief.

5.3

The proposed Pocket Living development at the former Halfords site,
11 Sheepcote Road, Harrow (planning reference P/3305/20) is one
such example. This scheme was approved at the Planning Committee
meeting on 17 March 2021. It proposes 100% affordable housing, in
the form of 1 bed 1 person units sold at no more than 80% of market
value. The 100% affordable housing offer exceeds the strategic
affordable housing targets of 40% and 50% in the Harrow Local Plan
and the London Plan respectively. Additionally, the applicant was able
to demonstrate the proposed discounted sale homes would be more
affordable than options in Harrow’s private rented sector housing and
also shared ownership housing (which qualifies for mandatory relief).
Therefore, whilst not offering a mix of affordable housing tenure
(typically weighted towards affordable rent / social rent tenures that
benefit from mandatory relief), the scheme was able to be supported.

5.4

Given the ongoing evolution of affordable housing tenures, products
and delivery models, other schemes that make a beneficial contribution
to the borough’s affordable housing stock but not meet the
requirements for mandatory relief could also be proposed.

5.5

However, as it currently stands, the Council does not have a policy
allowing discretionary relief. By adopting such a policy, all schemes that
are sold at a 20% discount to market and make a positive contribution
to the boroughs affordable housing stock will have an opportunity to
make an application for relief from CIL which can be considered on a
case-by-case basis having regard to the proposed statement.
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6.0

Proposed Policy / Statement

6.1

Appendix 1 includes the proposed ‘Statement of Availability on
Discretionary Social Housing Relief under Regulations 49A and 49B’.

6.2

The proposed statement allows the Council, at its discretion, to offer
CIL relief for discounted market sales. This refers to housing units being
sold at 80% or less of their market value. The ability to offer this
discretionary relief was introduced under the February 2014
amendments to the CIL Regulations. To be able to offer the relief, a
charging authority needs to publish a statement about how discounted
market housing will be ‘allocated’ in its area, to the extent that the
authority is responsible for ‘allocating’ that housing type. The meaning
of ‘allocation’ in this context is not entirely clear in the CIL Regulations.
It is considered that it should be interpreted as meaning that the
charging authority should set out its approach to how discounted
market units should be brought forward for sale (for example, to people
who meet certain income criteria).

6.3

In relation the requirement to set out the approach to how discounted
market units should be brought forward for sale, the proposed
Statement in Appendix 1 indicates:
For the purposes of regulation 49B(1)(a)(iii) of the CIL Regulations
2010, intending claimants for this relief should note the following. Where
a proposed development includes housing of the type for which
discretionary social housing relief is claimed, the Council will require the
entry into a planning obligation in the form of a section 106 agreement
in terms that are acceptable to the Council. Those terms will generally
include a requirement that sales of dwellings for which this relief is made
available are targeted in the first instance towards lower income
households who have a connection (through living or working) with the
London Borough of Harrow in accordance with the GLA’s Intermediate
income requirements. Intending purchasers of individual units will need
to confirm their agreement, through the terms of their purchase, to these
requirements.

6.4

Requiring the developer to enter into a S106 agreement will secure the
‘benefits’ of the proposed affordable housing that justify the
discretionary relief being given. It is noted that some boroughs
(Wandsworth) have been more detailed in their discretionary relief
policies (i.e. marketing arrangements, specifying income levels etc).
Including such detail in the policy itself is considered to limit flexibility
and risk becoming outdated. The proposed approach secures the
benefits of the affordable housing via S106 agreement, with the draft
policy / statement outlining the key matters to be addressed. Without
binding commitments secured through a S106 agreement, the scheme
would not be eligible for discretionary social housing relief.

6.5

For a discounted market sales scheme qualifying for Discretionary
Social Housing Relief, the calculation of relief will follow the same
methodology as mandatory Social Housing Relief (that is, the relief
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which can be claimed by developers providing rented or shared
ownership social housing), i.e. relief will be 100% of CIL liability.
6.6

As noted above, Harrow, alongside other boroughs, have granted
planning permission for schemes such as those promoted by Pocket
Housing, who provide a form of discounted market sales but do not
have relief from CIL. The basis of offering CIL relief would be to
stimulate and encourage new providers for the intermediate housing
market. A number of boroughs have adopted such a policy, including
Lambeth and Wandsworth.

7.0

Implications of the Recommendation

7.1

The main implication will be to expand the range of developments
where social housing relief will be applicable. In such instances, Harrow
CIL will not be payable on that part of the development that constitutes
discount market sale units being sold at no more than 80% of market
value, in perpetuity.

7.2

The financial impact of allowing discretionary relief is anticipated to be
modest as there has been limited interest in discount market sale units
in Harrow since the implementation of Harrow CIL in 2013 and the
introduction of discretionary social housing relief in amendments to the
CIL Regulations in 2014. Additionally, the Government’s new First
Homes discount market sale tenure is anticipated to become the
predominant form of discount market units due to Government policy
prioritising this form of intermediate affordable housing tenure. Such
units are eligible for mandatory social housing relief.

7.3

The proposed relief policy could potentially impact upon the delivery of
low-cost rent tenures (such as London Affordable Rent), a priority in
Harrow, reflected in both the Local Plan and the Harrow Housing
Strategy) by encouraging the provision of the discounted market sale
units and also impacting upon overall financial viability of a
development (and therefore overall level of affordable housing). The
impact is expected to be minor as the overarching Local Plan policy /
priority remains low-cost rent tenures and any provision of discount
market sale properties (at 20% discount) instead of / at the ‘expense’
of low-cost rent tenures would need to have broader public benefits
(such as 100% affordable housing provision compared to the 40%
target in the Harrow Local Plan) in order to be granted planning
permission. Additionally, as noted above, the discretionary relief policy
will be largely superseded by development of First Homes tenures
(30% discount rather than 20% discount), which will benefit from
mandatory social housing relief under the CIL Regulations.

7.4

The overwhelming need for affordable housing in Harrow is for London
Affordable Rent and Social Rent homes that are affordable to
households on the Council’s Housing Register. The Council’s Housing
Service support the proposed policy which will assist the provision of
housing to Harrow first time buyers such as the approved Pocket Living
scheme, as long as it does not lead to this tenure hindering the
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negotiation of the most needed types of affordable housing. These
issues are addressed in 7.3
Ward Councillors’ comments
7.5

As the statement / policy would apply to all wards, comments from
individual ward councillors were not sought.
Performance Issues

7.6

Adopting the statement will assist in bringing forward development sites
where discount market sale units not eligible for mandatory social
housing relief. This will assist in the Council demonstrating a five-year
housing supply (of schemes granted permission or likely to come
forward in that time, relative to Harrow’s housing target) and passing
the Housing Delivery Test (housing completions measured over the
previous three years, relative to Harrow’s housing target), two key
performance measures in the planning system.

7.7

Paragraphs 7.1-7.2 address financial performance implications.

7.8

Staffing implications are modest given the limited interest in discount
market sale units and any requests for discretionary relief would be
dealt with using the same processes as for mandatory relief.
Environmental Implications

7.9

The application of discretionary CIL relief for social housing will not
have any direct environmental implications. Any development will be
assessed for environmental implications as part of the planning
process.
Data Protection Implications

7.10

The application of discretionary CIL relief for social housing will not
have any specific data protection implications. Data will be processed
using established CIL processes.

8.0

Risk Management Implications

8.1

Risks included on corporate or directorate risk register? No

8.2

Separate risk register in place? No

8.3

The relevant risks contained in the register are attached/summarised
below. N/A
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8.4

The following key risks should be taken into account when agreeing the
recommendations in this report:

Risk Description
Non-compliance
with legislation

Not introducing the
discretionary relief
policy may mean
some developments
do not proceed
The
cost
of
introducing
the
policy (in the form of
foregone
CIL
income) could be
greater than the
benefit (in the form
of
affordable
housing that may not
otherwise be built if
policy
not
introduced).

Mitigations
 Draft
report
and
statement
reviewed / approved by HB Law /
Monitoring Officer
 Approval of any relief applications
reviewed / agreed by an officer
more senior to that who considers
any request.
 Introducing
the
policy
recommended in this report would
mitigate this risk.

 Policy only applies if a eligible
development secures planning
permission.
The
grant
of
permission means the benefit of the
scheme has been assessed and
found to be positive
 The draft policy / statement
includes requirements for any
benefits of the scheme (i.e.
affordable housing provision above
the minimum required by policy) to
be secured by S106 planning
obligations legal agreements in
order to be eligible for discretionary
relief.
 As noted in the report, the
proposed
policy
has
been
prompted by a specific proposal
(but others would also benefit) but
recent changes to Regulations
mean that similar types of
affordable housing (but sold at a
greater discount) will automatically
benefit from social housing relief. It
is
therefore
unlikely
the
discretionary relief policy is likely to
be utilised at a significant rate going
forward.
 The impact of the policy (number of
schemes to which discretionary
relief is granted, monetary value of
relief granted) will be monitored
and withdrawal of the policy
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RAG Status
Green

Green

Amber

Risk Description

Mitigations
considered if costs deemed to
outweigh the benefits.

RAG Status

The introduction of
discretionary social
housing relief for
affordable housing
could
potentially
result in a reduction
in
CIL
receipts
although it is difficult
to quantify the value.
This would mean
less funding for the
Council to spend on
its
capital
infrastructure.

 The impact of the policy (number of
schemes to which discretionary
relief is granted, monetary value of
relief granted) will be monitored
and withdrawal of the policy
considered if monitoring indicates
an unacceptable impact upon
funding for the Council to spend on
its capital infrastructure.

Amber

Discretionary relief
process is abused

 Statement drafted to be precise as
to when discretionary relief will be
granted.
 Assessment
of
planning
applications will include the merits
of the proposed discount market
sale units in meeting housing need
in the borough (i.e. typically the
focus in on affordable housing that
is eligible for mandatory relief, but
in some instances, other noneligible forms of affordable housing
maybe acceptable).

Green

Disqualification
events
are
not
identified
and
applicable
CIL
payments secured.

 S106
planning
obligations
agreements will secure the
discount market sale requirements
in perpetuity (i.e. beyond the
seven-year requirement for CIL
relief) and put in place monitoring /
reporting arrangements.

Green

9.0

Procurement Implications

9.1

No procurement implications arise as a result of the proposed
statement.
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10.0

Legal Implications

10.1

The legal basis and implications of the proposed statement are
addressed in the body of the report above.

10.2

Part 3 of the Planning and Building Control Scheme of Delegation
agreed by the Planning Committee on 12 December 2018 gives the
Chief Planning Officer authority to ‘consider and determine claims for
relief or exemptions from liability to pay CIL’ (paragraph 5) – the
proposed discretionary social housing relief policy will be administered
under that delegated authority.

11.0

Financial Implications

11.1

The introduction of discretionary social housing relief for affordable
housing could potentially result in a reduction in CIL receipts although
it is difficult to quantify the value. This would mean less funding for the
Council to spend on its capital infrastructure.

12.0

Equalities implications / Public Sector Equality Duty

12.1

An Equalities Impact Assessment (EQIA) has been undertaken as the
proposed statement represents a new policy (with potential financial
implications) that could have an impact upon groups with protected
characteristics.

12.2

The EqIA found the provision of affordable housing generally has either
a positive or indeterminate impact upon groups with protected
characteristics. The proposed discretionary relief statement facilitates
an alternative form of affordable housing (discount market sale units
sold at 80% of market value or less) and is therefore also positive.
Potentially in facilitating this form of affordable housing (an intermediate
tenure), this could impactive negatively upon low-cost rent tenures but
overarching Local Plan policy would continue to prioritise such tenures.

12.3

The EqIA concluded that there are no anticipated adverse influences
under any protected characteristic.

13.0

Council Priorities

13.1

The proposed statement will help deliver the Council priorities relating
to tacking poverty and inequality by facilitating a wider range of
affordable housing tenures. It will also facilitate building homes by
extending social housing relief to a wider range of affordable housing
tenures. It will also indirectly support health and social care inequality
objectives by facilitating high quality accommodation with the
associated health benefits of this. It will also stimulate economic activity
during construction and by increasing the population within the
borough.
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Section 3 - Statutory Officer Clearance
Statutory Officer: Jessie Man
Signed on behalf of the Chief Financial Officer

Date: 13 September 2021
Statutory Officer: Jimmy Walsh
Signed on behalf of the Monitoring Officer

Date: 15 September 2021
Corporate Director: Dipti Patel
Signed off by the Corporate Director Community

Date: 7 October 2021
Head of Procurement: Nimesh Mehta
Signed by the Head of Procurement

Date: 10 September 2021
Head of Internal Audit: Susan Dixson
Signed by the Head of Internal Audit

Date: 6 October 2021

Mandatory Checks
Ward Councillors notified: NO, as it impacts on all Wards
EqIA carried out: YES
EqIA cleared by: Shumailla Dar, Head of Equality, Diversity and
Includsion, 7 October 2021

Section 4 - Contact Details and Background
Papers
Contact: David Hughes, Planning Policy Manager, 02087 366082,
david.hughes@harrow.gov.uk
Background Papers:
Harrow CIL Charging Schedule: Community infrastructure levy – Harrow
Council
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National Planning Policy Guidance (Community Infrastructure Levy) Community Infrastructure Levy - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
Pocket Living / Halfords – Planning Committee report and minutes: Agenda
item - 1/02 Halfords P/3305/20 (harrow.gov.uk)
Equalities Impact Assessment (EqIA) – 7 October 2021

Call-in waived by the Chair of Overview and Scrutiny
Committee
NO
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Appendix 1
LONDON BOROUGH OF HARROW
COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY
STATEMENT REGARDING AVAILABILITY OF DISCRETIONARY
SOCIAL HOUSING RELIEF
In accordance with Regulations 49A and 49B of the Community Infrastructure
Levy (CIL) Regulations 2010, Harrow Council hereby gives notice that
Discretionary Social Housing Relief is available in the London Borough of
Harrow.
This statement is effective from 1 November 2021.
Discretionary Social Housing Relief relates to a chargeable development that
includes one or more ‘qualifying dwellings’ under Regulation 49A. In order for a
dwelling to be a ‘qualifying’ dwelling for these purposes, a number of conditions
(specified in the CIL Regulations) must be satisfied. These include the
requirement that the dwelling must be sold for no more than 80% of its open
market value at the time of sale.
There may be instances where the development ceases to be eligible for
discretionary social housing relief.
For further information on this relief and how to apply for it please see
Regulations 49 to 54 of the CIL Regulations 2010.
For the purposes of regulation 49B(1)(a)(iii) of the CIL Regulations 2010,
intending claimants for this relief should note the following. Where a proposed
development includes housing of the type for which discretionary social housing
relief is claimed, the Council will require the entry into a planning obligation in
the form of a section 106 agreement in terms that are acceptable to the Council.
Those terms will generally include a requirement that sales of dwellings for
which this relief is made available are targeted in the first instance towards
lower income households who have a connection (through living or working)
with the London Borough of Harrow in accordance with the GLA’s Intermediate
income requirements. Intending purchasers of individual units will need to
confirm their agreement, through the terms of their purchase, to these
requirements.
The Council will work with developers and others wishing to bring forward
schemes potentially eligible for this relief to compile details of potential
individual purchasers within the Borough who are likely to meet the criteria
relating to household income and local connection (contained in any section
106 agreement) for sales of dwellings that are eligible for this relief. The Council
will not maintain a waiting list but will work with partners in finding applicants to
purchase accommodation. Within the framework outlined here, it will be for
individual buyers and sellers to agree on sales and purchases in the usual way.
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Should the developer be unable to sell all the units to households in accordance
with the Council’s policy and the section 106 agreement provisions for the sale
of dwellings eligible for CIL Discretionary Social Housing Relief, then CIL will
be liable on the relevant dwellings and on the relevant proportion of the
“qualifying” communal development.
Note: Discretionary Social Housing Relief is available only in respect of the
Harrow CIL and does not apply in respect of liability for the Mayor of London’s
CIL.
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Agenda Item 12
Pages 51 to 66

Report for:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting:

21 October 2021

Subject:

Security, Health & Safety Compliance –
Homesafe works request for additional
budget

Key Decision:

Yes - approval to increase the budget for
the Homesafe works to that already
approved by Cabinet by £1.6m.

Responsible Officer:

Julian Higson - Divisional Director of
Housing Services

Portfolio Holder:

Councillor Philip O’Dell - Portfolio Holder for
Housing; Councillor Natasha Proctor Deputy Leader and Portfolio Holder for
Finance and Resources.

Exempt:

No

Decision subject to
Call-in:

Yes

Wards affected:

All Wards

Enclosures:

None
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Section 1 – Summary and Recommendations
1.1 This report seeks Cabinet’s authority to increase the budget and go to
the market to deliver the 3rd phase of the Homesafe Programme which
delivers security, and health & safety compliance works for priority tenanted
and leaseholder flats and block common parts. We intend to let a 66-week
contract spanning the next 2-years 2021-2022 and 2022-2023 on the HRA
Housing Capital Programme.
1.2 Cabinet approved a budget of £2.4m for the Programme on 19th March
2020 Programme, but since then the Planned Investment team has increased
the scope of the Programme and included a larger number of priority flats and
blocks and an increased scope of works.
1.3 This report requests Cabinet approval for the additional budget of £1.6m
to bring the total budget to £4m which will incorporate the increased volume
and scope of works in the enhanced Programme. This will improve the safety
and security of more properties than originally planned.

Recommendations:
Cabinet to:
1. Approve the increase to the current Programme budget of £2.4m by
an additional £1.6m to a new total budget of £4,000,000, funded from
HRA capital resources in financial years 21/22 and 22/23.
2. Approve the commencement of a procurement process to identify a
suitable provider to deliver the enhanced Programme.
3. Delegate authority to the Corporate Director for Community, following
consultation with the Portfolio Holders for Housing and Finance and
Resources, to award a contract to the Most Economically
Advantageous Tender following the completion of a compliant
procurement process.
4. Delegate authority to the Corporate Director for Community, following
consultation with the Portfolio Holders for Housing and Finance and
Resources, to issue a Letter of Intent to the successful tenderer to
carry out pre contract surveys and to order materials with expected
long lead-in times for delivery.

Reason: (for recommendations): Due to the increased estimated Programme value requires Cabinet
approval for the additional budget to comply with the Council’s Contract
Procedure Rules and Financial Regulations.
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Section 2 – Report
2.0

Introduction

The Housing Capital budget approved at Cabinet on the 19th March 2020 for
Homesafe-3 Programme was up to £2,400,000. The additional budget required
for the delivery of the enhanced Programme is £1.6m which will cover a greater
number of flats and blocks that were not identified as part of the original
Programme. This would increase the overall Programme budget from
£2,400,000 already approved by Cabinet to £4,000,000 as per
recommendation 1.
The Programme budget will include the full tendered sum, a contingency sum,
associated pre start works, consultancy costs, and capitalised staffing costs.
An increased budget will ensure a full comprehensive security, and health and
safety compliance Programme is delivered to 434 flats contained within 65
blocks across the borough. This will also allow officers to make more homes
and blocks safer and more secure than originally planned. This will also save
time and internal costs for the future procurement of works to these homes and
blocks by including them in this enhanced Programme now.

2.1 Options Considered
The procurement options considered were as follows:
a) Commence an open tender and award to one contractor:
Engaging in an open tender would allow for wider competition. This would be
subject to statutory Section 20 leaseholder consultation and will allow us to
recover a proportion of the costs of the works from leaseholders.
b) Reducing the scope of works but retaining all 65 blocks:
This would reduce the specification of works to cover just essential compliance
and block security and associated works only. While this would not impact on
critical fire safety it would impact on bringing forward vital security
improvements such as some communal entrance doors replacements and level
access approaches and the FD30S certification of all fire store doorsets on the
protected escape routes.


Deferring entrance door replacement needing replacement now would
compromise block and resident’s security and increase maintenance in the
short term until they could be replaced on a future programme. The door
entry systems across the borough are obsolete, repairs may not be possible
should they fail, as is the situation for some blocks in the borough, leaving
blocks without security until replacement.
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Level access is Council policy and embraces diversity for residents and
their visitor’s. Omission of these works avoids Harrow’s responsibility to
address these issues where they can be reasonably achieved.

c) Omission of Blocks
The tender will contain compliance and security works to 434 flats in 65 blocks
and entrances. To make additional savings over and above the ‘Schedule of
Reductions’ in b) above or remove blocks only without reductions in
specification would require the omission of at least 19 priority blocks to scale
back the scheme to the originally approved budget of £2.4m.
All the blocks to be tendered under the Security and Compliance Homesafe-3
Programme have been identified as priority blocks in terms of fire compliance,
safety, and security. Officers’ opinion is that these works are a priority, and they
would like to ensure that more homes are completed sooner for these priority
safety and security works. The procurement of a contract for the enhanced
Programme of works provides the Council with the opportunity to do this.
Failure to deliver the whole programme could result in the deterioration of block
security and.

2.1.1 Conclusion: from the options considered above:
Option a) is recommended as:








This will ensure we complete the full Programme of works.
Open tender will invite competitive prices, and provide a quicker route
to market
This will mean more homes will be made safer sooner from fire and
electrical risks and benefit from increased block security measures such
as the new video door entry systems protecting homes and personal
safety.
This will be achieved within the next two financial years and within the
existing 3-year HRA programmed budgets.
It will reduce reactive maintenance costs on these blocks.
Give opportunity to explore a joint procurement exercise with other
departments in the council who will be carrying out similar compliance
works i.e. Fire Door installation in schools

A proportion of costs from the leaseholders under statutory Section 20
leaseholder consultation will be recovered. Option a) is the recommended and
preferred option.

2.2

Background

This Homesafe-3 Programme is the next phase of Fire Safety and Security
works following on from Homesafe-1 and Homesafe-2.
Homesafe-3 is to be funded within the HRA Housing Capital Programme for
years 2021/22 and 2022/23. These works are essential to increase block
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security and improve fire safety and compliance and will contribute to the
housing stock maintenance of 65 blocks.
This Programme will deliver the installation of:







Replacement of all flat front doors and stores with certified FD30S fire
rated door sets within the means of escape to all blocks
Landlord’s emergency lighting systems
Communal lighting, and rewiring
Replacement of obsolete/broken front/rear entrance doors/screens or
gated entry as appropriate where required
Upgrade obsolete door entry intercom systems with video door entry
Installation of cloud based self-reporting smart LD2 fire and CO alarm
detection systems to all flats, regardless of tenure.

This Programme will be delivered to 65 blocks spread across the borough.
The result will be improved security through 24-hour block access control with
camera visitor entry display, improved entrance door/screens and level access
approach for residents and visitors with disabilities or prams etc to meet the
requirements of the Equality Act 2010. The installation of communal areas
emergency lighting and re-wiring, system alarm detection in flats together with
service duct fire compartmentalisation to common parts circulation and roof
voids where required together with associated works will serve to decrease the
fire loading of these blocks through improved passive fire protection improving
survival rates in the event of a fire

2.2.1 Current Situation
Additional budget approval of £1.6m will be required above the already
approved £2.4m to incorporate all the blocks tendered together with the
associated preparation works and surveys, consultant input, and staffing costs.
This project includes 434 flats contained within 65 blocks, the contract duration
is 66-weeks and is expected to run over 2 fiscal years and be completed early
2023.

2.2.2 Why a Change is Needed
The change from the original cabinet approval is needed to enable the Council
to deliver the larger, all-encompassing security, and health and safety
compliance programme on more priority flats and blocks across the borough
which have been identified from Fire Risk Assessments (FRA’s) since the
submission of the original cabinet report.

2.3

Implications of the Recommendation

2.3.1 Considerations
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The recommendation will require an increased budget to proceed to deliver
more works to more priority blocks improving the security and safety of more
of our residents’ homes earlier.
2.3.2 Resources, Costs:
There are 85 more flats and 19 more blocks within the Homesafe-3 Programme
in comparison to Homesafe-2 programme. The Homesafe Programmes
naturally prioritise fire safety works and the blocks in the Homesafe-3
Programme have generated significantly more works. Based on risk, the
approach is to tackle the borough’s highest storey blocks first. The specification
of the scope of works is broadly the same as Homesafe-2, but Homesafe-3
blocks are in generally poorer condition in terms of communal entrances and
blocks are of different layouts to the Homesafe-2 programme on which the
original HRA budget was based.
In addition to many more properties the poorer condition necessitates
proportionally more new entrance doors/screens replacements and bin storage
relocation works together with the decommissioning of refuse chutes and
associated fire compartmentalisation. This additional work has impacted on the
overall scheme costs meaning that the approved budget allocation of £2.4m
needs to be increased. To address the fire and safety issues to a larger number
of homes and blocks and provide many safer homes earlier, we this will require
more finance.
The contract will be procured via an open market tender process and published
on the London Tenders Portal. The external resources required for this project
will be asbestos and CDM Consultants, Principal Contractor, and subcontractors. The actual costs associated with the Programme will be
determined by the actual tenders received. Evaluation of tenders will be based
on financial, quality, and social value and thus may not result in the lowest
priced tenderer winning. However, the market for this nature of works is
saturated as all UK landlords look to purchase similar works from suitably
qualified contractors following the Grenfell Tower fire disaster.
The scope of the works specification covers the compliance works and no
allowance is made for decorations and new floorings to common parts etc, as
under the Homesafe-2 contact, but focuses on essential safety compliance and
security works. The scope overall remains similar but has evolved to include
the following: 

Emergency lighting systems are now smart cloud based with self-reporting
facilities since Homesafe-2 which reduces ongoing monthly maintenance
significantly throughout product lifespan but increases installation capital
costs.



Alarm detection to flats now includes additional hardware (piloted in
Homesafe-2)



Fire FD30S doorsets:
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o Includes for both additional fire frames above and to the side of flat
front door FD30S doorsets (fanlights and sidelights) within the
Homesafe-3 specification.
o Resident and landlord store FD30S doorsets are included where
applicable in Homesafe-3 tender when previously they were not and
were dealt with by additions/variations to Homesafe-2 contract thus
potentially increasing tender costs.


Main Entrance screens/doors:
o There is no medium-term refurbishment
many entrance screens/doors (73No) in
which are in worse condition overall than
therefore need replacement with new at
refurbishment.

solution opportunity for
the Homesafe-3 blocks
Homesafe-2 (26No) and
much greater cost than

2.3.3 Staffing/workforce:
Pre-contract: The enabling works for this contract i.e. asbestos surveys,
Landlords electrical supplies upgrades and utilities works is 75% completed for
the 65 blocks. The in-house Project Manager will manage these until
completion.
Main Contract: The in-house Project Manager will manage all the stages within
the procurement cycle (including Leaseholders statutory notification) to ensure
a quality product is delivered.
Post Contract: The Project Manager will manage the Clerk of Works and other
agencies to ensure delivery to programme and quality of installed product and
will resolve any issues that could occur as they arise. Prior to the start of the
project the Council’s fire audit tool will be will completed with the scope of works
and signed off by a qualified Fire Risk assessor.
2.4 Ward Councillors’ Comments
We will have an active consultation programme with all councillors generally
but specifically councillors where works are taking place within their wards to
provide information and inform on the delivery of the programme.
This Programme will be discussed with the Portfolio Holder for Housing, and
the Portfolio holder for Finance & Resources. The Programme is boroughwide,
and information will be made available to all members via the reports that are
discussed at H&S board.
In addition, resident consultation will take place, as the Programme evolves
ahead of the start of site works which is to be issued based on previous Cabinet
authority. Consultation includes statutory Section 20 leaseholder consultation
in relation to Leaseholders. Resident consultation will be held at intervals with
surgeries as the programme extends across the borough.
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2.5 Performance Issues
The successful contractor will be managed effectively from mobilisation.
Performance statistics will be reviewed monthly and monitored through a
combination of regular site visits and formal meetings, together with monthly
evaluations identifying financial and quantity delivery. Project Management
Meetings also take place every month to monitor and manage delivery. This
data is also reported to Corporate Director level via the Corporate Project
Monitoring process so that there is a wider awareness of the Programme status
at any given time.
The Contract will provide 12-months Defects Liability Period from date of
installation. The emergency Lighting to block Common Parts areas will be
covered by warranty for the first 5-years (4 additional years after the expiration
of the Defects Liability Period). The manufacturer will need to be added to the
Response Maintenance approved contractor list to carry out non-warranty
works. This will then form part of our ongoing maintenance programme. The
emergency Lighting Systems will be Smart Cloud based enabling remote
analysis of the installations. The systems will monitor the lighting systems to
the British Standard testing regimes and report outcomes on a monthly and
annual basis thus largely negating staff and contractor input and site
attendance to drive down ongoing cyclical maintenance costs.
Alarm detection D1 LD2D systems and CO detection is the new installation
standard to all housing stock. These installations will be monitored via the Cloud
allowing dynamic remote interrogation/reporting and real-time monitoring of
tampering, defaults, and emergency alerts.
The video door entry security will also be cloud based enabling remote
programming of key fobs to assist in controlling block security thus reducing the
risks of fobs entering circulation to non-residents and gangs.
All the above cloud-based safety systems will reduce reactive maintenance
resourcing, resulting from lower contractor attendance and staff time/salary
costs.
In addition, we intend to form monthly project groups, inviting residents and
members to support the management and monitoring of these schemes
throughout their implementation virtually.
2.6 Environmental Implications
It is the intention that the delivery of any contract will contribute to the Council’s
objectives around social, economic, and environmental sustainability. We want
to do all we can to ensure that we support Harrow’s economy by buying locally
wherever practical and maximise opportunities for local people in employment
and training. The project will ensure that tenders provide detailed information
about their contribution to the environment and sustainability. We also require
bidders to sign up to the Considerate Contractor Scheme.
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Specific requirements on social, economic, and environmental matters will vary
according to the value and duration of each contract and will be part of the pretender procurement documentation for inclusion in the online tender portal.

2.6 Data Protection Implications
All personal data processed in connection with the contract will be carried out
in full compliance with data protection laws including the Data Protection Act
2018 and GDPR, and the contract will contain appropriate data protection
clauses.

2.8 Risk Management Implications
2.8.1 Risk included on Directorate risk register? Yes,
2.8.2 Separate risk register in place? Yes
2.8.3 The relevant risks contained in the register are attached/summarised
below: 

The following key risks should be considered when agreeing the
recommendations in this report.
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Table-1
Risk Description

Specific risks that are
currently unknown arising
upon project
commencement

Mitigations
A risk register specific for this procurement will be started
from the outset of the process and will be maintained and
reviewed by all relevant staff regularly. The assigned
Project Manager and Housing Asset Management team
will ensure there is a risk register in place from
programme brief onwards.

RAG Status

Amber

Specific risks will be monitored and managed on the
project as it moves forward. The aim of risk management
is to identify business risks and effectively manage them.

Lack of full recovery of
Leasehold S20 costs

Ensuring a fully audited Section 20 consultation process
takes place and a robust recovery process is implemented
by the Leasehold Services team

Amber

VFM not achieved for
project.
With reduced capital
investment there is a drive to
maximise efficiencies

Engage in a competitive tender process with analysis on
quality and price. Specification will test open market in
terms of materials and supplies for contract. Minimise
specified products on the market. A performance
specification will be part of the ITT and suppliers are able
to put forward alternative products with the contract
administrator’s approval.

Amber

Risk of not being able to
attract specialist
contractors during
procurement of contract –
specialist contractors
required for the project
success

By tendering to the ‘Open Market tender’ and listing the
elements of work specific to the project in the ITT a
compliance works contractor will be sourced. Contactor
will be experience and have knowledge in delivering this
area of work.

Green

Delays in project – Access
issues and Covid 19
restrictions and working with
vulnerable tenants

Outcome of any resurgence of Covid19 restrictions and
impact on the industry remain uncertain. This will be
reviewed on a regular basis to monitor performance cost
impact.
Given the unknown vulnerability of this resident group,
the Council will always insist on Covid safe procedures
and PPE regardless of the lessening national
procedures.

Materials Shortages and
Delivery issues

Materials delay will risk a claim by the contractor for
extension(s) of time to the contract increasing contract
costs and requiring more budget. Placing an order (letter
of intent) for surveys and pre ordering of materials will
assist in reducing delays to the contract and the risks of
Extensions of time.

Fire safety compliance risk
if project does not go
ahead

Resident safety
compromised if project
does not go ahead

Rephase and target speedy delivery by splitting
HomeSafe project into constituent elements for delivery
(Fire Doors, Emergency Lighting, Compartmentation,
Alarms)
This provides the opportunity to work with specialist
contractors (not sub-contractors) on a Just-In-Time basis
that addresses the various priorities currently packaged
under HomeSafe.
Efficient budget management through the procurement
and delivery of dedicated projects that operate on an
elemental basis, as opposed to a communal works
package.
Security works will be split by priority, with priority 1 items
being dealt with through responsive repairs such as
referrals due to ASB or critical elements of disrepair to
communal doors (capitalised where necessary).
Priority 2 blocks will be phased into a separate dedicated
programme of communal door works commencing
2022/23. These priority 2 blocks were due a specification
upgrade based on the previous Better Homes Standard,
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Red

Red

Red

Red

which has since been replaced by the Just-in-Time
methodology (part of the current asset management
strategy). i.e. there are no specific security concerns
which amount to a failure of compliance or existing
legislation, rather, they were part of a Borough wide
standard and programme to improve security across
blocks and estates.

Risk of additional costs for
decoration/flooring as a
result of these works.

Any immediate H&S works identified on site will be
managed by variation to the contract to rectify any
issues.
Further to the above, a new Planned Preventative
Maintenance programme commencing 2022/23 will deal
with revenue-led items such as communal decorations
across the common-part spaces identified in HomeSafe
programme.

Red

2.9. Procurement Implications
On approval to commence a tender exercise as per recommendation number
2, the procurement team will work with colleagues from the service area to
prepare an Invitation to Tender and use an open market procurement route as
permitted by the Public Contract Regulations 2015.
This procurement route will generate competition in the market to deliver this
service and ensure we have maximised the chances of creating competition for
this work and getting the best possible quality and value outcome. Opportunities
will arise for procurement to be jointly undertaken with the Estates commercial
procurement for fire doors.
We will award to the Most Economically Advantageous Tender and that this
process is conducted compliant to the Public Contract Regulations and our own
Contract Procedure Rules.

2.10 Legal Implications
2.10.1 On 19 March 2020 Cabinet resolved that:
(1) the Divisional Director of Housing be authorised to undertake a
procurement process for a contractor or contractors to deliver a variety
of Security, H&S Compliance & common parts works, including fire
safety works as part of general improvements to the safety of HRA
dwelling stock, funded entirely from HRA Capital resources in financial
years 2020 and 2021 (rolling over into year 2022);
(2) the Corporate Director of Community be authorised, following
consultation with the Portfolio Holder for Housing and the Portfolio
Holder for Finance and Resources, together with the Director of Finance,
to enter into the procurement and implementation of the contract(s) to
the value specified in the capital programme [up to £2.4m].
2.10.2 The Council’s Contract Procedure Rules and Financial Regulations
require that procurement of goods, services, or woks with a value over
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£500,000 must obtain cabinet approval. Although cabinet previously
approved the procurement of Homesafe works up to £2.4m, the
additional works and value of up to £1.6m require further cabinet
approval.
2.10.3 The works are below the financial threshold above which The Public
Contracts Regulations 2015 apply, so the council does not need to
advertise on Find a Tender and can procure via the London Tenders
Portal only.
2.10.4 The Council also has a statutory duty under Section 20 of the Landlord
and Tenant Act 1985 as amended by the Commonhold and Leasehold
Reform Act 2002 and The Service Charges (Consultation Requirements)
(England) Regulations 2003 to undertake a two
stage consultation with leaseholders whose homes will be included on
the Programme and who will subsequently be charged a proportion of
the costs incurred. Stage 1 Consultation will take place following
Cabinet approval is granted.
2.10.5 Legal Services will support the drafting and execution of the contract
with the successful tenderer.

2.11 Financial Implications
2.11.1 The total capital cost and funding for current and future years of
Homesafe-3 is set out in the table below: 2.11 Table-1 Finance
Project Approvals

Status

Budget
£

Spend
2021-22

Spend
2022-23

£

£

Cabinet Approved

19-Mar-20

2,400,000

2,400,000

0

Cabinet Request

21-Oct-21

1,600,000

0

1,600,000

-1,400,000

1,400,000

1,000,000

3,000,000

Estimated slippage
c/fwd
Total

4,000,000

2.11.2 The 2021/22 HRA Planned Investment Budget for Capital contains
sufficient funding for the £2.4m approved by Cabinet in March 2020 for
the Homesafe-3 scheme as detailed in item 2.11 Table 1 above. The
additional £1.6m expenditure identified within this report can be
contained within the current HRA Planned Investment Capital Budget for
2022/23 of £5.895m approved by Council in February 2021 with no
impact on General Fund and no requirement for additional borrowing.
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The estimated £4.0m budget is inclusive of the tendered sum,
contingency, associated pre-start works, consultancy costs, and
capitalised staffing costs.
2.11.3 The tender documents will include a requirement to pay the London
living Wage (LLW).
2.11.4 Works will be subject to VAT which will be reclaimed from Customs
and Excise.
2.11.5 A proportion of the contract costs will be recharged to Leaseholders
under Statutory Section 20 procedures.

2.12. Equalities Implications / Public Sector Equality Duty
2.12.1 The procurement exercise will be designed to deliver existing policies
and strategies maintaining the current level of equality in service
provision. The contract specification will be very clear on the equalities
related duties on contractors, given the wide range of needs of our
customers.
2.12.2 An initial Equality Impact Assessment has been prepared specifically for
the procurement exercise. This identified no need for a full assessment
at this stage because it did not identify any potential for unlawful conduct
or disproportionate impact. All opportunities to address diversityparticularly vulnerability for all tenants and will be addressed through the
contract specification and ensure residents receive the same service
regardless of but taking into account specific needs. We will address
these in our tendering documents and processes. The assessment will
be updated as the contract moves forward.

2.13. Council Priorities
Improving the environment and addressing climate change
The procurement of this contract will expect the incumbent contractors
to agree on ways to implement relevant measures in response to the
Council’s declared Climate Emergency.
Building homes and infrastructure
This contract provides vital safety and security infrastructure such as
communal and flat fire doors, compartmentation and door security
measures.
Addressing health and social care inequality
The procured contractor will deliver existing policies and strategies
maintaining the current level of equality in service provision. The contract
specification will be very clear on the equalities related duties on
contractors, given the wide range of needs of our customers. The
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specification for the contract will ensure that the successful contractor is
equipped to provide a high level of customer service to all our residents.
Thriving economy
The Council’s tender exercise will need to demonstrate that any potential
contractors are proactively engaging with Harrow Council’s Community
Engagement strategy, and their financial commitment will help to drive
and deliver meaningful social value initiatives across the borough. The
tender evaluation criteria includes measuring potential contractors on
their Social Value offering including training and apprenticeships and
employing local people and using local supply chains.

Section 3 - Statutory Officer Clearance
Statutory Officer: Tasleem Kazmi
Signed on behalf of the Chief Financial Officer

Date: 7th October 2021
Statutory Officer: Stephen Dorrian
Signed on behalf of the Monitoring Officer

Date: 6th October 2021
Chief Officer: Dipti Patel
Signed off by the Corporate Director, Community

Date: 7th October 2021
Head of Procurement: Nimesh Mehta
Signed off by the Head of Procurement

Date: 7th October 2021
Head of Internal Audit: Susan Dixson
Signed off by the Head of Internal Audit

Date: 8th October 2021

Mandatory Checks
Ward Councillors notified: NO, as it impacts on all Wards
EqIA carried out: YES - An overarching
EQIA was undertaken for the programme Directorate Equality Task
Group.
EqIA cleared by: (DETG) Chair
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Section 4 - Contact Details and Background
Papers
Contact: Mark Crodden, Project Manager Housing Asset
Management, Direct Telephone No. 07714 182057 and Email
mark.crodden@harrow.gov.uk
Background Papers: None
Call-in waived by the Chair of Overview and Scrutiny
Committee
NO
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Agenda Item 13
Pages 67 to 84

Report for:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting:

21 October 2021

Subject:

Green Homes Grant Scheme – request to
utilise grant funding for Phase 2 and future
phases

Key Decision:

Yes

Responsible Officer:

Julian Higson - Divisional Director of
Housing

Portfolio Holders:

Councillor Philip O’Dell - Portfolio Holder for
Housing; Councillor Natasha Proctor Portfolio Holder for Finance & Resources

Exempt:

No

Decision subject to
Call-in:

Yes

Wards affected:

All

Enclosures:

None
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Section 1 – Summary and Recommendations
In January 2021 Cabinet approved Harrow’s involvement in the Green Homes
Grant Local Authority Delivery Scheme Phase 1a. Following a successful
consortium bid for Green Homes Grant Phase 2, this report asks Cabinet for
authority to approve the continued collaboration by Harrow Council with the
consortium partners in order to access the additional grant funding and enable
further retrofit works to be carried out to homes within the Borough.
Cabinet is requested to:
1.1

Approve the collaboration with the lead Borough Ealing in order to utilise
the funding awarded under the GHG:LAD Phase 2 and any further phases
to the West London consortium of 12 boroughs. This enables retrofit
solutions works to be delivered via an appointed managing agent procured
by the lead Borough.
An indicative allocation, based on population and fuel poverty figures, of
£10.788 million was awarded to the West London Consortium. Harrow’s
indicative allocation for Phase 2 is £750,000 based on this formula. This
would fund the retrofitting of at least a further 75 properties in addition to the
anticipated 58 in Phase 1a.

1.2

Delegate authority to the Corporate Director Community, following
consultation with the Portfolio Holders for Housing and Finance &
Resources and the Director of Finance to:
a. Approve the contribution of £75,000 from the HRA under Phase 2 which
requires the Council to match fund one third of the Green Homes Grant
of £150,000 for the installation of energy efficiency measures to council
owned properties.
b. Seek and secure future funding including Phase 3 of the Green Homes
Grant Local Authority Delivery Scheme, Sustainable Warmth
Competition, and/or Home Upgrade Grant following, following a West
London Consortium competitive procurement process or other compliant
procurement process, to take all necessary actions to utilise such
funding and carry out further retrofit works to homes in the Borough.

Reason: (for recommendations)
The delivery of retrofit activity under the scheme will enable the Council to: -

-

Address the Climate Emergency that Harrow Council
has declared by undertaking domestic retrofit
measures in the borough.
Target not only Harrow’s poorest energy performing
stock but also those households in greatest need
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-

-

helping to reduce fuel poverty.
Contribute to helping the local Harrow economy by
providing opportunities for local training within
colleges and employment opportunities, via agreed
social value contribution/ commitments.
Improve the energy efficiency of private properties and
social housing, supported by grantfunding and
£75,000 Harrow HRA funding.

Due to the estimated value of the proposed contract award, we require
Cabinet authorisation to comply with the Council’s Contract Procedure rules and
to enable us to utilise this grant funding.

Section 2 – Report
Introduction
2.1

In January 2021 Cabinet approved Harrow’s participation in the Ealing
led West London consortium to deliver vital carbon reducing and fuel
poverty improvements through the Governments Green Homes Grant
(GHG) Local Authority Delivery (LAD) scheme Phase 1a.

2.2

The GHG LAD scheme sets out to improve the worst-quality homes in
England by installing Eligible Measures and the initial LAD scheme
(tranche 1a), aims to provide up to £200m to Local Authorities to
deliver the Eligible Measures in Eligible Households.

2.3

The primary purpose of the GHG LAD Phase 1a was to raise the
energy efficiency rating of low income (under £30,000 household
income) and low EPC rated households (those with E, F or G ratings).
Phase 2 has widened the scope and now includes EPC rated D
properties. Harrow has also included the option in Phase 2 of including
the retrofit of 30 Council properties.

2.4

Landlord grants (for both private and social rented accommodation) are
capped at £5,000 and for owner occupied properties an ‘average of
£10,000’ can be utilised from the GHG: LAD. An allocation of up to
£300 per property for enabling works has been factored in which may
include surveys, to ensure that all properties are ready for install, and
there will be some capacity to ‘average’ this if needed, as some
properties may not require any enabling works. Some boroughs will
offer top up funding to ensure that as much funding as possible is
utilised across their stock. However, Harrow do not have the
necessary budget to enable this for privately owned properties, and
works will be carried out entirely from the capital grant support provided
directly from Ealing Council. The Council should note that carbon
reduction work in Harrow’s private sector stock is a growing area of
work and we will be submitting a business case for a part time resource
to support delivery in this area.
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2.5

This is expected to result in the following outcomes:
a. Tackle fuel poverty by increasing low-income household’s energy
efficiency rating and therefore reducing their energy bills.
b. Support clean growth and ensure homes are thermally
comfortable, efficient, and well-adapted to climate change.
c. Support economic resilience and a green recovery in response
to the economic impacts of Covid-19, creating thousands of jobs; and
d. Use learnings from the delivery experience to inform the
development and design of further energy efficiency and heat
schemes.
e. Reduce carbon emissions from homes within our boroughs,
directly contributing to addressing the declared climate emergency.
Partners include:










London Borough of Harrow;
London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham;
London Borough of Brent;
London Borough of Hounslow;
London Borough of Lambeth;
Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea
and for Phase 2 the additional Boroughs that have joined for this
phase are:London Borough of Hillingdon
London Borough of Newham
London Borough of Barnet

2.6

Ealing Council led a successful seven-borough partnership bid for grant
funding for the Green Homes Grant: Local Authority Delivery Scheme
Phase 1a (as it is now known), focusing on delivering private-sector
energy efficiency retrofits, through a centralised delivery agent. The full
grant award is £4.78m from the Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy (BEIS), with the intent to be shared equally amongst
the partnership boroughs. This award was agreed by Cabinet in January
2021.

2.7

The OJEU competitive tender process completed to secure a delivery
partner for Phase 1a included information to bidders in anticipation of
programme expansion, should further funding be awarded to the
partnership. The ITT described the project as having a potential total
value of £19.283m to accommodate an expansion of the scheme into a
phase 2.

2.8

The Secretary of State and Department of Business, Energy, and
Industrial Strategy (BEIS) have now announced non-competitive funding
allocations for each borough under Phase 2 of the scheme. Phase 2
delivery is proposed to be an expansion of the current delivery model,
with the addition of five boroughs, now including: London Boroughs of
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Barnet*1, Brent, Hammersmith & Fulham, Harrow, Hillingdon*,
Hounslow, Lambeth, Newham*, Richmond*, Wandsworth*, and The
Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea. The Phase 2 GHG:LAD
scheme is managed by the Greater South East Energy Hub (GSEEH)
on behalf of BEIS.
2.9

The aim of Phase 2 is to deliver at least 1200 additional retrofits to fuel
poor households in member borough boundaries (Phase 1a will deliver
at least 400). The partnership will strive to spend each borough’s
indicative allocated funding on retrofit works within that borough;
however, this will fluctuate widely due to resources available within each
partner borough and finding sufficient volumes of housing typologies that
lend themselves to retrofitting, i.e., flats and conservation properties are
more challenging to retrofit. The terms of Phase 2 allow indicative
allocations to be reallocated within consortiums at regular intervals to
ensure that funding is used in full.

2.10

The delivery model maintains Ealing as the lead local authority for the
consortium, responsible for project management and invoice payments.
Ealing officer time, over a 39-week period is fully covered by the grant.
All supporting services, such as Ealing’s procurement, finance and legal
fees attributable to the project will be recharged to the grant.

2.11

Back-to-back interborough agreements with each partner have been
created to clarify responsibilities and tasks of each “member borough”,
including but not limited to data handling, communications and marketing
and risk mitigation. The project board has agreed to create an addendum
to this agreement for the five new partners in Phase 2.

2.12

A specialist construction project manager and supervisor have been
contracted by Ealing to manage the construction and quality assurance
elements of the programme under Phase 1a and will be retained for
those aspects of Phase 2 which are not covered by the Managing Agent
scope. The grant covers the full salary of these fixed-term project
delivery positions for Phase 2. Additional quality assurance and project
management support is offered by the GSEEH and will be used to the
full extent possible to reduce administrative costs.

2.13

The consortium has bid under Phase 3 of the Green Homes Grant: Local
Authority Delivery scheme. This will run concurrently the Home Upgrade
Grant (HUG) scheme and initial indications from BEIS are that the joint
GHG:LAD/HUG scheme will extend into fiscal year 2022/23.

3.

Options considered

3.1

Options were considered as to how best to approach the submission
and the options were: (a). Individual bid application for Harrow.
Consideration was given to submitting an individual bid for Harrow, but
it was agreed that it would be a more efficient approach to collaborate
with other Boroughs to submit a joint bid.
(b). Submitting a joint consortium bid

1 * indicates new partners to Phase 2
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This was the preferred option as there was much to be gained by
teaming with our neighbouring Boroughs. This would mean that
consortium Boroughs can share technical expertise, provide a joint
voice to Government and get improved economies of scale.
With relevant staff already in post, and previous bid experience and
success there was a more experienced resource to address issues and
expertly collate all requirements in relation to the bid. The West
London Consortium from recent BEIS figures is one of the best
performing and as the tables in the report below show Harrow has
particularly benefitted well.
(c). Do nothing
This was not an option as the Council has declared a Climate
Emergency and wishes to reduce fuel poverty within the Borough. To
do this the Council has to actively participate in applying for and
winning bids. We will be able to access more funding for this particular
type of work going forward.
3.2

Options were also considered as to how to best to approach the award/
utilisation of relevant grant funding and the options were: (a). To utilise the funding
It was agreed that if Harrow were to be awarded funding that we would
seek Cabinet approval to draw down and utilise the apportioned
amount attributed to Harrow. Cabinet approved this for Phase 1a and
we are now seeking approval to utilise Phase 2 funding and delegated
authority to take any necessary action to utilise any subsequent phases
of the Green Homes Grant: Local Authority Delivery Scheme,
Sustainable Warmth Competition, and/or Home Upgrade Grant
following a competitive procurement process that Ealing Council will
lead on if successful.
(b). To not utilise the funding
This was not an option.
The Council has declared a Climate Emergency and want to actively
participate in applying for and winning bids to provide the additional
financial resources to undertake retrofit activity. This will also mean we
are better able to access more funding for this particular type of work
going forward.

4.

Current situation

4.1

Ealing Council led a successful seven-borough partnership bid for grant
funding for the Green Homes Grant: Local Authority Delivery Scheme
Phase 1a, focusing on delivering private-sector energy efficiency
retrofits, through a centralised delivery agent. The full grant award was
£4.78m from the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy (BEIS), with the intent to be shared equally amongst the
Consortium Boroughs.

4.2

The OJEU competitive tender process completed to secure a delivery
partner for Phase 1a included information to bidders in anticipation of
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programme expansion, should further funding be awarded to the
partnership. The ITT described the project as having a potential total
value of £19.283m.
4.3

Phase 1a Progress
There were several challenges in setting the scheme up. These were
caused by the demanding timescales to procure a contractor and the
delivery network, target the scheme to those who may potentially
benefit and then marketing the scheme. The Government did
recognise some of these challenges and has extended the timeframes
for delivery. The scheme has now gained good momentum but it is a
timely and complex process. Approvals generate workplans that the
resident agrees. This moves to onsite works depends on final
customer approval of the works.

4.4

In figures BEIS have released about Phase 1a show that the West
London consortium is one of the best performing in the country. Both in
terms of referrals into the program and measures delivered. While
there is a potential underspend for West London the scheme is
expected to be extended until the end of November. The Table below
from the end of August Programme Report highlights that Harrow is in
a better position than many other Boroughs in terms of ‘approvals’ in
the bank. If the application is extended until the end of November we
will at least come close to our target of 58 properties. Further good
news for Harrow is that we have also achieved the second highest
average grant figures per property at £10,681 in the consortium.
LAD 1 ANTICIPATED SPEND SUMMARY
BOROUGH APPROVED
PENDING
TOTAL
Brent
£ 226,852
£ 63,117
£ 289,969
Ealing
£ 455,186
£ 101,751
£ 556,937
LBHF
£ 196,666
£ 79,740
£ 276,406
Harrow
£ 340,794
£ 61,046
£ 401,840
Hounslow £ 301,578
£ 48,484
£ 350,062
RBKC
£
15,459
£ 20,652
£
36,111
Lambeth
£ 208,128
£ 27,200
£ 235,328
Total
£ 1,744,663
£ 401,990
£ 2,146,653

4.5

The use of the grant has focussed on an approach of fabric first
(insulation and ventilation). This is seen as the first building block to
achieving significant carbon reduction but also vitally reducing a
resident’s energy bills. Measures include underfloor/suspended floor
insulation, low energy lighting, heating controls, AIREX ventilation
control systems; internal wall insultation; external wall insulation and
solar thermal measures.

4.6

The Secretary of State and Department of Business, Energy, and
Industrial Strategy (BEIS) announced non-competitive funding
allocations for each borough under Phase 2 of the scheme. Phase 2
delivery is proposed to be an expansion of the current delivery model,
with the addition of five boroughs, now including: London Boroughs of
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Barnet*2, Brent, Hammersmith & Fulham, Harrow, Hillingdon*,
Hounslow, Lambeth, Newham*, Richmond*, Wandsworth*, and The
Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea. The Phase 2 GHG:LAD
scheme is managed by the Greater South East Energy Hub (GSEEH)
on behalf of BEIS.
4.7

Phase 2 GHG LAD
The West London Consortium was unsuccessful in the phase
1b of GHG LAD. However, phase 2 was funding granted based
on borough fuel poverty figures by BAIS through the energy
hubs to the West London Consortium. Harrow’s allocation here
was £750,000. Phase 2 delivery is yet to start the table below
(from the Programme Board Report 31st August 2021) shows
initial approvals measured against BEIS funding. While these
are not signed resident agreements, it does highlight that
Harrow following Cabinet approval should achieve at least its
BEIS indicative grant allocation (with approvals at £1.04m
against an allocation of £750,000). This is partly due to
properties rated EPC D being eligible for Phase 2 as this allows
greater flexibility to apply the grant monies. At an average of
£10k per grant it should mean that Harrow is able to improve at
least a further 75 homes within the borough. The number of
homes increases if landlords receive the £5k grant where they
contribute at least one third. It also means that Harrow is in a
good position should there be agreement to potentially recycle
unspent funding to those Boroughs capable of delivering works
to additional homes.
Within our original bid Harrow has the flexibility of including up
to 30 HRA properties. As a landlord the Council would be
entitled to £5k per property a total of £150k Green Homes Grant
but contribute at least one third more to this, a further £75,000
from HRA funding. This would mean a total of £225,000. We
would like to retain this flexibility to include HRA properties
especially if more funding from Phase 2 is recycled from those
boroughs who are unable to achieve delivery by the end of
March.

1 * indicates new partners to Phase 2
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Total
indicative
allocation
(£m)

Forecast
based on
initial
approvals
(£m)

Over/Under
(£m)

Barnet

1.198

0.04

1.16

Brent

1.065

0.66

0.41

Ealing

1.107

0.81

0.31

Hammersmith & Fulham

0.624

0.46

0.16

0.75

1.04

-0.29

Hillingdon

0.843

0.16

0.68

Hounslow

0.822

1.00

-0.18

Lambeth

1.038

0.76

0.28

Newham
Kensington & Chelsea
Richmond

1.151
0.604
0.595

0
0.24
0

1.151
0.36
0.595

0.99

0

0.99

10.787

£5.16

Harrow

Wandsworth
Totals

4.7

Ealing have confirmed that Warm Works have now signed their
contract with the GSEEH/Energy Hub and are working on the call-off
contract between Ealing and Warm Works. Further to that contract,
Ealing are engaged with Groundwork, Gleeds, Everwarm, etc to ensure
that all of the referral and project management processes stay in place
from Phase 1 and that the Consortium are able to continue to
seamlessly deliver.

4.8

Harrow will also sign a Memorandum of Understanding similar to that
of Phase 1a.

4.9

Additionally, the Consortium will endeavour to work with existing local
fuel poverty programmes, Age UK, Dementia Concern, Council/NHS
services working with vulnerable groups, and community groups to
identify eligible residents in need of energy efficiency measures,
including those who were unable to participate in previous schemes,
such as the Energy Company Obligation (ECO).

4.10

TrustMark/MCS certified installers will be used across the scheme, with
an updated EPC issued upon completion of works. Homes with an
existing EPC will be prioritised to save time and money at the
beginning of the project.

4.11

Those unable to benefit from Phase 2 of the LAD will be assisted in
applying for other programmes. These homes may also become
eligible under the Consortium’s Phase 3 grant application, should it be
successful.
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Submission for Phase 3 GHG LAD for additional grant –
awaiting response from BEIS
4.12

Harrow will continue to work in partnership with the West London
Consortium for Phase 3 of the GHG LAD. The Consortium has now
entered a bid of £23,412,233 for LAD Phase 3 and the HUG
(£13,075,000 and £7,283,464 in capital funding, respectively).

4.13

Harrow’s indicative funding under this phase is £1,246,847. This is
based on our fuel poverty figures of 13,014.

4.14

This bidding round encompasses 2 existing schemes:
o

o

Local Authority Delivery Phase 3 (LAD3): a third phase of the
Local Authority Delivery scheme with £200 million
available. LAD3 has a refined scope to support low-income
households heated by mains gas
Home Upgrade Grant Phase 1 (HUG1): £150 million for lowincome households with homes off-gas grid through the HUG
scheme.

4.15

The focus will be retained on upgrading the worst insulated owner
occupier and private rented homes with energy efficiency installations
and low carbon heating. Projects that upgrade homes with an Energy
Performance Certificate (EPC) rating of E, F or G will be prioritised.
Upgrades to properties with an EPC rating of D will be allowed but will
be limited.

4.16

Low-income households who own their home can get upgrades fully
funded within the relevant cost caps and do not have to contribute.
Where a household is low-income and renting their home, the landlord
must contribute at least a third of the total cost of upgrading the
property within the relevant cost caps.

4.17

There are some social housing within the overall bidding numbers
targeting off gas homes. However, including any potential Housing
Associations this makes up just less than 10% of the overall number of
eligible properties. Again, we are unlikely to require more that £75,000
from HRA resources should any council properties be improved via this
route.

4.18

We expect to hear news of the bid towards the end of
October/beginning of November if the consortium is successful with
this bid.

5.

Why a change is needed

5.1

Many local authorities including Harrow Council have declared Climate
Emergencies, aiming to achieve carbon neutrality by 2030.
Whilst the declaration is only a first step in acknowledging the problem,
assistance to create robust and deliverable action plans are starting to
emerge, including the introduction of Green recovery schemes and
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funding opportunities such as the Green Homes Grant from central
government.
5.2

The SCATTER local authority emissions calculation tool, developed by
Manchester and Nottingham in collaboration with research partners,
estimates that in the London Borough of Harrow, around 58% of our
direct emissions, 262,000 tonnes of CO2 equivalent per annum, are
attributable to residential properties, primarily from their gas heating
requirements. Energy retrofit measures such as improved building fabric
insulation can significantly reduce these existing gas heating
requirements. In addition, in many cases it is possible to replace the gas
heating system completely via heat pump technology, which uses
electricity to extract and intensify heat from the environment in order to
provide space heating and hot water to the home.

5.3

This funding opportunity will enable a reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions from some of the worst performing (in energy and emissions
terms) housing stock in the Borough, whilst also helping to reduce
energy costs for lower income residents.

6.

Implications of the Recommendation

6.1

The recommendation path allows Harrow to work towards the
Council’s, London and Government targets for carbon reduction within
the Borough. It also provides access via the lead authority to much
needed funding if we are to achieve these targets.

6.2

The recommendation will also ensure a warmer more thermally
efficient home for our residents and an improvement in EPC rating thus
reducing carbon emissions and making savings for our residents.

6.3

With the addition of grant funding for the second phase we will be able
to identify more homes that we are able to install relevant measures to,
in order to provide thermal efficiency whilst reducing carbon emissions.

6.4

This recommendation will also provide much needed assistance to the
local Harrow economy with opportunities for jobs and training as part of
the Green Recovery.

7.

Resources, costs /Staffing/workforce

7.1

An Ealing Project Management Officer will be required as part of the
delivery process. The Climate Action and sustainability team at Ealing
will be responsible for monitoring and delivering outcomes of the
project; and costs associated with the Project Manager officer time
have been funded by the grant.

7.2

Harrow has been resourcing its contribution to the West London
Consortium through existing resource levels. However, as this is an
expanding area of work for the Housing Department’s Asset
Management Team, we will be submitting a business case for some
General Funded support. We do expect a proportion of this to be
funded through more support for Consortium Borough’s for project
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administration. To this end the Phase 3 funding bid includes £16k for
each Borough for project administration.
8.

Ward Councillors’ comments

8.1

The GHGLAD scheme can potentially deliver within any ward in the
Borough. Therefore, no specific ward information has been sought.
We will ensure that any Ward Councillor’s comments are considered to
inform the planning and delivery of the scheme.

9.
9.1

Performance Issues
Clear considerations of what is expected from the Managing Agent
have been set within the tender documents including the quality and
workflow with the managing agent being responsible for managing the
supply chain as well as any complaints arising or their supply chain.
The managing agent’s contract will include provisions to cover the
Councils in the event of contractor/sub-contractor poor performance.

9.2

Meetings will be held bi-monthly by Ealing Council and attended by
partnering Boroughs as appropriate to identify any issues and discuss
all related works for the upcoming weeks.
KPI’s have been issued as part of the tender and monthly reporting to
BEIS will inform whether these are being adhered to and will also
inform on any corrective actions that need to be taken.

10.

Environmental Implications

10.1

The utilisation of this grant will enable the Council to start to meaningfully
reduce fuel poverty for households within the Borough which results in
community wealth generation by reducing the overall impact of heating
and fuel costs for residents.

10.2

Retrofitting of domestic properties with energy efficiency measures also
contributes to a reduced gas heating requirement in those homes. The
volume of directly produced greenhouse gas emissions occurring in the
borough is consequently also reduced.

10.2

It is the intention that the delivery of any contract will contribute to the
Council’s objectives around social, economic and environmental
sustainability.
The appointed Managing Agent will be requested to do all it can to
ensure that it supports Harrow’s economy by buying locally wherever
practical and maximise opportunities for local people in employment and
training.

11.

Data Protection Implications
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11.1

All personal data processed in connection with the contract will be
carried out in full compliance with data protection laws including the
Data Protection Act 2018 and GDPR.

12.

Risk Management Implications
Risks included on corporate or directorate risk register? Yes
Separate risk register in place? Yes
The relevant risks contained in the register are attached/summarised
below. Yes
The following key risks should be taken into account when agreeing the
recommendations in this report:
Risk Description
Inability to meet delivery
timescales
The funder requires all works
to be completed by 31 March
2021

Mitigations

RAG Status

Work at pace to fulfil a compliant procurement process
that produces the required delivery partner, who brings a
robust supply chain that is committed to communication,
quality and expediency. As stated above, it has been
Amber
requested to extend project delivery timescales. This is
already in discussion with BEIS.
NB* this may be subject to Covid restrictions.

Bid response overwhelms
capacity to award within
timescales required to
deliver bid outcomes
An open procurement
method is being utilised.
There may be a high number
of bids, which will add time
required for evaluation and
award.

The team at Ealing will mitigate this risk by setting aside
adequate time to complete evaluations and ensure
Green
partner boroughs are involved in the process.

Poor performance of
managing agent or their
supply chain
The chosen delivery agent
and their supply chain may
not perform as expected

The managing agent’s contract will include provisions to Amber
cover the Council in the event of contractor/subcontractor poor performance. This will include cover for
claims from third parties; loss or damage to works, plant,
materials and equipment; loss or damage to client
property; and death or injury of employees. Ealing will
schedule regular meetings with the contract management
resources as well as the broader consortium.

Poor management by lead
Borough
The lead may overcharge,
may have poor data handling
or project management.
Fraudulent claims made for
installations
The delivery agent may
attempt to make claims for
works that haven’t happened,
haven’t been completed, or
that took place prior to launch
date of the scheme or grant
not used as intended
Fraudulent conduct -grant
beneficiary
A household in receipt of
grant carries out identity theft

The interborough agreement sets out the relationship
between the lead borough and the participating
boroughs. This is further mitigated by bi-weekly
Programme Board Meetings, access to the lead
boroughs SharePoint sites etc….

Green

The invitation to tender and the terms and conditions of
the managing agent’s contract will include clear and
consistent information regarding eligibility, data collection
and compliance. Regular paperwork checks by both the Green
lead authority and partners will ensure any works put
forward for funding include auditable documentation to
establish compliance.
Ensure a grant agreement, which confirms identity has
not be misrepresented, has been signed by the
homeowner before scheduling works. Final approval is
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Green

or falsely claims low-income
status

not given until all checks on grant conditions such as
income and EPC ratings have been carried out by Ealing.

Note: Risk implications must be signed off by Head of Internal
Audit Susan Dixson/Risk Manager – Neale Burns

13.

Procurement Implications

13.1

Ealing Council, were the lead authority and have completed a compliant
procurement process in accordance with the Public Contract
Regulations 2015 to secure a delivery partner and programme manager
for both Phase 1 and 2.

13.2

Managing agents and EPCs
A managing agent has been appointed who will undertake EPCs on
properties and arrange and have responsibility for the works completed
at the eligible homes. The managing agent will either deliver the Works
themselves or through their supply chain.
Where the managing agent uses a supply chain, and they will be
encouraged to use local SMEs to undertake the Works in each
Borough (provided they hold the TrustMark/MCS certification).

13.3

Value For Money
The grant application proposes a competitive tender process for a
delivery agent to manage the programme on behalf of the seven
Boroughs. The tender will call for costs related to the management of
the programme and guaranteed maximum pricing for specific energy
efficiency measures. These will be compared across bidders on a like
for like basis, with award based on a mix of quality and cost.

13.4

The tender also seeks to delivers opportunities for local businesses to
take on additional work in the partner Boroughs and set foundations for
new employment opportunities over the longer term.

13.5

The threshold that has been set are: Price 40%
Quality 60% of which Social Value = 15%

14.

Legal Implications

Set out detailed legal implications of the proposed decision.
14.1

Harrow Council, along with the other Consortium Boroughs has the
requisite power to enter into the proposed Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) in order to be a participant in and benefit from
the Green Homes Grant Scheme.
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14.2

Section 111(1) of the Local Government Act 1972 gives a local
authority the power to do anything (whether or not involving the
expenditure, borrowing or lending of money or the acquisition or
disposal of any property or rights) which is calculated to facilitate, or is
conducive or incidental to, the discharge of any of their functions.
This will include doing anything that, in its opinion, is in the interests of,
and will bring direct benefit to, its area or any part of it or all or some of
its residents.

14.3

In addition to this, section 1 (1) of the Localism Act 2011 gives local
authorities general power to do anything individuals may do unless it is
specifically prohibited in legislation.

14.4

Procurement of the partner’s delivery agent’s contract by Ealing
Council on behalf of Harrow and the other Consortium Boroughs will be
in accordance with the Public Contract Regulations 2015 and Ealing
Council’s Contract Procedure Rules as appropriate.

14.5

Ealing Council will enter into the contract with the delivery agent and
will direct the delivery agent to carry out works on the properties as
identified by the Consortium Boroughs.

14.6

All the Consortium Boroughs will enter into a Memorandum of
Understanding requiring them to certify the works undertaken before
any payment is made by Ealing and the MoU will contain indemnities
requiring them to comply with the Green Homes Grant Scheme
conditions

15. Financial Implications
15.1

The Authority was part of a successful consortium bid to BCIS for
Green Homes Funding with London Borough of Ealing as the
consortium lead.

15.2

Phase 2 will permit Harrow Council to recommend properties for
works to meet Government Green Energy targets. The indicative value
of works for financial year 2021/22 is £750,000 and must be spent by
31st March 2022. The works will be paid for directly by Ealing Council.
However, if Harrow brings forward 30 Council properties into Phase 2
then we will contribute up to £75,000 for works from the HRA. There is
currently capacity within the HRA to accommodate this request and
will be met from the budget for carbon reduction projects in 2021/22.

15.3

Phase 3 is currently in the submission phase and approval from
Cabinet is being asked for delegated authority to the Corporate
Director of Communities to proceed with this and other phases if
successful. Should any council properties be improved via this funding
route again we are unlikely to require more than £75,000 HRA
resources from our retrofitting budget.
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15.4

This area of work is currently being managed within current staffing
resources. However, as retrofitting through the GHG LAD has become
a growing area of work the Asset Management Team will present a
business case for General Fund to support the local administration of
scheme(s).

16.

Equalities implications / Public Sector Equality Duty

16.1

The contract specification has been clear on the equalities related duties
on contractors, given the wide range of needs of Council residents. The
procurement exercise has been designed to deliver existing policies and
strategies maintaining the current level of equality in service provision.

16.2

An Equality Impact Assessment has been prepared by Ealing Council
specifically, for the procurement exercise. This identified no need for a
full assessment at this stage because it did not identify any potential for
unlawful conduct or disproportionate impact. All opportunities to address
diversity-particularly vulnerability for all tenants and will be addressed
through the contract specification and ensure residents receive the same
service regardless of but taking into account specific needs.

17. Council Priorities
Please see below how the decision sought delivers the Council’s
priorities.
1.

Improving the environment and addressing climate change
The retrofits will bring homes to a comfortable home standard,
eliminate damp and mould. Energy efficiency upgrades will reduce
carbon emissions and save residents money, making homes more
affordable to comfortably operate.

2.

Tackling poverty and inequality /Addressing health and social
care inequality
Eliminating fuel poverty for households results in community wealth
generation by reducing the overall impact of heating and fuel costs for
residents, as well as draughts, reducing negative impacts on health,
hospital admissions, and length of stay. There is a direct correlation
between fuel poverty and health, as evidenced by the recent COVID-19
outbreak, which was felt most severely by communities known to have
higher fuel poverty rates.

3.

Thriving economy
There is potential for job creation in the Borough bringing skilled job
opportunities, as well as apprenticeships for those looking to upskill or
move into the green economy.
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The consortium lead Borough has liaised closely with the West London
Alliance Recovery work, including aligning opportunities with the West
London Business skills academies that are soon to be launched.
Due to the pace of delivery required by this grant, as well as the
simultaneous publication of other similar grants aimed at other
audiences (i.e., able to pay households and commercial), it is expected
the sector will need to grow quickly to satisfy demand for energy
efficiency retrofits.

Section 3 - Statutory Officer Clearance
Statutory Officer: Tasleem Kazmi
Signed on behalf of the Chief Financial Officer

Date: 11th October 2021
Statutory Officer: Sarah Inverary
Signed on behalf of the Monitoring Officer

Date: 11th October 2021
Statutory Officer: Nimesh Mehta
Signed by the Head of Procurement

Date: 11th October 2021
Statutory Officer: Dipti Patel
Signed by the Corporate Director

Date: 11th October 2021
Statutory Officer: Susan Dixson
Signed by the Head of Internal Audit

Date: 11th October 2021

Mandatory Checks
Ward Councillors notified: YES, as it impacts on all Wards
EqIA carried out: YES
EqIA cleared by: Ealing (as they are the lead borough)

Section 4 - Contact Details and Background
Papers
Harrow Contact: Andrew Campion, Head of Asset Management
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0208 424 1339, Andrew.Campion@harrow.gov.uk
Consortium Contact: Tania Jennings (Ealing Council Lead)
Background Papers:
Call-in waived by the Chair of Overview and Scrutiny
Committee
NO
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Agenda Item 14
Pages 85 to 152

Report for:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting:

21 October 2021

Subject:

School Organisation Update and School
Capital Programme

Key Decision:

No

Responsible Officer:

Paul Hewitt, Corporate Director People
Services

Portfolio Holder:

Councillor Christine Robson, Portfolio
Holder Children, Young People & Schools
Councillor

Exempt:

No

Decision subject to
Call-in:

Yes

Wards affected:

All

Enclosures:

Appendix A: School Roll Projections
2021/2022 to 2033/2034 Report
Equalities Impact Assessment (EqIA)
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Section 1 – Summary and Recommendations
This report provides an update on the school roll projections for 2021-2033
which informs all school place planning and provides an overview of other
School Organisation initiatives. It also outlines the capital programme
required to deliver the schools organisation priorities.

Recommendations:
Cabinet is requested to:
1. Note this update on changes to school place provision and the School
Roll Projections 2021-2033 Report and the changes in the overall
school organisation landscape.
2. Note the schools where additional SEND provision will be established
including the associated Capital programme.
3. Note changes to School Place Planning Areas that will be applied
following a review of the current planning areas to ensure that they are
compliant with the new DfE guidance. The updated planning areas will
incorporate any changes to ward boundaries which will be implemented
in May 2022.

Reason: (for recommendations)
To enable the Local Authority to fulfil its statutory duties to provide sufficient
school places in its area.

Section 2 – Report
Introduction
1.

The Local Authority has a statutory responsibility to provide sufficient
school places for its area. Like many boroughs, Harrow experienced
significant growth in the pupil population and implemented strategies to
increase the number of school places. Initially this rise in population
was experienced in the primary sector and increasing pupil numbers
are now emerging at secondary level as the pupils move from primary
phase to secondary. The current projections show that pupil population
for primary schools is now declining across Harrow and London.

2.

The management of school places supports the Council Priorities by
providing sufficient high-quality school places for children in Harrow
close to where they live.

Options considered
3.

Previous reports have set out the strategies agreed by Cabinet to
increase provision across primary, secondary and special schools to
meet pupil growth. This report is an update on the implementation of
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school organisation strategy and highlights the emerging place
planning issues as informed by the School Projections Report 20212033.
4.

To implement the school organisation strategy and SEND strategy a
school capital programme is required to provide sufficient and
appropriate accommodation. To achieve the outcomes required the
following options were considered:
Option 1: Do Nothing – this would not a viable option because to
implement the changes to school organisation a capital programme is
required.
Option 2: To implement the schools capital programme to provide
suitable and sufficient accommodation.

School Organisation
5.

Overview
Additional school places have been created in Harrow in phases to meet
increased demand as it arises. The local authority has delivered three
phases of primary expansions, increased secondary places through an
age range extension, the government free school programme and
individual school increases in places. The special school places have
been increased through school expansions and creation of provision at
mainstream schools. The increase in school places has been delivered
through the expansion of existing schools and the opening of new places
through the government’s free school programme. The focus is now on
manging the supply of primary school places and increasing special
education provision.

Changes to the school organisation landscape
6.

7.

Harrow Council’s School Amalgamation Policy
There is one remaining infant and one junior school, yet to be
amalgamated in accordance with the policy.
Stag Lane Primary School amalgamated on 1 April 2020 and Pinner
Park Primary School on 1 April 2019. Pinner Park Primary School
amalgamation works are under way. The amalgamation works required
for Stag Lane Primary School were delayed and being rescheduled.
Community School Admission Arrangements and Published
Admission Numbers
All Harrow Resident pupils who applied for a place at a primary school
for September 2021 have been offered a place with sufficient capacity
to meet demand with surplus places available. The number of
applications received for Reception places has fallen in Harrow and
many other London boroughs have had a similar experience. Officers
have continued to work with schools to manage the number of school
places.
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8.

Due to the change in projected demand in the primary phase the
council has worked with schools where the demand for places has
fallen on an informal basis for several years. In order to support
schools where the demand for places had remained low and with the
agreement of the governing body at the school, we have reduced the
number of places at a number of schools. The agreement with schools
is that should the need arise the capacity will be put back into operation
as the schools will still have the physical capacity to take additional
pupils.

9.

Since September 2019 the following reductions in Published
Admissions Numbers (PAN) have been implemented for Reception
classes.

Academic
Year
2019
2020
2021

School
The Welldon Park Academy
Cedars Manor School
Weald Rise Primary School
Longfield Primary School
Roxbourne Primary School
Kenmore Park Infant School
Kenmore Junior School
Cannon Lane Primary School

Original
PAN
90
90
120
120
90
120
120
120

New
PAN
60
60
60
90
60
90
90
90

Reduction
30 (1FE)
30 (1FE)
60 (2FE)
30 (1FE)
30 (1FE)
30 (1FE)
30 (1FE)
30 (1FE)

10.

For September 2021, an in-year variation was sought by the Office of
the Schools Adjudicator (OSA) to reduce the PAN for Cannon Lane
Primary School on 25 June. The OSA agreed the request on 23 July
2021. This request was unforeseen as the previous year the school
offered up to its PAN of 120. Harrow Council received 180 less on time
applications for Reception across the borough which was not in line
with the GLA projections. It is assumed that this is an outcome of
Brexit as well as the Covid-19 pandemic. It is noted that many other
London boroughs have received fewer applications than projected. The
impact on Cannon Lane Primary School was significant hence the
application for the in-year variation.

11.

For September 2022 following a consultation the PAN for Stanburn
Primary school has been determined at 90 places in Reception class, a
reduction from 120.

12.

Other primary school changes
Moriah Jewish Day School consulted on closing from September 2020
due to the fall in numbers on roll at the school. The Trust proposed to
merge with Hertsmere School in Hertfordshire which is a Jewish
School in their Trust. In the interim arrangements were made for pupils
from Moriah school to be taught at Hertsmere School from September
2020. The Regional Schools Commissioners have confirmed that the
school formally closed on 31 August 2021. An independent special
school called Gesher School has opened on the Moriah site. This is an
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Orthodox Jewish all through special school for pupils from the age of 416.
13.

14.

Officers will continue to work with schools to manage school places in
order to support schools during this period of change whilst ensuring
that the Local Authority continue to have sufficient capacity to meet any
demand for places.
Secondary schools
Secondary school place planning is more susceptible to changes within
neighbouring boroughs and wider areas. For example, there is an
established pattern of Harrow pupils travelling to access grammar,
independent or faith schools not located in Harrow.

15.

Secondary Schools are continuing to work with the Local Authority to
support the Council to ensure every Harrow Resident applicant has an
offer of a school place and Officers will continue their discussions with
Secondary Heads to discuss options of how to meet future demand.

16.

For September 2021, five schools agreed to open bulge classes to
ensure that the Local Authority had sufficient places for National Offer
Day. Every Harrow Resident applicant had an offer of a school place.
Following the movement that follows after the first round of offers, it
was determined that these additional places were not needed.

17.

School Admissions Code 2021
The Government have amended the School Admissions Code which
came into effect on 1 September 2021. The main purpose of the
changes to the Code 2021 is to improve the in-year admission process,
in particular for vulnerable children. The changes include:
1. introducing more detail on the process for managing in-year
admissions;
2. changes to improve the effectiveness of Fair Access Protocols;
3. giving children adopted from state care outside of England equal
admissions priority as children who were previously looked after in
England;
4. clarification of which address to use for the admission of service or
crown servant children. There are also further minor clarification
changes.

Demographic School Roll Projections and
Implications
Overall projections
18.
Harrow, along with the majority of other London boroughs, commission
school roll projections from the Greater London Authority’s (GLA)
School Roll Projections Service. A range of data is used to project
school rolls, including: the underlying population projection base
incorporating births, migration and housing development, and: school
factors including applications and pupil numbers on roll.
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19.

The GLA provides the baseline projections to which local knowledge is
applied to make reasonable adjustments in line with pressure at
Reception, Year 7 and other school year groups. The School Roll
Projections 2021/22-2033/34 are presented at Appendix A.

20.

The 2021 GLA pupil projections continue to indicate a change to the
trends of the last 5 years when the trend had been an increase in
primary pupil numbers followed by a plateau. The Reception
projections last year indicated a plateau over the period covered in the
report. The Reception projections for 2021 increase for the first year,
followed by a slight dip that then plateaus until the end of the period.
The Year 7 projections in 2021 increase for the first year, followed by a
slight dip, which starts to increase from 2025/26 and peaks in 2029/20
and then drops for the remainder of the period covered.

21.

Housing development and School Place Planning
Harrow’s increasing pupil population has been attributable to changes
in demography, increases in birth rates and migration, rather than the
availability of new homes. A key variable for school roll projections is
the impact of new housing development. The housing landscape of
Harrow is already beginning to change with developments underway,
nearing completion and occupied for example the former Zoom leisure
site Kodak West. This transformation will continue over the next
decade especially with the Harrow’s Regeneration programme Build a
Better Harrow. This is the next challenge in terms of school place
planning.

22.

The school roll projections are informed by Harrow’s housing trajectory
which includes information on the number of new dwellings completed,
permissions granted and schemes in the pipeline. Annexe 4 of the
School Roll Projections explains the use of the housing data and
presents the housing developments over 50 units by School Planning
Areas. This is important information because it allows the assessment
overtime of the possible impact of the developments on local schools.

23.

Some of the possible impacts that officers will monitor overtime will be
the:

Impact on the birth to reception class conversion rate. The rate
dropped from 88% in 2017/18 to 85% in 2018/19 but reverted
back to 88% in 2019/20. The rate dropped in 2020/21 to 84%
and is projected to stay between 86-88% over the next five
years. A change may arise affecting demand which is not
attributed to a change in birth rate but generated by families with
small children moving into Harrow or born in Harrow and leaving
before school age – both Brexit and the Covid-19 pandemic may
affect future retention rates;

New families moving into Harrow with siblings across school
years;

Effect of existing families moving into new homes and impacting
on established local admission patterns;
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24.

25.

26.

27.

Impact of new schools, including VA schools now and in the
future, both in Harrow and on its borders, on established local
admission patterns;
The impact of Brexit, migration and the Covid-19 pandemic.

The headline details for primary and secondary school place planning
as informed by the Reception and Year 7 projections are outlined
below.

Reception Projections and School Place Planning
Harrow’s demographic profile of children entering its primary schools
has previously shown an increasing trend over a ten-year period since
2005-06. The increases in numbers of primary age children have been
very significant and have posed challenges for the local authority and
schools to ensure sufficient school places for all children.
However, this picture changed from 2015/16 and is still changing. The
Reception projections for 2021 as per the last few years are lower with
a slight decrease projected over the next 10 years. The main reasons
for these changes are:


This year’s birth to reception retention rate of 84% is based on
Harrow’s highest ever birth rate of 3,661 births in 2015/16
converting to 3,089 reception children in Harrow’s schools in
2020/21. Harrow’s highest level of births of 3,661 in 2015/16
have dropped to 3,506 in 2019/20. The birth rate is projected to
continue dropping over the next 6 years, followed by a steady
increase into 2030 and beyond.



The Reception baseline projections have a slightly lower starting
point of 3,118 (Baseline) and 3,180 (+2%) for 2021/22, with a
slight increase in 2022/23 followed by a steady decline. As per
the last few years the continued sharp increases into the next
decade, which have been predicted during the past few years,
are no longer projected.



The small increases in Reception children that have been seen
over recent years are insignificant in comparison to the
increases in previous years. There was a 4-year trend of
increases ranging between 122 and 221 additional children in
Reception classes between 2011/12 and 2014/15. Fewer than
expected children have entered Reception classes in Harrow in
2015/16, 2016/17, 2017/18 (3,189 pupils), with an even lower
number on roll in 2018/19 and 2019/20 (3,079 pupils). There is
a very small increase in 2020/21 – 3,089,

Following the expansion programme and free schools in September
2016 there are 3,450 permanent reception places. There are vacancies
in reception classes which are concentrated in a small number of
schools. Given the significant increase in school places to meet rising
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demand there needs to be a period of time for the situation to settle
and be monitored. Where there are instances where a reduction in
number of places would be beneficial to a school to manage mobility
and fluctuations Officers have engaged with the schools on an
individual basis.
28.

The position in the Primary Planning Areas varies in respect of the
actual number of pupils on roll and future demand. Overall, there are
sufficient places available compared with the projections. Based on
the Baseline projections there is a surplus of places (Forms of Entry –
FE) projected in the following Planning Areas: North East (1 to 2 FE),
the South East (1 to 2.5 FE), South West (1 to 5 FE) and Voluntary
Aided Schools (1 to 2 FE) between 2021/22 and 2033/34. However,
there is a deficit of places in the North West (up to 1 FE) from 2021/22
to 2023/24, and as per last year the Central Planning Area (1 to 4 FE).

29.

The Central Planning Area is the only planning area that is indicating a
significant shortfall of places overtime. Both the Baseline and +2%
projections suggest the beginning of a shortfall of places in 2021/22,
with a shortfall of 1 form of entry (Baseline and +2%) in 2022/23. This
deficit is projected to continue increasing; reaching a shortfall of 2
forms of entry (Baseline and +2%) in 2025/26 and peaking at 4 forms
of entry deficit by 2029/30. Current admissions offers for a Harrow
school place in September 2021 are suggesting a small amount of
capacity in this planning area.

30.

The Central Primary Planning Area projections and places include the
48 community places at St Jerome’s and pupils. The remaining 12
faith-based places and pupils are included in the Voluntary Aided
Planning Area

31.

This Central Primary Planning Area has the majority of housing
development planned and the increase in projected pupils is aligned
with the estimated timescale for the developments to come forward.
Two new school sites have been identified within this area. Harrow
View Primary School is planned to have 3 forms of entry or 90 places
per year group and discussions have taken place with The Harrow
Academies Trust with regards to possible specialist provision. The
school site on the Poet’s Corner regeneration site is planned to provide
a further 2 forms of entry or 60 places. These two schools will provide
school places for the demand expected to come directly from the
housing developments.

32.

Over the medium and long term given the volume of housing
development the situation will be kept under review because it will be
important to bring forward places with demand arising from the
developments and avoid surplus provision over the short term. The
impact of the developments included in Harrow’s 2019/20 trajectory is
not expected to be immediate and surveys are likely to be needed to
ascertain the occupancy and therefore potential impact on school
places in the mid to long term future.
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33.

34.

The data for each Primary Planning Area is provided in Appendix A
Section 4.
Year 7 projections
The 2021 projections for Year 7 places are slightly lower than the 2020
projections. The actual number of pupils on roll has risen from 1,932 in
2012/13 to 2,534 in 2018/19 and even further increased to 2,670 in
2019/20, however they dropped slightly to 2,623 in 2020/21.

35.

The projections are overall set to continue increasing over the period
covered in the report (2021/22 to 2033/34). 2,668 (Baseline) and 2,721
(+2%) places are projected for 2021/22, followed by fluctuating
numbers over the whole period. Based on the Baseline SRP there is
projected to be a surplus of places from 1 FE in 2021/22 which
increases to 7 FE by 2033/34. Based on the +2% SRP, there will be a
shortfall of up to 1 form of entry in 2021/22 and 2022/23, followed by a
surplus of places, and then another shortfall of up to 2 FE in 2028/29
and 2029/30. At this time there are just under 2 forms of entry Year 7
places available, this is due to vacancies that are concentrated in a
small number of schools.

36.

It is proposed that the situation in relation to secondary places and
demand is monitored and that once there is greater clarity, we will
develop local solutions to meet the growing need with the Secondary
Schools.

SEND Strategy
Special Educational Needs Provision
37.

Harrow’s SEND Strategy 2019-2024 outlines the current context for
SEND nationally and locally, sets out the guiding principles and four
strategic priorities.

38.

In line with the key priority, to reduce out borough placements, Harrow
is progressing 2 main strands of development:


A ‘Whole System Shift’ model



Further expansion of the additional resourced mainstream school
(ARMS) provision

39.

A ‘Whole System Shift’ is a strategic and cultural approach across all
Harrow’s special and mainstream schools to develop the education
provision on offer in Harrow as a continuum of provision so the finite
numbers of special school places are prioritised for children and young
people (CYP) with the greatest complexity of need.

40.

The Local Authority has carried out projection modelling for pupil
planning purposes to identify requirements for SEND provision and the
most cost-effective provision model. These will be updated on an
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annual basis once the sequential September phase transfers are
confirmed.
41.

Analysis of data on primary categories of need and projection
modelling has shown that there are now greater numbers of CYP in
Harrow with SEND who have increasing levels of need such that they
will be identified as having severe learning difficulties (SLD). Based on
actual pupil numbers of CYP who required SLD provision, between
2015 and 2019, and projections of pupil numbers and need, the
projections show that, 25 new children each year will require SLD
special school provision.

42.

Projection modelling confirms that the immediate and significant
pressure is for secondary phase SLD special school places from
September 2020. To accommodate this immediate place pressure
Harrow has expanded Kingsley Special School, to its full capacity, from
96 to 102 places from September 2021.

43.

Analysis of SEND data and trends indicate that there will continue to be
growth in demand for primary SLD special school places. Prior to 2020,
the growth in numbers has been largely accommodated in primary
through two expansions at a primary SLD special school (Woodlands
School) and the development of a primary SLD resourced provision in
a mainstream school (Belmont School). These developments have
managed demand in the primary sector but as pupils roll through will
create pressure in the secondary sector.

44.

From September 2022 to September 2025 Harrow will require on
average 8-14 additional new SLD special school places.
The LA is working collaboratively with the four special schools in
Harrow, two of which are designated MLD, to explore and progress
how best SLD provision can be expanded across a ‘Whole System
Shift’ model and subsequently how MLD provision can be expanded
and developed within mainstream schools. The engagement and
commitment of the MLDs schools and mainstream schools to develop
ARMS provision, to the ‘Whole System Shift’ model is critical to the
LA’s SEND Strategy and key priority to increase the number of SLD
places. To further support the System Shift, it is necessary that the
range of special educational need met in the two MLD schools widens,
to include more pupils with complex needs. Since September 2020,
both Alexandra and Shaftesbury Schools have admitted approximately
15 pupils with more complex needs who would previously not have
been considered, including several pupils from Woodlands School.
This creates additional capacity in the two schools designated as for
pupils with severe Learning Difficulties (SLD).

45.

This approach will reduce the pressures on the High Needs Block
(HNB) created by expensive out of borough placements thus enabling
spend to benefit the development of Harrow’s school provision for
Harrow pupils. In addition, this approach will secure diversity in the
provision of schools and increase choice for parental preference.
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46.

With the establishment of a ‘Whole System Shift’ model, pathway
projections determine that approximately, 48 secondary and 36 primary
ARMS places will need to be developed by 2026 to meet capacity of
demand for MLD pupils who would have previously been offered an
MLD special school place.

47.

Officers will continue to review needs and consider all site options as
site and opportunities to bid for Free School programmes become
available.

48.

Three primary schools and one secondary school are working with the
Local Authority to create additional ARMS provision.
1. Grange Primary School
2. Pinner Wood School
3. Stanburn Primary School
4. Canons High School

Name

Need

Number of places

Grange Primary School

MLD

12

Grange nursery

Complex needs

12 part-time places (6 FTE)

Stanburn Primary School

MLD

12

Pinner Wood
Canons High School

MLD
MLD

12
12

49.

All places in these provisions will be above the existing school’s
planned admission numbers (PAN) and will be opened in a phased
manner over the next two years, starting in September 2022.

50.

For each of these schemes, consultation will be undertaken as part of
the process to develop proposals and complete the statutory process
to increase SEND provision in accordance with the SEND Strategy.

51.

These additional ARMS places will create capacity in the special
schools for pupils with more complex needs.

52.

Shaftesbury School - For Sept 2021 the school is increasing
commissioned numbers to 180. The school will be taking 5 pupils
whose school pathway previously would have been Kingsley. In line
with the System Shift and if we wish to harness the potential of the site
at Shaftesbury and increase the school to max capacity of 200 places.
Internal works are being scoped and planned be implemented by
September 2022 to ensure that the school is able to accommodate 200
pupils.
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School Capital Programme 2020-2025
53.

To support the SEND expansions the following schools will have a
Capital projects to ensure that there is suitable and sufficient
accommodation. This is funded DfE’s School Capital Grant
1. Grange Primary School
2. Pinner Wood School
3. Stanburn Primary School
4. Canons High School
5. Woodlands
6. Shaftesbury
With the exception of Canons High School, the council will be
delivering the Capital Programmes. As an Academy Canons High
School will commission and manage its- own Capital programme
funded by the Council.

54.

The majority of works for the primary schools is refurbing existing
areas.

55.

Woodlands – The Capital Programme will secure permanent modular
accommodation replacing temporary buildings and Canons High
School will create new accommodation incorporated within their master
site development plan.

SEND Strategy and HNB
56.
The SEND Strategy is designed to improve outcomes for children and
young people across Harrow. It is essential that the Strategy also
reduces pressure on the high needs budgets and funding systems.
Over recent years, significant pressures on the high needs budgets
have resulted in many local authorities accruing deficits on their
Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG), this includes Harrow.
57.

A number of actions are being taken by the government, including the
SEND review that is currently underway. Alongside this, officers are
evaluating the strategy’s effectiveness against the five key areas
considered essential to deliver a sustainable high needs funding
system.

58.

The five key areas are:
1. Early intervention - In order to ensure children and young people’s
needs are appropriately identified and met from an early stage,
colleagues from early years, education, care and health will review
existing working practices to ensure support is available early and
partners know where to access this. This will include representation
from parent groups. During the pandemic, teams worked creatively
and collaboratively to ensure support was available quickly for
children in need, and this learning will inform future strategic work
on this area. Recently, increased early support has been possible
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through evaluation and restructure of a number of panels to allow
membership from a broader range of professionals.
2. Increased SEN support offer – A working party has been set up
which will be led by schools to review the SEN support offer. This
will include colleagues from across health and care, and will review
the current offer of support available, allowing children to receive
high quality support without requiring an EHC plan. This will include
CPD and outreach work between settings.
3. Review EHCP assessment process and thresholds – the SEN
assessment process is being reviewed to ensure that it runs
effectively and in a sustainable way, whilst remaining in line with the
SEND legislation. The SEN panel process has been recently
altered to allow for targeted representation from the most
appropriate colleagues. An audit of the quality of EHCPs has also
started. Officers also consider feedback provided through the
mediation and tribunal process.
4. Culture change and work with school leaders – School leaders have
been engaged with the SEND Strategy and Whole System Shift and
are in agreement with its rationale. School leaders are included at
all stages of reviewing the SEND Strategy.
5. Appropriate and thorough provision mapping, with potential
development of more local provision – As described above, council
officers work continually to predict the required provision for the
coming years. A key element of the SEND Strategy is ensuring
adequate provision and is described above.
Free School Programme
59.
At this time the next wave of the governments free school programme
has yet to be announced. When details are available, Officers will
engage with proposers of free schools and with the Education and
Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) about the establishment of free schools
in Harrow. The priority for Harrow will be a new special free school. All
the free schools in Harrow are encouraged to maintain a focus on their
local communities and to be mindful of the needs of local residents
including those not directly associated with the schools.
60.

The Hujjat Primary School opened in September 2020.

61.

Officers continue discussions with the ESFA and the School Trust
regarding the opening and of the Harrow View Primary School.

62.

There are two schools included within the Harrow Regeneration
Programme. Harrow View Primary School on the Kodak development
and a site within the Poet’s Corner Scheme (Civic Centre site). These
schools have been included on the basis of child yield from the
developments as well as contributing as a focus for the community.
The opening of the schools will be planned to align with the completion
and occupancy of the developments. There has to be flexibility in the
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timing because there is potential for original timescales to change
which has been the experience to date of the opening of the Harrow
View Primary School. Free school places are not included into the
available school places until there is a Funding Agreement in place,
although they are notionally planned or assumed in the assessment of
need for future places.
63.

64.

65.

The Government has recently announced a programme of investment
for schools and when details are available Officers will explore
opportunities for Harrow.
Secondary
There is a projected shortfall for secondary places which is currently
being managed through temporary bulge classes. Currently there are
no permanent expansion proposals. From previous work undertaken
on the school expansion programme permanent expansion of
secondary schools is complex in terms of the nature of the school sites
and the costs are unaffordable from the DfE Basic Need Grant. There
will need to be detailed discussion with secondary headteachers to
inform the details of any specific schemes.
Given that with the exception of one secondary school they are all
academies, it is expected that where schemes are developed there
would be an agreement with the council and school/trust to enable the
school to deliver the schemes and funded by the Government school
capital grants allocated to the Council. When appropriate there will be a
further report to Cabinet outlining the schemes.

Performance Issues
66.

Schools in Harrow perform well in comparison to national and
statistically similar local authorities. The vast majority of primary
schools and secondary schools are judged ‘good’ or ‘outstanding’ by
OfSTED. As at 31st March 2021, 91% of Harrow’s primary and
secondary schools are judged ‘good’ (48%) or ‘outstanding’ (43%), in
line with 91% in London (48% Good, 43% Outstanding) and above
86% nationally (67% Good, 19% Outstanding) (Source: Ofsted Data
View).

67.

The Education Act 2011 maintains a focus on driving up standards in
schools, and places more of the responsibility with the schools directly
for their improvement. The role of the Local Authority in measuring
performance and driving improvement has changed significantly and is
reduced from its previous level.

68.

The Local Authority continues to monitor key education indicators. The
indicators are used locally to monitor, improve and support education
at both school and local authority level. They are also used within
information provided to the Department for Education.
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69.

There is a complex interrelationship between a number of other
performance issues such as traffic congestion, road safety, traffic and
parking enforcement and travel plan performance, and all these
considerations are taken into account in assessing school expansion
proposals.

Environmental Implications
70.

The Council’s over-arching climate change strategy sets a target to
reduce carbon emissions by 4% a year. Schools account for 50% of the
council’s total carbon emissions.

71.

Harrow Council passed a motion to declare a climate emergency on 18
July 2019, with the aim to make Harrow carbon neutral borough by 2030.
This is a very challenging ambition and Harrow Schools are expected to
adopt a more proactive approach to minimise their energy wastage and
carbon footprint in line with the borough and central government’s
carbon reduction targets and objectives. Reducing emissions from
schools is therefore a vital component in meeting the Council’s target.

72.

The RE:FIT Schools Programme will be available to retrofit existing
school buildings to improve their energy efficiency. For new-build
schools, the design standards will need to ensure that they meet high
energy use efficiency standards. Of particular importance will be the
use of low carbon technologies – particularly for space heating – and
these will need to be thoroughly investigated during the design phase.

73.

For many of the projects in the school expansion programme, planning
applications are required, and part of the application is a school travel
plan. Through this process and the development of the solutions for
the schools, the impact of the additional pupils and their travel modes
will be addressed.

Data Protection Implications
74.
There are no data protection implications with this proposal.

Risk Management Implications
Risks included on corporate or directorate risk register? Yes
Separate risk register in place? Yes, there will be a risk register for each
capital project which will be developed when the programme is
implemented.
The relevant risks contained in the register are attached/summarised below.
n/a
The following key risks should be taken into account when agreeing the
recommendations in this report:
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Risk Description
The School Roll Projections
are under or overstated
Overspend of HNB by £27m
by 2025

Breach of s14 of the
Education Act 1996 if
insufficient school places on
offer

Mitigations
The Council has used the
GLA roll projections and they
have been reliable
There are number of
reasons why this overspend
is projected e.g. historic
under funding, please see
paragraph 81 point 6 for
further details
The Council has currently
sufficient places to meet
demand.

RAG Status
Green

Red

Green

Procurement Implications
75.

The procurement team will support the delivery of all procurement
associated with this programme. Procurement will be undertaken
consistent with the Public Contract Regulations 2015 and the Council’s
own Contract Procedure Rules. Delegated authority to commence
procurement and approve award(s) of contracts was agreed at the
Cabinet meeting of September 2020.

Legal Implications
76.

The Council has a statutory duty under the Education Act 1996 to
ensure the provision of sufficient schools for the provision of primary
and secondary education in their area.

77.

Under s.14 of the Education Act 1996, a local authority shall secure
that sufficient schools for providing primary and secondary education
are available in their area. Sufficient means sufficient in number,
character and equipment to provide for all pupils the opportunity of
appropriate education.

78.

In meeting this duty, a local authority must do so with a view to
securing diversity in the provision of schools and increasing
opportunities for parental choice.

79.

The Council is the admission authority for community
schools. Individual school governing bodies and academy trusts are
the admission authority for voluntary aided and academy schools. The
Council must determine its own admission arrangements by 29
February each year and this must follow statutory consultation where
changes are proposed or every 7 years.

80.

Parents can appeal the allocation of a school place through the
Schools Admission Appeals process, and for children and young
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people with an EHC Plan, through the Special Educational Needs and
Disability Tribunal (First Tier Tribunal).

Financial Implications
Capital Funding
81.

The relevant elements of the Schools capital programme for 2021-2023
is £24.949m which includes slippage from previous years. This is set
out below.

Scheme
School Expansion/Basic Need Funding
SEND Expansion
School Amalgamation
School Capital Maintenance
Bulge Classes
Total Schools Capital Programme

Budget 20213£’000
£14,997
£5,501
£654
£3,245
£552
£24,949

The initial costings for the identified projects (prior to procurement of a
contractor) is set out as follows, in accordance with the delegations by
Cabinet in September 2020 the schools subject to capital projects are detailed
below. These schemes were agreed by the Council’s Capital Programme by
Cabinet in February 2021.
Scheme
Woodlands
Pinner Wood
Shaftesbury
Stanburn
Grange
Canons High
Total

Projected Cost £’000
£305
£236
£1,500
£450
£590
Tbc
£3,081

The £3.081m will be committed from the SEND Expansion capital programme
which totals £5.501m.
Revenue Funding
The DSG is a ring-fenced grant of which the majority is used to fund individual
school budgets in maintained schools, academies and free schools in Harrow.
It also funds Early Years nursery free entitlement places for 2, 3 and 4 year olds
in maintained council nursery classes and private, voluntary and independent
(PVI) nurseries as well as provision for pupils with High Needs including those
with Education Health & Care Plans (EHCPs) in special schools and special
provision and mainstream schools in Harrow and out of borough. The DSG is
split into blocks: schools block, early years block and high needs block
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1. There is a projected overspend on the High Needs Block of £712k in
2021-22 which added to the cumulative deficit of £3.730m brought
forward from 2019-20 and 2020-21 will take the total deficit at the end of
March 2022 to £4.442m.
2. Any deficits an authority may have on its DSG account is expected to be
carried forward and does not require to be covered by the authority’s
general reserves. This is a temporary arrangement until 2022-23 beyond
which LAs must demonstrate they have sufficient reserves to cover the
deficits.
3. With effect from 2019-20 the DfE has tightened up the rules under which
local authorities have to explain their plans for bringing the DSG account
back into balance.
4. The DfE will require a report from any LA that has a cumulative DSG
deficit of more than 1% at the end of the financial year. The 1%
calculation will be based on the latest published DSG allocations for
2021-22 compared with the deficit shown in the authority’s published
draft accounts.
5. The final deficit at the end of 2020-21 of £3.730m represents 1.55% of
the overall DSG allocation (including academy funding). The recovery
plan has been drafted however and discussed with Schools Forum.
However, the following points should be noted
6. Despite the significant proposals and measures planned over the next
ten years, this will not mitigate the deficit. This is due to the following
contributory factors:








82.

historical underfunding
current budgets being based on historical budgets rather than
historical spend
extension of age range to include 0-5 and post 19
current and projected formulaic funding which does not keep
pace with demand
significant historical and projected growth in number of
EHCPs
continued growth in complexity of pupils’ needs
limitations about creating cost effective provision in borough
due to capacity and site limitations

Even with the significant proposals in the SEND strategy it is
anticipated without any further investment in High Needs Funding by
the government the cumulative deficit could be £27m by 2025.

Equalities implications / Public Sector Equality Duty
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83.

Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 requires that public bodies, in
exercising their functions, have due regard to the need to (1) eliminate
discrimination, harassment, victimisation and other unlawful conduct
under the Act, (2) advance equality of opportunity and (3) foster good
relations between persons who share a protected characteristic and
persons who do not share it.

84.

Harrow’s schools are successful, inclusive and provide a diversity of
provision. The school expansion programme will ensure sufficient
school places for the increasing numbers of children in Harrow and will
build on the successful provision that already exists in Harrow’s
schools. By acting to ensure all children in Harrow have access to a
high-quality school place, Harrow is promoting equality of opportunity
for all children and young people.

85.

Equalities impact assessment has been carried out and there are no
negative impacts arising from these proposals.

Council Priorities
86.

The recommendation supports the Council 5 Priorities as follows:

1.

Improving the environment and addressing climate change
Providing high quality local mainstream and special educational need
provision in schools for children close to where they live avoiding the
need for excessive car journeys.

2.

Tackling poverty and inequality
Ensuring Harrow Council fulfils its statutory duties to provide sufficient
school places in its area. Everyone has access to high quality
education to achieve their potential and employment prospects.

3.

Building homes and infrastructure
Providing a generational investment of some £125m into the existing
schools in Harrow for the benefit of its residents.

4.

Addressing health and social care inequality
Children and young people are given the opportunities to have the best
start in life and families can thrive.

5.

Thriving economy
Local opportunities for employment in schools and education.
Contributing to developing a future skilled workforce.

Section 3 - Statutory Officer Clearance
Statutory Officer: Jo Frost
Signed on behalf of the Chief Financial Officer

Date: 4 October 2021
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Statutory Officer: Sharon Clarke
Signed on behalf of the Monitoring Officer

Date: 4 October 2021
Chief Officer: Paul Hewitt
Signed off by the Corporate Director

Date: 11 October 2021
Head of Procurement: Nimesh Mehta
Signed off by the Head of Procurement

Date: 4 October 2021
Head of Internal Audit: Susan Dixson
Signed off by the Head of Internal Audit

Date: 11 October 2021

Mandatory Checks
Ward Councillors notified: NO, as it impacts on all Wards
EqIA carried out: YES
EqIA cleared by: Johanna Morgan

Section 4 - Contact Details and Background
Papers
Contact: Rajeshree Parmar, Head of School Organisation,
Admissions and Attendance, 020 8416 8286
Background Papers: Annexe 1 - Child Population Projections;
Annexe 2 – Overview of Harrows population and changes; Annexe
3 – GLA School Roll Projections Methodology; Annexe 4 Harrow’s Regeneration Programme and Housing Profile; Annexe 5
- SEND and Early Years
Call-in waived by the Chair of Overview and Scrutiny
Committee
NO
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p 6-7

Section 3:

School Roll Projections and Need for School Places

p 8-39

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

3.6
3.7

Primary Schools
Data for Reception places 2021/22 in the following tables and charts:
Projections for Reception to Year 6 Pupils
Projections for Reception Pupils Only
Primary Schools Projections by Planning Area
North East Planning Area (GLA Planning Area 1)
North West Planning Area (GLA Planning Area 2)
South East Planning Area (GLA Planning Area 3)
South West Planning Area (GLA Planning Area 4)
Central Planning Area (GLA Planning Area 5)
Voluntary Aided Schools (GLA Planning Area 6)
Secondary Schools
Year 7 Projections for High Schools

Annexes
Annexe 1: Child Population Projections 2021
Annexe 2: Overview of Harrow’s population and changes 2021
Annexe 3: GLA SRP Methodology 2021
Annexe 4: Harrow’s Regeneration programme and Housing Profile 2021
Annexe 5: SEND and Early Years Data 2021
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A. Introduction
A1. The School Roll Projections Report is prepared annually by the Education Performance
Team of the Business Intelligence Unit to support the school place planning process in
Harrow. The data is analysed to indicate the number of school places required.
A2. The report is produced using a variety of data, including the Greater London Authority’s
(GLA) school roll projections to ensure that the number of places available is planned in a
timely and measured way so that we can continue to meet our statutory duty to ensure
sufficiency of places. Our projections cover the period 2021/22 to 2033-34, helping us to
project patterns of demand for school places over this period.
A3. This report provides a summary of the data that informs our work across the next
academic year (2021/22) and beyond. The report and associated annexes provide detailed
information on projected and actual births, school rolls, expected new residential
development and the provision of new places/reduction in provision. There is also high level
data identifying demand for special educational needs and for 0-4 year olds for the early
years.
A4. The data in this report is provided across the primary and secondary phases of
education. Where possible we ensure that changes to Planned Admission Numbers (PAN)
in academies, voluntary aided, as well as free schools is incorporated into our planning in a
timely manner to enable the local authority to manage the provision of places.
The report has 3 sections:
Section 1: Harrow’s School Roll Projections
Section 2: Temporary (‘Bulge’) classes & Permanent Expansions
Section 3: School Roll Projections and Need for School Places
The five annexes provide background information on:
Annexe 1: Child Population Projections 2021
Annexe 2: Overview of Harrow’s population and changes 2021
Annexe 3: GLA SRP Methodology 2021
Annexe 4: Harrow’s Regeneration programme and Housing Profile 2021
Annexe 5: SEND and Early Years Data 2021
B. Background information
B1. Demand for school places in London has risen significantly over the past decade, at a
faster rate than in any other region of the country. While London has experienced a high
demand for primary school places for a number of years , this demand has now shifted to
secondary level as pupils reach secondary school age. To manage this, boroughs have
been working hard to put plans in place to ensure that the shortfall is met. Some boroughs
are focusing on creating new school provision by working with free schools, while others are
working to increase the capacity of existing secondary schools.
B2. At the other end of the school system, the total number of surplus places at primary
level across London has been rising in recent years. This growth in primary level surplus
appears largely to be driven by a decrease in the number of live births across the capital,
which decreased by 10 per cent between 2012/13 and 2018/19.
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B3. Declining birth rates are also expected to drive primary level surplus over the next four
years. For example, between 2020 and 2024, the 0-4 population in London is expected to
decrease by 1.0 per cent.
B4. Individual boroughs have also reported other issues such as welfare reform and the
uncertainty around Brexit as having an impact on families moving out of the borough, the
Covid-19 pandemic is likely to have exacerbated this.
B5. To manage increasing surplus places at primary level, boroughs are working hard to
implement strategies that will help manage capacity and maintain the financial stability of
schools.
B6. A range of activity is underway across London to help schools manage surplus places
effectively, including transforming primary schools into much needed special schools;
reducing the Published Admission Numbers (PAN) for individual schools; redesignating
space within or across schools and working with housing developments to change
expectations around new schools.
B7. While the overriding trend is towards a growing surplus of places, some boroughs are
still grappling with a growing shortfall of places, particularly at secondary level.
B8. There is a complexity of managing secondary school places during a period of growth in
demand. It can be hard to forecast the levels of cross border pupil mobility as they fluctuate
according to the popularity at different schools, levels of shortfalls or surplus in neighbouring
schools, current regeneration and housing developments and changing school admissions
policies.
B9. The London Councils 2020 report presents the following key facts:


London has seen the largest increase in total pupil numbers of any region. Total pupil
numbers increased by 13.8 per cent across London between 2010/11 and 2018/19,
compared with 8.8 per cent nationally.



8,728 new school places are predicted to be needed in 2022/23 to meet demand
across London.



68 per cent of London’s shortfall of places will be in secondary schools.



In 2022/23, there will be 84,384 surplus school places across London, which the
London boroughs are working hard with schools to manage.



84 per cent of the predicted surplus places in 2022/23 will be in primary schools.
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Section 1:

Harrow School Roll Projections

There is no single accepted method for projecting school numbers and London boroughs have
recently faced major challenges in providing places to meet a growing child population. Harrow,
along with the majority of other London boroughs, commission’s school roll projections from the
Greater London Authority’s (GLA) School Roll Projections Service. The GLA provides the
baseline projections to which local knowledge is applied to make reasonable adjustments in line
with pressure at Reception, Year 7 and other school year groups.
From 2013 to 2016 we used the GLA’s trend based population school roll projections, informed
by in-year applications and admissions. The school roll projections for the Reception year
group were adjusted by +3% in 2013 and by +2% in 2014 to reflect local demand. The lower
percentage adjustment in 2014 was due to the GLA incorporating additional contextual data for
Harrow into their model.
In 2017 the decision was made to continue with the GLA’s Witan trend based population
projections based on standard fertility. This was mainly due to the population projections and
school roll projections being based on Harrow’s interim 2014-15 housing trajectory, which did
not contain all of the known upcoming developments. The decision to use the standard fertility
assumption instead of the high fertility was due to the current plateauing of births at the 3.5k
mark and is in-line with the lower trend of births in London.
The 2018 school roll projections were based on the 2016 housing-led population projections
that incorporate a forecast household development trajectory, using Harrow’s latest housing
trajectory.
For the last two years and this year Harrow’s school roll projections are based on the GLA’s
Borough Preferred Option (BPO) Population Projections, which incorporate annual birth, death
and migration data. The BPO is produced using Harrow’s ward level housing development data
provided by the council from it’s Housing Trajectory. The GLA produced projections based on
three different scenarios of domestic migration patterns. The goal was to provide users with
suitable variants for use in school place planning work. Harrow has used the Scenario 2 variant
for Harrow’s births, population projections and school roll projections. Further details of the
SRP Methodology can be found in ‘Annexe 3: School Roll Projections Methodology’.
In-line with previous years, due to the changing landscape of Harrow, with regards to births,
future housing developments, Reception and Year 7 numbers on roll, the school organisation
report includes two sets of school roll projections:
1. The school roll projections as provided by the GLA (referred to as ‘Baseline’ in this
report);
2. The schools roll projections with a 2% adjustment, as per previous years and in order to
maintain some level of consistency.
The local projection methodology has been developed to forecast the maximum numbers that
are likely to be on roll at the end of the school year. This approach is consistent with Harrow’s
submissions to the DfE and helps with contingency planning across the borough. The in-year
growth has tended to take place across the borough rather than in one particular school or
planning area. However, should additional forms of entry be needed in any area, contingency
plans would be put into action.
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Section 2:

Temporary (‘Bulge’) classes & Permanent Expansions

The number of available Reception places each year since 2009 has been increased in
accordance to the rise in demand through the use of temporary ‘bulge’ classes, with permanent
expansions implemented from 2013.
Temporary classes are shown in Table 1 below. There were 5 temporary additional ‘bulge’
classes in September 2009, 5 in September 2010, 8 in September 2011 (and a Year 1 class in
October 2011 at Camrose Primary School), 12 in September 2012, 9 in September 2013, 10 in
September 2014 (and a Year 2 class, a Year 3 class and two Year 4 classes).
In September 2015 two bulge classes were opened in Marlborough Primary School – one in
Year 1 and the other vertically across Years 4 and 5, with 15 places in each year group. Since
2015 there have been no additional temporary classes.
Table 1 - Reception Bulge classes since September 2009
Planning Area

Bulge classes

North East
Planning Area
(PA1)

Aylward
Stanburn
Weald Rise
Whitchurch

2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15
1
1

North West
Planning Area
(PA2)

South East
Planning Area
(PA3)

Camrose
Glebe
Kenmore Park
Priestmead
Stag Lane
1

South West
Planning Area
(PA4)

Grange
Newton Farm
Roxeth
Vaughan
Welldon Park
Belmont
Elmgrove
Marlborough
Norbury
Pinner Park
Whitefriars

1

St Georges
Avanti House
St John Fisher

1

Faith Schools
(PA6)

Total ‘Bulges’
Total Places
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1
1

Cannon Lane
Cedars
Grimsdyke
Longfield
Pinner Wood

Central
Planning Area
(PA5)

1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
2

2
1

5
150

5

5
150
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Permanent expansions (shown in Table 2 below) have also been implemented, with 8 schools
permanently expanding in September 2013, 6 schools from September 2014, 11 schools from
September 2015 and 2 schools permanently expanding and 1 new free school opened in 2016.
No additional reception classes have been opended since September 2016.
Table 2 - Reception Permanent classes since September 2013
Planning
Permanent
2013/14 – 2014/15 – 2015/16 –
Areas
classes
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Aylward
1
North East
Stanburn
1
Planning Area
Weald Rise
(PA1)
Whitchurch
1
Cannon Lane
1
Cedars
1
North West
Planning Area
Grimsdyke
1
(PA2)
Longfield
1
Pinner Wood
1
Camrose
1
Glebe
1
South East
Planning Area
Kenmore Park
1
(PA3)
Priestmead
1
Stag Lane
Grange
1
South West
Newton Farm
1
Planning Area
Vaughan
1
(PA4)
Welldon Park
1
Belmont
1
Elmgrove
1
1
Central Planning Marlborough
Area (PA5)
Norbury
1
Pinner Park
1
Whitefriars
1
Avanti House
2
Krishna Avanti
1
Faith Schools
(PA6)
St John Fisher
1
St Jérôme
Total Classes
8
7
11
Total Places
240
210
330
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Section 3:

School Roll Projections

School place planning for Harrow’s primary and secondary schools for 2021/22 is based on the
GLA’s school roll projections, which are based on the GLA’s 2019-based Borough Preferred
Option Population Projections.
3.1
Primary Schools
Information on primary school roll projections is divided into three parts:
i)

Projections for Reception to Year 6 pupils.

ii)

Projections for Reception pupils only.

iii)

Primary Schools Projections by Planning Areas:
a) Reception to Year 6 pupils, and
b) Reception pupils

Harrow’s Planning Areas will be reviewed for the 2022 School Capacity (SCAP) statutory return,
and the review will incorporate the results of the Governments review of local authority ward
boundary changes, which will come into place in May 2022.
3.2
Data for Reception places 2021/22 in the following tables and charts
The 2021/22 school roll projections are based on the GLA’s 3/1 option, which uses:



three years of past detailed flow data (2018-2020) to define relationships between ward
of residence and school attended for the 2021 roll
one year of school-level rolls (2021) to calculate the size of the new intake.

This setup aims to smooth fluctuations in the underlying patterns of pupil movement, while
reflecting only the most recent data in terms of overall number of pupils on roll.
The actual Reception numbers on roll reached an all time high of 3,251 in January 2015, and
have fluctuated ever since, dropping to 3,154 in January 2017, and then increasing to slightly to
3,189 in January 2018. However the numbers dropped to 3,043 in January 2019 but have risen
since then to 3,089 in January 2021. Due to these fluctuations and change in trajectory we
have continued to include two sets of school roll projections for the borough total projections for
Reception to Year 6, and Reception only:
1. The GLA’s actual (referred to as Baseline) school roll projections
2. The GLA’s school roll projections adjusted by 2%.
The GLA projections indicate that 3,118 (Baseline) and 3,180 (+2%) children will require
Reception places by January of the academic year 2021/22.
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3.3

Projections for Reception to Year 6 Pupils

Pupil numbers have been fluctuating across all of the primary phase year groups, from
Reception to Year 6.
Based on the 2021/22 round of GLA school roll projections, the information in Table 3 and Chart
1 below shows that the number of pupils in Reception to Year 6 are projected to fluctuate over
the period covered, with some increase and decrease.
The data in the table below shows that the number of children in Harrow’s primary schools has
dropped by 243 (-1.1%) children from 21,714 in 2019/20 to 21,480 in 2020/21. Whilst Harrow’s
primary schools have had a small deficit of school places in Reception to Year 6 in 2013/14 and
2014/15, there has been a surplus of places that have continued increasing over the last six
years, from 236 extra places in 2015/16 to 1,530 places in 2020/21. The projections are
suggesting an even higher surplus of places, from 1,795 (Baseline) and 1,733 (+2%) in 2021/22
to 2,356 (Baseline) and 2,297 (+2%) by 2033/34. The surplus places are calculated from the
projected pupil numbers and the places available.
Table 3: School roll projections for Year Reception (Baseline & +2%) to Year 6 in all schools in
Harrow
Primary projection area: All Schools (Includes VA) - BPO 2019 3/1 Scenario 2
Years R to 6 only

Year

January
actual
number on
roll

Projected
demand
GLA
(Baseline
Reception)

Projected
demand
GLA (+2%
Reception)

Places
available

Surplus/Deficit
of places
(Baseline
Reception)

18,139
08/09
16,637
18,155
09/10
16,920
18,187
10/11
17,326
18,439
11/12
17,860
18,718
12/13
18,482
19,278
13/14
19,325
20,152
14/15
20,158
20,996
15/16
20,760
21,750
16/17
21,136
22,395
17/18
21,346
23,010
18/19
21,643
23,460
19/20
21,714
23,010
20/21
21,480
23,130
21/22
21335
21397
1795
23,100
22/23
21471
21535
1629
22,950
23/24
21489
21551
1461
22,830
24/25
21418
21479
1412
22,710
25/26
21434
21495
1276
22,590
26/27
21367
21426
1223
22,500
27/28
21231
21290
1269
22,470
28/29
21035
21094
1435
22,470
29/30
20742
20801
1728
22,470
30/31
20535
20594
1935
22,470
31/32
20346
20404
2124
22,470
32/33
20188
20247
2282
22,470
33/34
20114
20173
2356
Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613
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Surplus/Deficit
of places +2%
Reception)

1,502
1,235
861
579
236
-47
-6
236
614
1,049
1,367
1,746
1,530
1733
1565
1399
1351
1215
1164
1210
1376
1669
1876
2066
2223
2297
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The ‘Places available’ figure includes for 2009/10 to 2014/15 the actual increased Published
Admission Numbers (PAN) and bulge classes and for 2015/16 and 2016/17 the planned
permanent increases to PANs and new places at St Jérôme Bilingual School, which opened in
September 2016; and the Hujjat Primary School, which opened in September 2020.
Chart 1: Current number on roll compared to roll projections and places available for Year
Reception (Baseline) to Year 6 in all schools in Harrow

Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613

3.4

Projections for Reception Pupils Only

Reception numbers on roll increased from 2,224 in January 2006 to 3,251 in January 2015,
which is a 46% increase. However Reception numbers have continued to fluctuate since,
dropping to 3,043 in January 2019 but increasing slightly in 2020/21 to 3,089. The GLA
Baseline and +2% projections are shown in Table 4 below, with the baseline projection of 3,118
pupils and the +2% adjusted projection of 3,180 in 2021/22. The Reception projections
increase slightly from 2021/22 to 2022/23 but are projected to continue dropping steadily from
2023/24 for the remainder of the period covered in this report, as can be seen in table 4 and the
chart below.
School Expansion Programme Phase 1
The number of Harrow’s Reception permanent places increased by 240 places to 2,790 in
September 2013 following implementation of Phase 1 of the Primary School Expansion
Programme. 7 community schools were expanded permanently along with the expansion by
one form of entry of Krishna Avanti Primary School to become a 2 form of entry academy
school. 9 temporary Reception classes brought total places in 2013/14 to 3,060.
School Expansion Programme Phase 2
In September 2014, Harrow’s Reception permanent places were increased by 210 places to
3,000 following implementation of the first group of Phase 2 of the Primary School Expansion
Programme (this includes two forms of entry at Avanti House free school). In order to meet the
full increased demand for Reception places, 10 bulge classes (300 places) were opened at
schools. In September 2015, Harrow’s Reception permanent places were increased by 330
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permanent places in 11 schools following the full implementation of Phase 2 and the first
permanent expansions in Phase 3.
Table 4: School roll projections for Year Reception (Baseline & +2%) in all Primary schools in
Harrow
Primary projection area: All Schools (Includes Voluntary Aided)
Year Reception

School
Year

January
actual
number
on roll

08/09
09/10

GLA
projected
demand
Baseline

GLA
projected
demand
+2%

Reception
Places
available

Permanent
Places

2,419

2,530

2,530

2,571

2,696

2,546

10/11

2,637

2,700

2,550

11/12

2,759

2,800

2,550

12/13

2,879

2,910

2,550

13/14

3,029

3,060

2,790

14/15

3,251

3,300

3,000

15/16

3,195

3,330

3,330

16/17

3,154

3,450

3,450

17/18

3,189

3,450

3,450

18/19

3,043

3,450

3,450

19/20

3,079

3,390

3,450

20/21

3,089

3,360

3,510

Calculated
FE
Baseline

Calculated
FE +2%

Proposed
Additional FE
required
Baseline &
+2%

Total
Reception
Places
Proposed
Baseline &
+2%

21/22

3118

3180

3,240

3,480

4.07

1.99

0

3,240

22/23

3212

3276

3,210

3,480

-0.07

-2.21

0/2

3,270

23/24

3088

3150

3,210

3,480

4.07

2.01

0

3,210

24/25

3063

3124

3,210

3,480

4.90

2.86

0

3,210

25/26

3047

3108

3,210

3,480

5.43

3.40

0

3,210

26/27

2973

3032

3,210

3,480

7.90

5.92

0

3,210

27/28

2958

3017

3,210

3,480

8.40

6.43

0

3,210

28/29

2954

3013

3,210

3,480

8.53

6.56

0

3,210

29/30

2945

3004

3,210

3,480

8.83

6.87

0

3,210

30/31

2931

2990

3,210

3,480

9.30

7.35

0

3,210

31/32

2924

2982

3,210

3,480

9.53

7.58

0

3,210

32/33

2926

2985

3,210

3,480

9.47

7.52

0

3,210

33/34

2940

2999

3,210

3,480

9.00

7.04

0

3,210

Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613

Places available 2009/10, 2010/11, 2011/12, 2012/13, 2013/14, 2014/15, 2015/16 and 2016/17
include actual increased PANs and bulge classes, as well as St Jérôme’s bilingual school that
opened in September 2016.
There has been a formal reduction in the PANs of Cedars Manor & Welldon Park Academy
School’s, from 3FE to 2FE from 2019/20. Weald Rise Primary School’s PAN has been reduced
from 4FE to 2FE from 2020/21.
An additonal 60 permanent new places were created at Hujjat Primary from September 2020,
these have been included in both the Reception places available and the Permanent places
columns of the table above.
A formal reduction of places for 2021/22 has been agreed for the following schools: Cannon
Lane (4FE to 3FE), Kenmore Park (4FE to 3FE); Longfield Primary (4FE to 3FE) and
Roxbourne Primary (3FE to 2FE), and a reduction in the Year 1 places of Stanburn Primary.
We understand that The Moriah Jewish Day School will formally close in September 2021.
Education PerformanceTeam, BIU
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A formal reduction of places for 2022/23 has been agreed for Stanburn Primary (4FE to 3FE).
It should be noted that although a some of the primary planning areas in section 3.5 below are
projecting a deficit in Reception places, Table 4 above clearly indicates that Harrow overall has
a sufficient number of places available to meet the demand for Reception children across the
whole of Harrow in line with the baseline projections during the 2021/22 to 2033/34 period
covered.
Chart 2: Current numbers on roll, places available, GLA Baseline & +2% projections for
Reception Year in all Primary schools in Harrow

Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613

School Expansion Programme Phase 3
In addition to the three Phase 3 schools that were expanded in September 2015, a further two
schools were expanded in September 2016. Additionally the new free school – St Jérôme
opened in September 2016 with 60 permanent places.
Free Schools
The Hujjat Primary School opened in September 2020 with 60 permanent places, 50:50 faith
based & community. This brings the total of permanent places in September 2020 to 3,510.
However, the closure of The Moriah Jewish Day School from September 2021 has reduced the
number of permanent places to 3,480.
A further primary free school – Harrow View Primary (+90) is also planned to open in Harrow. If
this school is delivered, it would provide an additional 3 permanent forms of entry. The opening
of the Harrow View Primary School will be timed to align with the development on Kodak West
site and occupation of housing. There is an on-going dialogue with the Harrow Schools Trust
about the development and opening.
A site for a primary free school has been identified within the development of Poet’s Corner as
part of Harrow’s Regeneration Programme. The site forms part of the Phase 2 development.
This school is planned as a two form entry or 60 places per year group.
Once there is confirmation that these free schools will open the places will be included in the
tables and charts of this report, and once the schools have opened they will be included in the
projections.
Education PerformanceTeam, BIU
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3.5

Primary Schools Projections by Planning Area

North East Planning Area (GLA Planning Area 1):
Projections for the North East Planning Area are based on data from the following schools and
population data for part or all of these wards. The published admission number (PAN) for each
school in September 2021 is shown below. The number of temporary (bulge) Reception
classes and permanent expansion classes from 2009/10 to 2016/17 are also shown below.
Note: Weald Rise was approved for permanent expansion from 2016-17 and these additional
places are included in Table 5 and Table 6 below.
Schools:

PAN

Aylward
Stanburn
Weald Rise*
Whitchurch

90
120
60
120

Bulge
classes
1
2
2
1

Permanent
Expansion
1
1
1
1

Main Wards:

Other Wards:

Belmont
Stanmore Park
Canons

Harrow Weald
Edgware
Queensbury
Wealdstone
Kenton East
Kenton West

*Weald Rise formal PAN reduction from 4FE to 2FE (120 to 60) from 2020/21

Table 5: Primary projections for the North East Planning Area
Primary projection area: North East (Community Schools only)
Years R to 6 only
Year

January
actual
number on
roll

Projected
demand
GLA
(Baseline)

Projected
demand
GLA (R+2%
- Yr6)

Places
available

Surplus
/Deficit of
places
(Baseline)

08/09
2,210
09/10
2,207
10/11
2,254
11/12
2,344
12/13
2,415
13/14
2,494
14/15
2,570
15/16
2,583
16/17
2,592
17/18
2,537
18/19
2,482
19/20
2,439
20/21
2,360
2,970
21/22
2,367
2,374
2,910
22/23
2,390
2,397
2,820
23/24
2,396
2,403
2,730
24/25
2,372
2,379
2,640
25/26
2,366
2,372
2,550
26/27
2,371
2,377
2,550
27/28
2,368
2,374
2,520
28/29
2,331
2,337
2,520
29/30
2,285
2,291
2,520
30/31
2,245
2,251
2,520
31/32
2,206
2,212
2,520
32/33
2,169
2,175
2,520
33/34
2,148
2,154
Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613
Education PerformanceTeam, BIU
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603
520
424
358
274
179
182
189
235
275
314
351
372

Surplus
/Deficit of
places
(R+2% - Yr6)

596
513
417
351
268
173
176
183
229
269
308
345
366
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Table 5 above shows the Reception (Baseline & +2%) to Year 6 GLA roll projections for the
North East Planning Area. The actual number of pupils has been increasing since 2009/10 from
2,207 pupils to 2,592 in 2016/17, however they have continued dropping since then, from 2,537
in 2017/18 to 2,360 pupils in 2020/21. The projections for this area start at 2,367 (Baseline) and
2,374 (+2%) for 2021/22 and increase slightly to 2,396 (Baseline) and 2,403 (+2%) in 2023/24
and then overall continue steadily decreasing until the end of the period in 2033/34. There is no
longer a deficit of places in this planning area, a surplus is projected for the whole of the
2021/22 to 2033/34 period.
Table 6: Reception projections for the North East Planning Area
Primary Planning Area 1 - North East (Community Schools only)
Year Reception
School
Year

January
actual
number
on roll

Projected
demand
GLA
(Baseline)

Projected
demand
GLA
(+2%)

Reception
Places
available

Calculated
FE baseline

Calculated
FE +2%

Proposed
Additional FE
required
Baseline & +2%

08/09
316
330
09/10
325
330
10/11
346
360
11/12
373
390
12/13
359
360
13/14
374
390
14/15
407
420
15/16
373
420
16/17
346
450
17/18
361
450
18/19
332
450
19/20
307
450
20/21
322
390
21/22
339
346
390
1.70
1.47
0
22/23
344
351
360
0.53
0.30
0
23/24
334
341
360
0.87
0.64
0
328
335
360
1.07
0.85
0
24/25
322
328
360
1.27
1.05
0
25/26
307
313
360
1.77
1.56
0
26/27
305
311
360
1.83
1.63
0
27/28
301
307
360
1.97
1.77
0
28/29
298
304
360
2.07
1.87
0
29/30
297
303
360
2.10
1.90
0
30/31
292
298
360
2.27
2.07
0
31/32
291
297
360
2.30
2.11
0
32/33
292
298
360
2.27
2.07
0
33/34
Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613; *Weald Rise has had a formal
reduction in it’s PAN by 2FE from 2020/21.

Table 6 above and Chart 3 below show the GLA roll projections for the Reception year group for
the North East Planning Area. The actual number on roll decreased by 1 form of entry from
2014/15 to 2015/16 and then further decreased by another form of entry from 2015/16 to
2016/17. The number on roll increased by 15 pupils in 2017/18, but then dropped by a form of
entry to 332 in 2018/19 and by 25 places to 307 in 2019/20. The latest 2020/21 number
increased by 15 places to 322. Future numbers for the area are overall projected to drop
slightly over the period covered, from 339 (Baseline) and 346 (+2%) in 2021/22 to 292
(Baseline) and 298 (+2%) by 2033/34. There is projected to be a surplus of just over 2 forms of
entry in this area.
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Chart 3: Reception projections for the North East Planning Area

Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613
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North West Planning Area (GLA Planning Area 2):
Projections for the North West Planning Area are based on data from the following schools and
population data for part or all of these wards. The published admission number (PAN) for each
school in September 2021 is shown below. The number of temporary (bulge) Reception
classes and permanent expansion classes from 2009/10 to 2016/17 are also shown below.
Schools:

PAN

Cannon Lane
Cedars Manor
Grimsdyke
Longfield
Pinner Wood
West Lodge

90***
60**
90
90***
90
90

Bulge
classes
2
2
1*
2
2
0

Perm
Exp
1
1
1
1
1
0

Main Wards:

Other Wards:

Pinner
Pinner South
Hatch End
Headstone North
Harrow Weald

Headstone South
Rayners Lane
Roxbourne
Harrow on the Hill
West Harrow

Perm Exp – Permanent Expansions; *Grimsdyke also opened a Year 2 bulge class in September 2014; **Cedars
Manor formal PAN reduction from 3FE to 2FE from 2019/20; ***A formal reduction of 1FE (120 to 90) has been
agreed for Cannon Lane and Longfield Primary from 2021/22.

Table 7: Primary projections for the North West Planning Area
Primary projection area: North West (Community Schools only)
Years R to 6 only

Year

January
actual
number on
roll

Projected
demand
GLA
(Baseline)

Projected
demand GLA
(R+2% - Yr6)

Places
available

Surplus /Deficit
of places
(Baseline)

08/09
3,064
09/10
3,084
10/11
3,162
11/12
3,195
12/13
3,284
13/14
3,425
14/15
3,564
15/16
3,711
16/17
3,765
17/18
3,782
18/19
3,898
19/20
3,931
20/21
3,918
3,960
21/22
3,867
3,877
3,870
22/23
3,831
3,842
3,810
23/24
3,792
3,802
3,750
24/25
3,733
3,743
3,690
25/26
3,688
3,698
3,630
26/27
3,608
3,618
3,570
27/28
3,528
3,537
3,570
28/29
3,457
3,466
3,570
29/30
3,384
3,393
3,570
30/31
3,331
3,340
3,570
31/32
3,290
3,299
3,570
32/33
3,253
3,262
3,570
33/34
3,231
3,240
Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613

Education PerformanceTeam, BIU
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Surplus
/Deficit of
places
(R+2% - Yr6)

93
39
18
17
2
22
42
113
186
239
280
317
339
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28
8
7
-8
13
33
104
177
230
271
308
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The Table 7 above shows that the Reception to Year 6 number on rolls for this planning area
have continued to increase from 3,064 in 2008/09 to 3,931 in 2019/20 but dropped slightly to
3,918 in 2020/21. The Baseline and +2 projections decrease throughout the period shown in
Table 7, dropping from 3,867 (Baseline) & 3,877 (+2%) to 3,231 (Baseline) & 3,240 (+2%) in
2033/34. There is a surplus of places projected for this area for the duration of the period
covered.
Table 8: Reception projections for the North West Planning Area
Primary Planning Area 2 - North West (Community Schools only)
Year Reception

School
Year

January
actual
number
on roll

Projected
demand
GLA
(Baseline)

Projected
demand
GLA
(+2%)

Reception
Places
available

Calculated
FE baseline

Calculated
FE +2%

Proposed
Additional
FE
required
Baseline
& +2%

Total
Reception
Places
Proposed
- baseline
& +2%

450
08/09
430
480
09/10
451
510
10/11
498
480
11/12
475
510
12/13
500
540
13/14
537
570
14/15
562
600
15/16
590
600
16/17
547
600
544
17/18
600
540
18/19
570
561
19/20
570
538
20/21
510
524
534
-0.47
-0.82
21/22
0/1
540
510
22/23
541
552
-1.03
-1.39
1
540
510
23/24
515
525
-0.17
-0.51
0/1
540
510
499
509
0.37
0.03
24/25
0
510
510
492
502
0.60
0.27
25/26
0
510
510
475
485
1.17
0.85
26/27
0
510
510
465
474
1.50
1.19
27/28
0
510
510
460
469
1.67
1.36
28/29
0
510
510
458
467
1.73
1.43
29/30
0
510
510
455
464
1.83
1.53
30/31
0
510
510
452
461
1.93
1.63
31/32
0
510
510
451
460
1.97
1.67
32/33
0
510
510
453
462
1.90
1.60
33/34
0
510
Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613; Cedars Manor formal PAN reduction
by 1FE from 2020/21; The 2021/22 places include the reduction of 1FE at Cannon Lane & Longfield Primary.

Table 8 above and Chart 4 below show the GLA roll projections for the Reception year group for
the North West Planning Area. The actual numbers on roll for this planning area have continued
to fluctuate from 2008/09 to 2020/21, increasing in 2018/19 from 540 to 561 in 2019/20 but
falling to 538 in 2020/21. The projections for this area also fluctuate but overall start to fall over
the period covered, from 524 (Baseline) & 534 (+2%) in 2021/22 to 453 (Baseline) & 462 (+2%)
in 2033/34. There is a projected deficit of places from 2021/22 to 2023/24, and for the
remainder of the period there is a projected surplus of up to 2 forms of entry for this area.
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Chart 4: Current number on roll compared to roll projections and places available for the North
West Planning Area

Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613
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South East Planning Area (GLA Planning Area 3):
Projections for the South East Planning Area are based on data from the following schools and
population data for part or all of these wards. The published admission number (PAN) for each
school in September 2021 is shown below. The number of temporary (bulge) Reception
classes and permanent expansion classes from 2009/10 to 2016/17 are also shown below.
Schools:

PAN

Camrose
Glebe
Kenmore Park
Priestmead
Stag Lane

60
90
90**
120
120

Bulge
Perm
classes Exp
1*
1
2*
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Main Wards:

Other Wards:

Edgware
Queensbury
Kenton East
Kenton West

Belmont
Canons

Perm Exp – Permanent Expansions; *Camrose Primary also opened a Year 1 bulge class in October 2011 and
Glebe opened a Year 4 bulge class in September 2014. **A formal reduction of 1FE (120 to 90) has been agreed
for Kenmore Park from 2021/22. Stag Lane was approved for permanent expansion from 2016/17 and these
additional places are included in Table 9 and Table 10 below.

Table 9: Primary projections for the South East Planning Area
Primary projection area: South East (Community Schools only)
Years R to 6 only
Year

January
actual
number on
roll

Projected
demand
GLA
(Baseline)

Projected
demand
GLA (R+2%
- Yr6)

Places
available

Surplus
/Deficit of
places
(Baseline)

08/09
2,307
09/10
2,371
10/11
2,480
11/12
2,589
12/13
2,669
13/14
2,808
14/15
2,964
15/16
3,050
16/17
3,176
17/18
3,173
18/19
3,209
19/20
3,218
20/21
3,196
3,480
21/22
3,182
3,191
3,510
22/23
3,215
3,225
3,480
23/24
3,216
3,225
3,450
24/25
3,220
3,229
3,420
25/26
3,204
3,213
3,390
26/27
3,177
3,186
3,360
27/28
3,128
3,136
3,360
28/29
3,066
3,074
3,360
29/30
3,003
3,011
3,360
30/31
2,957
2,965
3,360
31/32
2,905
2,913
3,360
32/33
2,859
2,867
3,360
33/34
2,836
2,844
Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613
Education PerformanceTeam, BIU
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298
295
264
230
216
213
232
294
357
403
455
501
524

Surplus
/Deficit of
places
(R+2% - Yr6)

289
285
255
221
207
204
224
286
349
395
447
493
516
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Table 9 above shows the actual number on roll and projection figures for the South East
Planning Area for Reception to Year 6. The actual number of pupils has overall continued
increasing from 2,307 in 2008/09 to 3,218 in 2019/20 but fell slightly to 3,196 in 2020/21. The
projections for this area fluctuate but overall drop from 3,182 (Baseline) and 3,191 (+2%) in
2021/22 and peak at 3,220 (Baseline) and 3,229 (+2%) in 2024/25, after which point the
projections continue to drop to 2,836 (Baseline) and 2,844 (+2%) by 2033/34. There is a
surplus of places in this planning area for the entire period covered.
Table 10: Reception projections for the South East Planning Area
Primary Planning Area 3 - South East (Community Schools only)
Year Reception

School
Year

January
actual
number
on roll

Projected
demand
GLA
(Baseline)

Projected
demand
GLA
(+2%)

Reception
Places
available

Calculated
FE baseline

Calculated
FE +2%

Proposed
Additional
FE
required
Baseline
& +2%

Total
Reception
Places
Proposed
- baseline
& +2%

352
08/09
332
360
09/10
348
390
10/11
380
420
11/12
419
420
12/13
417
420
13/14
421
510
14/15
507
480
15/16
467
510
485
16/17
510
494
17/18
510
469
18/19
510
471
19/20
510
464
20/21
480
473
482
0.23
-0.08
21/22
0
480
480
22/23
479
489
0.03
-0.29
0
480
480
23/24
460
469
0.67
0.36
0
480
480
465
474
0.50
0.19
24/25
0
480
480
456
465
0.80
0.50
25/26
0
480
480
436
445
1.47
1.18
26/27
0
480
480
424
432
1.87
1.58
27/28
0
480
480
416
424
2.13
1.86
28/29
0
480
480
410
418
2.33
2.06
0
29/30
480
480
407
415
2.43
2.16
0
30/31
480
480
405
413
2.50
2.23
0
31/32
480
480
403
411
2.57
2.30
0
32/33
480
480
406
414
2.47
2.20
0
33/34
480
Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613; The 2021/22 places include the
reduction of 1FE at Kenmore Park Infant.

Table 10 above and Chart 5 below show that the Reception numbers on roll have fluctuated
somewhat over the period shown but have overall continued to rise in the South East planning
area, increasing from 332 in 2008/09 to 507 in 2014/15. The number on roll fell to 467 in
2015/16, but then rose again in 2017/18 to 494, but have since dropped to 464 in 2020/21. The
projections in this area start at 473 (Baseline) and 482 (+2%) in 2021/22 but steadily continue to
fall over the period dropping to 406 (Baseline) and 414 (+2%) in 2033/34. There is a sufficient
number of places available in this area, with the surplus increasing from a few places to up to
2.5FE by the end of the period covered.
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Chart 5: Reception projections for the South East Planning Area

Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613
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South West Planning Area (GLA Planning Area 4):
Projections for the South West Planning Area are based on data from the following schools and
population data for part or all of these wards. The published admission number (PAN) for each
school in September 2021 is shown below. The number of temporary (bulge) Reception
classes and permanent expansion classes from 2009/10 to 2016/17 are also shown below.
Schools:

PAN

Earlsmead
Grange
Heathland
Newton Farm
Roxbourne
Roxeth
Vaughan
Welldon Park

60
90
90
60
60***
60
90
60**

Bulge
classes
0
2*
0
1
0
1
1
1

Perm
Exp
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1

Main Wards:

Other Wards:

Rayners Lane
Roxbourne
Roxeth
West Harrow
Harrow on the Hill

Headstone South
Greenhill

Perm Exp – Permanent Expansions; *Grange also opened a Year 4 bulge class in September 2014; **Welldon
Park School’s PAN has been reduced from 3FE to 2FE from 2019/20. ***A formal reduction of 1FE (90 to 60) has
been agreed for Roxbourne Primary from 2021/22.

Table 11: Primary projections for the South West Planning Area
Primary projection area: South West (Community Schools only)
Years R to 6 only
Projected
Projected
January
Places
Surplus /Deficit of
Year
demand GLA
demand GLA
NOR
available
places (Baseline)
(Baseline)
(R+2% - Yr6)
08/09
3,219
09/10
3,302
10/11
3,342
11/12
3,485
12/13
3,622
13/14
3,786
14/15
3,899
15/16
3,959
16/17
3,879
17/18
3,858
18/19
3,901
19/20
3,878
20/21
3,764
4,050
21/22
3,670
3,680
380
4,020
22/23
3,641
3,652
379
3,990
23/24
3,599
3,609
391
3,990
24/25
3,535
3,545
455
3,990
25/26
3,500
3,510
490
3,990
26/27
3,425
3,434
565
3,990
27/28
3,356
3,365
634
3,990
28/29
3,285
3,294
705
3,990
29/30
3,204
3,213
786
3,990
30/31
3,140
3,149
850
3,990
31/32
3,086
3,095
904
3,990
32/33
3,040
3,049
950
3,990
33/34
3,015
3,024
975
Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613
Education PerformanceTeam, BIU
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370
368
381
445
480
556
625
696
777
841
895
941
966
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Table 11 above shows the number of Reception to Year 6 pupils in the South West Planning
Area. Pupil numbers in this area consistently increased from 3,219 in 2008/09 to 3,959 pupils in
2015/16, and then started to fluctuate, dropping to 3,764 in 2020/21. The projections for this
area are projected to decline over the period covered from 3,670 (Baseline) and 3,680 (+2%) in
2021/22 to 3,015 (Baseline) and 3,024 (+2%) by 2033/34. There is a significant surplus of
places in this area from just under 400 places in 2021/22 to over 900 places by 2033/34.
Table 12: Reception projections for the South West Planning Area
Primary Planning Area 4 - South West (Community Schools only)
Year Reception

School
Year

January
actual
number
on roll

Projected
demand
GLA
(Baseline)

Projected
demand
GLA
(+2%)

Reception
Places
available

Calculated
FE baseline

Calculated
FE +2%

Proposed
Additional
FE
required
Baseline
& +2%

Total
Reception
Places
Proposed
- baseline
& +2%

08/09
469
506
566
09/10
505
510
10/11
496
540
11/12
531
570
12/13
562
600
13/14
591
600
14/15
587
630
15/16
578
630
16/17
540
630
545
17/18
630
519
18/19
600
530
19/20
600
526
20/21
570
515
525
1.83
1.49
21/22
0
570
570
22/23
545
556
0.83
0.47
0
570
570
23/24
510
520
2.00
1.66
0
570
570
498
508
2.40
2.07
0
24/25
570
570
487
497
2.77
2.44
0
25/26
570
570
465
474
3.50
3.19
0
26/27
570
570
455
464
3.83
3.53
0
27/28
570
570
449
458
4.03
3.73
0
28/29
570
570
445
454
4.17
3.87
0
29/30
570
570
439
448
4.37
4.07
0
30/31
570
570
435
444
4.50
4.21
0
31/32
570
570
434
443
4.53
4.24
0
32/33
570
570
436
445
4.47
4.18
0
33/34
570
Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613; ** the 21/22 places include the
reduction of 1FE at Roxbourne Primary.

Table 12 above and Chart 6 below show the Reception numbers and projections in the South
West planning area. Actual pupil numbers for this area have fluctuated over the period shown
in the table above, with a high of 591 pupils in 2013/14. However the numbers have been
falling since 2013/14, dropping to 519 in 2018/19, but increasing slightly to 526 in 2020/21.
The projections for this area are projected to fall over the period covered, falling from 515
(Baseline) and 525 (+2%) in 2021/22 to 436 (Baseline) and 445 (+2%) in 2033/34. There is a
surplus of 1 to 4 forms of entry over the period covered in the table. Note: The spike in
Reception places in 2009/10 arose from bulge Reception places opened that year.
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Chart 6: Current Reception NOR compared to roll projections and places available for the
South West Planning Area

Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613
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Central Planning Area (GLA Planning Area 5):
Projections for the Central Planning Area are based on data from the following schools and
population data for part or all of these wards. The published admission number (PAN) for each
school in September 2021 is shown below.
The number of temporary (bulge) Reception classes and permanent expansion classes from
2009/10 to 2016/17 are also shown below.
Schools:

PAN Bulge
Perm
classes Exp
Belmont
90
1
1
Elmgrove
120
2
1
Marlborough 90
1*
1
Norbury
90
3
1
Pinner Park
120
2
1
Whitefriars
90
1
1

Main Wards:

Other Wards:

Wealdstone
Marlborough
Headstone South
Greenhill

Harrow Weald
Hatch End
Belmont
Kenton West
West Harrow

Perm Exp – Permanent Expansions; *Marlborough also opened a Year 3 bulge class in September 2014 and in
September 2015 opened a Year 1 and vertical Year 4 & Year 5 (15 places each) bulge classes.

The Central Planning area is an area of significant housing development as part of Harrow’s
Opportunity Area and the demand for places will be monitored closely. The Government free
school (Saint Jérôme Bilingual School) opened in September 2016, providing 2 forms of entry,
of which 12 places are allocated on foundation/faith basis, the remainder are offered to the 2
founder’s children, siblings and open places within the catchment area. The 48 open places are
included in Tables 13 and 14 below.
There is one further school in the Government’s Free School programme that would contribute
to the provision of up to an additional 3 forms of entry in this Central Planning Area, Harrow
View School. In the context of the potential child yield impact across year groups of the housing
development programme, which will not be factored fully into the projections until the types of
housing units is known and approved, the projected deficit of places (R+2% to Y6) is a school
place planning issue that will be monitored closely.
Additionally the need for a school has been identified as a part of the Civic Centre regeneration
site ‘Poet’s Corner’ within the Central Planning Area. This school has not been factored into the
projections either.
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Table 13: Primary projections for the Central Planning Area
Primary projection area: Central (Community Schools)
Years R to 6 only
Year

January
actual
number
on roll

Projected
demand GLA
(Baseline)

Projected
demand GLA
(R+2% - Yr6)

Places
available

Surplus
/Deficit of
places
(Baseline)

08/09
2,693
09/10
2,750
10/11
2,833
11/12
2,944
12/13
3,098
13/14
3,294
14/15
3,473
15/16
3,678
16/17
3,869
17/18
4,040
18/19
4,080
19/20
4,220
20/21
4,278
4,488
21/22
4,335
4,347
4,536
22/23
4,358
4,370
4,536
23/24
4,402
4,414
4,536
24/25
4,447
4,459
4,536
25/26
4,540
4,553
4,536
26/27
4,645
4,658
4,536
27/28
4,740
4,754
4,536
28/29
4,829
4,843
4,536
29/30
4,864
4,878
4,536
30/31
4,898
4,912
4,536
31/32
4,935
4,949
4,536
32/33
4,964
4,978
4,536
33/34
4,996
5,011
Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613

153
178
134
89
-4
-109
-204
-293
-328
-362
-399
-428
-460

Surplus /Deficit
of places
(R+2% - Yr6)

141
166
122
77
-17
-122
-218
-307
-342
-376
-413
-442
-475

Table 13 above shows the projected Reception (Baseline & +2%) to Year 6 pupil numbers in
this Planning Area up to 2032/33. The actual numbers on roll have been increasing substantially
in this area, from 3,098 in 2012/13 to 4,080 in 2018/19, to 4,220 in 2019/20 and then increasing
by 58 places to 4,278 in 2020/21.
The projections for this area are projected to continue increasing, rising from 4,335 (Baseline)
and 4,347 (+2%) in 2021/22 to 4,996 (Baseline) and 5,011 (+2%) by 2033/34. There are
sufficient places in this area until 2025/26, at which point there is a projected deficit of 109
(Baseline) and 122 (+2%) places. The deficit in places is set to increase substantially over the
period covered in the table, with the projections suggesting a shortfall of up to 460 Baseline and
475 places by 2033/34.
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Table 14: Reception projections for the Central Planning Area
Primary Planning Area 5 - Central
Year Reception
Total
January Projected
Proposed
Projected Reception Calculated
Reception Total Reception
School actual
demand
Calculated Additional
demand
Places
FE Places
Places
Year number
GLA
FE +2% FE required
GLA (+2%) available
baseline
Proposed - Proposed - +2%
on roll (Baseline)
Baseline/+2%
baseline
08/09

403

412

09/10
10/11

436
440

450
450

11/12
12/13

474
507

480
510

13/14

542

540

14/15

591

600

15/16

593

600

16/17
17/18

639
645

648
648

18/19
19/20

600
640

648
648

20/21

635

648

21/22

653

665

648

-0.17

-0.57

0/1

678

678

22/23

673

685

648

-0.83

-1.25

1/1

678

708

23/24

664

676

648

-0.53

-0.94

1/1

708

708

24/25

675

687

648

-0.90

-1.32

1/1

708

738

25/26

696

709

648

-1.60

-2.03

2/2

738

768

26/27

713

726

648

-2.17

-2.61

2/3

768

768

27/28

734

748

648

-2.87

-3.32

3/3

768

798

28/29

755

769

648

-3.57

-4.04

4/4

768

798

29/30

762

776

648

-3.80

-4.27

4/4

768

798

30/31

764

778

648

-3.87

-4.34

4/4

798

798

31/32

772

786

648

-4.13

-4.61

4/5

798

798

32/33

773

787

648

-4.17

-4.65

4/5

798

798

33/34

780

795

648

-4.40

-4.89

4/5

798

798

Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613; St Jérôme Bilingual School’s 48 nonfaith based places are included in this table.

As can be seen by the deficit of places projected in the table above the Central Planning area is
an area of significant housing development, which is a part of Harrow’s Opportunity Area. The
demand for places in this planning area are being closely monitored, with 5FE planned to meet
the demand via the schools proposed within the Harrow View and Poet’s Corner developments.
More details about the progress of the developments in this planning area can be found in
Annexe 4: Harrow’s Regeneration programme and Housing Profile 2021.
Table 14 above and Chart 7 below show that the number of Reception pupils in the Central
planning area have significantly increased over the last few years, increasing by just over 1 form
of entry per year from 2010/11 to 2013/14 and nearly 2 forms of entry from 2013/14 to 2014/15.
The 2016/17 Reception number had a step increase to 639 pupils, from 593 in 2015/16, and the
2017/18 number on roll rose slightly to 645. This increase is due to the inclusion of the nonfaith school places available at the St Jérôme Bilingual School, which opened in September
2016. However the numbers dropped by 44 places to 600 in 2018/19 but increased to 640 in
2019/20 and fell slightly to 635 in 2020/21.
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The projections for this planning area are projected to increase, from 653 (Baseline) and 665
(+2%) in 2021/22 to 780 (Baseline) and 795 (+2%) by 2033/34. There is a projected deficit of
under 1 form of entry in 2021/22 and 2022/23, which increases to 2 FE (Baseline) and 3 FE
(+2%) by 2025/26. The deficit is projected to continue up to the end of the period covered in the
table. However it should be noted that the neighbouring planning areas have sufficient places.
Chart 7: Current NOR compared to roll projections and places available for the Central Planning
Area

Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613
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Voluntary Aided schools: (GLA Planning Area 6)
For the purposes of place planning, the voluntary aided schools are considered as a single
planning area. Since historically voluntary aided schools in Harrow are full, GLA projections of
pupil numbers at faith schools amount to a ‘top slice’ of the projected school roll. These
projections do not reflect demand for faith based school places.
The voluntary aided schools and academy schools, with their planned admission number (PAN)
as at September 2021 are listed in Table 15 below, along with the number of temporary (bulge)
Reception classes and permanent expansion classes from 2009/10 to 2016/17.
Table 15: Voluntary Aided schools
Schools:

PAN

St Anselm’s Catholic Primary School
St Bernadette’s Catholic Primary School
St George’s Catholic Primary School
St John Fisher Catholic Primary School
St Joseph’s Catholic Primary School
St Teresa’s Catholic Primary School
St John’s Church of England School
Krishna Avanti Primary School
Avanti-House Primary School
Moriah Jewish Day School
St Jérôme Church of England Bilingual School
Hujjat Primary School

60
60
60
90
60
60
60
60
60
0***
12*
60**

Bulge
classes
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Permanent
Expansions
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

*12 of the 60 PAN at St Jérôme are allocated to foundation, faith places; **Opening September 2020; ***Closure of
school as at September 2021.
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Table 16 below shows that the actual number on roll in this planning area has increased over
the period shown. There has been an increase of 3 forms of entry from 2014/15 (3,705) to
2015/16 (3,796), then a further increase of just over 2 forms of entry from 2015/16 to 3,864 in
2016/17, over 3 forms of entry increase in 2017/18, just under 4 forms of entry increase (4,074
on roll) in 2018/19 but a decrease to 4,028 2019/20 and another drop by 1 form of entry in
2020/21 to 3,964.
The GLA projections for this area show a continued demand for places in the voluntary aided
schools, with projections increasing from 3,918 (Baseline) and 3,931 (+2%) in 2021/22 to 4,143
(Baseline) and 4,156 (+2%) in 2026/27 but then start to dip slowly, dropping to 3,889 (Baseline)
and 3,902 (+2%) by 2033/34. There is a projected surplus of places throughout the period
covered in the table below.
Table 16: Primary projections for Voluntary Aided schools
Primary projection area: Voluntary Aided Schools
Years R to 6 only
Projected
January
Projected
Surplus
demand
actual
demand
Places
/Deficit of
Year
GLA
number on
GLA
available
places
(R+2% roll
(Baseline)
(Baseline)
Yr6)
08/09
3,144
09/10
3,206
10/11
3,255
11/12
3,303
12/13
3,394
13/14
3,537
14/15
3,705
15/16
3,796
16/17
3,864
17/18
3,962
18/19
4,074
19/20
4,028
20/21
3,964
4,182
21/22
3,918
3,931
264
4,254
22/23
4,035
4,049
219
4,314
23/24
4,083
4,096
231
4,374
24/25
4,110
4,123
264
4,434
25/26
4,139
4,152
295
4,494
26/27
4,143
4,156
351
4,494
27/28
4,112
4,125
382
4,494
28/29
4,068
4,081
426
4,494
29/30
4,004
4,016
490
4,494
30/31
3,965
3,977
529
4,494
31/32
3,930
3,942
564
4,494
32/33
3,901
3,913
593
4,494
33/34
3,889
3,902
605
Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613
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Table 17 and Chart 8 below show that the number of Reception pupils in the faith schools has
ranged from 597 in 2014/15 to 600 in 2017/18, but dropped to 583 in 2018/19 and fell again to
570 in 2019/20 but increased to 604 in 2020/21. This latest increase could be attritutable to the
new Hujjat Primary School, which opened in September 2020. The Reception projections for
this area are set to decline very steadily from 615 (Baseline) and 628 (+2%) in 2021/22 to 576
(Baseline) and 589 (+2%) by 2033/34. There is a surplus of places (Baseline) projected over the
period covered, as can be seen in the table below.
Table 17: Reception projections for Voluntary Aided schools
Primary Planning Area 6 - Voluntary Aided Schools
Year Reception

School
Year

January
actual
number
on roll

Projected
demand
GLA
(Baseline)

Projected
demand
GLA
(+2%)

Reception
Places
available

Calculated
FE baseline

Calculated
FE +2%

480
08/09
469
510
09/10
506
480
10/11
477
490
11/12
487
540
12/13
534
570
13/14
564
600
14/15
597
600
15/16
594
612
16/17
597
612
600
17/18
612
583
18/19
612
570
19/20
642
604
20/21
642
615
628
0.90
21/22
642
22/23
630
644
0.40
642
23/24
603
616
1.30
642
598
611
1.47
24/25
642
594
607
1.60
25/26
642
578
591
2.13
26/27
642
574
587
2.27
27/28
642
574
587
2.27
28/29
642
571
583
2.37
29/30
642
571
583
2.37
30/31
642
570
582
2.40
31/32
642
572
584
2.33
32/33
642
576
589
2.20
33/34
Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613

0.46
-0.05
0.86
1.03
1.17
1.71
1.85
1.85
1.95
1.95
1.99
1.92
1.78

Proposed
Additional
FE
required
Baseline
& +2%

Total
Reception
Places
Proposed
- baseline
& +2%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

642
642
642
642
642
642
642
642
642
642
642
642
642

Please note that the table above contains the St Jérôme Bilingual school 12 foundation/faith
places, and the remaining 48 places of this school are included in the Central planning area.
The Hujjat Primary School’s pupil numbers and places have also been incorporated into this
Planning Area.
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Chart 8: Current NOR compared to roll projections and places available for Voluntary Aided
Schools

Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613
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3.6

Secondary Schools

Secondary school roll projections are presented on the basis of Years 7 to 11 (11 to 15 year
olds) and Year 7 in all Harrow schools. Generally secondary school place planning has been
undertaken on a whole borough level. However, further analysis is being undertaken on three
planning areas.
Currently Harrow has capacity within the high school sector because opportunities have been
taken when available to increase school places to meet future projected shortfalls through
government funding, though this is ahead of the student demand.
From September 2016, an additional 270 Year 7 places (Pinner High School 180 places,
Whitefriars School and Canons High School increases of 60 places and 30 places respectively)
were made available.
From September 2017, a further additional 84 Year 7 places (Nower Hill High School increase
of 24 places, Sacred Heart Language College and Whitefriars School increase of 30 places
each) were made available.
From September 2018, the Year 7 PAN increased by 22 additional places (Bentley Wood High
School increase of 12 places and Park High School increase of 10 places).
From September 2019, for the academic year 2019/20 only the Year 7 PAN increased by 30
additional places at Hatch End High School.
There is a significant level of new housing development planned in Harrow over the next few
years, details of which can be found in Annexe 2. The types of housing units, and therefore the
anticipated child yield, are not known at this stage. On the latest projections in this report and
announced free schools, there are expected to be sufficient primary school places in Harrow to
meet a significant level of child yield. New housing development can be expected to include
students of secondary school age. Information for the early large housing developments will be
clearer in the coming years.
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The secondary schools in Harrow with their planned admission number (PAN) for September
2021 are shown in Table 18 below.
Table 18: High School PAN
Schools:
Bentley Wood High School
Canons High School
Harrow High School
Hatch End High School
Nower Hill High School
Park High School
Rooks Heath College
Whitmore High School
Salvatorian College
Sacred Heart Language College
Avanti House Secondary School
Whitefriars (All-through school: secondary places)
Pinner High
Total Year 7 places in September 2021

PAN
224
210
180
210
324
270
210
270
150*
150**
180
150
180
2,708

* the PAN for Salvatorian College was planned to increase to 180 from 150 in September 2019, this was not
implemented; ** the PAN for Sacred Heart Language College has been decreased to 150 from 180 in September
2021.

The ‘places available’ columns in Tables 19 and 20 and Charts 9 and 10 include the following
secondary school places:
Additional secondary school places



180 Year 7 secondary school places at Avanti House since September 2012;
30 additional Year 7 places at Bentley Wood High School since September 2014, and 14
further places from September 2018;
 Whitefriars School expanded in September 2015, and its age range extended to include
secondary places. The school is filling its Year 7 places on a phased basis from 2015:
o Two forms of entry in September 2015;
o Four forms of entry in September 2016;
o Five forms of entry from September 2017 onwards.
 30 additional Year 7 places at Canons High School from September 2016;
 Pinner High School opened in September 2016 with 180 Year 7 places;
 24 additional Year 7 places at Nower Hill High School from September 2017;
 30 additional Year 7 places at Sacred Heart Language College from September 2017;
 10 additional Year 7 places at Park High School from September 2018;
 Salvatorian College has been rebuilt to an increased PAN of 30 places which would be
available upon completion of the construction project. These places were meant to be
included in the tables and charts below from 2019/20 but the school have not increased
their PAN and Officers are in discussions with High School heads to ensure we meet
future demand;
 16 additional Year 7 places at Bentley Wood High from September 2022.
Reduction in secondary school places


Hatch End High School is being partially rebuilt, and their PAN will reduce by 30 places
to 210 permanently from September 2020.
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The Sacred Heart Language College will be reducing it’s PAN from 180 to 150 from
September 2021.

Harrow’s age of transfer changed in September 2010, with 11+ year olds entering secondary
school as Year 7 pupils.
Table 19 and Chart 9 below show that the numbers on roll from Year 7 to Year 11 have
continued increasing from 10,342 in 2013/14 to 12,834 in 2020/21. The GLA projects a
continued increase in the number of pupils in Year 7 to Year 11 from 13,019 (Baseline) and
13,072 (+2%) in 2021/22 to 13,542 (Baseline) and 13,595 (+2%) by 2030/31, after which they
start to drop slightly. There is a very small projected surplus of places over the period shown in
the table below.
Table 19: Secondary projections for Year 7 (Baseline & +2%) to Year 11 in all High Schools
Secondary projections: All High Schools
Year 7 (Baseline BPO 2019 3/1 Scenario 2 & +2%) to Year 11
Number Number
Forms of
January Projected Projected
of
of
Forms of
Entry
actual
demand
demand
Places
Surplus Surplus
Entry
Year
surplus/deficit
number GLA (Yr 7
GLA (Yr available
places
places
surplus/deficit
(Yr 7
on roll
Baseline)
7 +2%)
(Yr 7
(Yr 7
(Yr 7 +2%)
Baseline)
Baseline)
+2%)
10/11 10,473
11,040
567
11/12 10,556
11,130
574
12/13 10,368
11,340
972
13/14 10,342
11,510
1,168
14/15 10,500
11,650
1,150
15/16 10,686
11,730
1,044
16/17 10,983
12,110
1,127
17/18 11,234
12,474
1,240
18/19 11,897
12,928
1,031
19/20 12,458
13,276
818
20/21 12,834
13,582
748
21/22
13,019
13,072
13,648
629
576
21
19
22/23
13,355
13,409
13,646
291
237
10
8
23/24
13,477
13,530
13,632
155
102
5
3
24/25
13,456
13,509
13,618
162
109
5
4
25/26
13,438
13,490
13,604
166
114
6
4
26/27
13,386
13,438
13,620
234
182
8
6
27/28
13,355
13,408
13,620
265
212
9
7
28/29
13,425
13,479
13,620
195
141
7
5
29/30
13,517
13,572
13,620
103
48
3
2
30/31
13,542
13,595
13,620
78
25
3
1
31/32
13,521
13,573
13,620
99
47
3
2
32/33
13,423
13,475
13,620
197
145
7
5
33/34
13,225
13,275
13,620
395
345
13
11
Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613; Salvatorian College planned to have
180 places from September 2019 but this is no longer the case, which has been factored into the table above from
2019/20 onwards and Hatch End High is being rebuilt to a decreased PAN of 30 places permanently from 2020/21,
which has been factored into the table above from 2020/21; The Sacred Heart Language College will be reducing
its PAN from 180 to 150 from September 2021. Bentley Wood High has increased it’s PAN from September 2022,
which has been factored in above.
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Chart 9: Current NOR compared to roll projections and places available for all High Schools,
Years 7 to 11

Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613
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3.7

Year 7 Projections for High Schools

Table 20 and Chart 10 below show that Year 7 numbers on roll consistently increased from
1,932 in 2012/13 to 2,377 in 2016/17, but dropped slightly in 2017/18 to 2,347. However the
actual numbers increased again by 187 pupils in 2018/19 to 2,534 and by 136 pupils in 2019/20
to 2,670, however they fell by just over 1 form of entry in 2020/21 to 2,623.
The GLA projections are suggesting a continued increase in the number of pupils, with some
fluctuation over the period shown in the table below. They increase from 2,668 (Baseline) and
2,721 (+2%) in 2021/22 to 2,705 (Baseline) and 2,759 (+2%) in 2022/23, but then are projected
to drop to 2,576 (Baseline) and 2,628 (+2%) in 2025/26. They rise and fall again after this
period, falling to 2,517 (Baseline) and 2,567 (+2%) in 2033/34.
Based on the baseline projections, a surplus of places is suggested for the whole of ther period
shown in the table below. However, a deficit of 1 FE is projected for 2022/23 and for 2028/29
increasing to a 2 FE deficit in 2029/30.
Table 20: Secondary projections for Year 7 in all High Schools
Secondary projection area: All Schools (Includes VA)
Year 7

Year

January
actual
number
on roll

GLA
projected
demand
Baseline

GLA
projected
demand
+2%

08/09

2,087

2,190

09/10

1,991

2,190

10/11

1,992

2,280

11/12

2,084

2,280

12/13

1,932

2,400

13/14

1,982

2,360

14/15

2,160

2,330

15/16

2,204

2,390

16/17

2,377

2,660

17/18

2,347

2,744

18/19

2,534

2,768

19/20

2,670

2,768

20/21

2,623

2,738

Places
available

Calculated
FE
Baseline

Proposed
Additional
FE required
Baseline

Calculated
FE +2%

Proposed
Additional
FE
required
+2%

Total
Year 7
Places
Proposed
Baseline

Total
Year 7
Places
Proposed
+2%

21/22

2,668

2,721

2,708

1.33

0

-0.45

0

2,708

2,708

22/23

2,705

2,759

2,724

0.63

0

-1.17

1

2,724

2,754

23/24

2,640

2,693

2,724

2.80

0

1.04

0

2,724

2,724

24/25

2,637

2,690

2,724

2.90

0

1.14

0

2,724

2,724

25/26

2,576

2,628

2,724

4.93

0

3.22

0

2,724

2,724

26/27

2,590

2,642

2,724

4.47

0

2.74

0

2,724

2,724

27/28

2,644

2,697

2,724

2.67

0

0.90

0

2,724

2,724

28/29

2,692

2,746

2,724

1.07

0

-0.73

1

2,724

2,754

29/30

2,735

2,790

2,724

-0.37

0

-2.19

2

2,724

2,784

30/31

2,633

2,686

2,724

3.03

0

1.28

0

2,724

2,724

31/32

2,606

2,658

2,724

3.93

0

2.20

0

2,724

2,724

32/33

2,578

2,630

2,724

4.87

0

3.15

0

2,724

2,724

33/34

2,517

2,567

2,724

6.90

0

5.22

0

2,724

2,724

Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613; Salvatorian College planned to have
180 places from September 2019 but this is no longer the case, which has been factored into the table above from
2019/20 onwards and Hatch End High is being rebuilt to a decreased PAN of 30 places permanently from 2020/21,
which has been factored into the table above; The Sacred Heart Language College will be reducing its PAN from
180 to 150 from September 2021; Bentley Wood High has increased it’s PAN from September 2022, which has
been factored in above.
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SCHOOL ROLL PROJECTIONS 2021-2022 to 2033-2034 REPORT
Chart 10: Current NOR compared to roll projections and places available for all High schools,
Year 7 (Baseline & +2%)

Source: SRP_borough_Spring2021_3_1_BPO2019scenario_2_0806211613
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Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) November 2018

You will need to produce an Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) if:
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You are developing a new policy, strategy, or service
You are making changes that will affect front-line services
You are reducing budgets, which may affect front-line services
You are changing the way services are funded and this may impact the quality of the service and who can access it
You are making a decision that could have a different impact on different groups of people
You are making staff redundant or changing their roles

Guidance notes on how to complete an EqIA and sign off process are available on the Hub under Equality and Diversity.
You must read the guidance notes and ensure you have followed all stages of the EqIA approval process (outlined in appendix 1).
Section 2 of the template requires you to undertake an assessment of the impact of your proposals on groups with protected
characteristics. Equalities and borough profile data, as well as other sources of statistical information can be found on the Harrow
hub, within the section entitled: Equality Impact Assessment - sources of statistical information.

Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA)
Type of Decision:
Title of Proposal
Name and job title of completing/lead
Officer
Directorate/ Service responsible

SEND Strategy ARMS provision

Date EqIA created 29 September 2021

Rajeshree Parmar, Head of School Organisation, Admissions and Attendance

Organisational approval
EqIA approved by Directorate
Equalities Champion

Name
Johanna Morgan

Signature

☒
Tick this box to indicate that you have
approved this EqIA
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Date of approval 1 October 2021
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Harrow Council Equality Impact Assessment Template November 2018

1. Summary of proposal, impact on groups with protected characteristics and mitigating actions
(to be completed after you have completed sections 2 - 5)
a) What is your proposal?
In line with the key priority, to reduce out borough placements, Harrow is progressing 2 main strands of development:
•
•

A ‘Whole System Shift’ model
Further expansion of the additional resourced mainstream school (ARMS) provision

A ‘Whole System Shift’ is a strategic and cultural approach across all Harrow’s special and mainstream schools to develop the
education provision on offer in Harrow as a continuum of provision so the finite numbers of special school places are prioritised
for children and young people with the greatest complexity of need.
In September 2020, Cabinet delegated authority to the Corporate Director People Services, following consultation with the
Portfolio Holders for Resources and Children, Young People & Schools, to:
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a. identify schools, including academy schools, to receive capital funding for projects required for SEND education provision in
accordance with the SEND Strategy.
b. For any maintained/community schools identified, to undertake a procurement process and award the contracts.
Three primary schools and one secondary school are working with the Local Authority to create additional Additional Rescoured
Mainstream School (ARMS) provision.
1. Grange Primary School
2. Pinner Wood School
3. Stanburn Primary School
4. Canons High School
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Name

Need

Number of places

Grange Primary School

MLD

12

Grange nursery

Complex needs

12 part-time places (6 FTE)

Stanburn Primary School

MLD

12

Pinner Wood
Canons High School

MLD
MLD

12
12

b) Summarise the impact of your proposal on groups with protected characteristics

This will have a positive impact on pupils with SEND in the disability characteristic group as this proposal provides access to
local provision at a mainstream school. For families with children with disabilities enabling their children to access local
provision is seen as positive and it increases their choice of provision available to them.
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c) Summarise any potential negative impact(s) identified and mitigating actions

There are no negative impacts. The is already full as demand for places is high in additional resourced provisions.

3
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2. Assessing impact

No impact
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Disability

The provision is for primary and secondary aged pupils.The provision is enhancing the
offer of local provision available to Harrow Residents there is no negative impact on this
characteristic. Data on pupils aged 5-10 with EHCPs shows that there has been a
consistent increase over the last 15 years. There has also increase in the number of
pupils aged 11-15 with EHCPs.

Negative
impact

Major

Age

For each protected characteristic, explain in detail what the evidence is suggesting and
the impact of your proposal (if any). Click the appropriate box on the right to indicate the
outcome of your analysis.

Minor

Protected
characteristic

What does the evidence tell you about the
impact your proposal may have on groups
with protected characteristics? Click the
relevant box to indicate whether your
proposal will have a positive impact,
negative (minor, major), or no impact

☒

☐

☐

☐

☒

☐

☐

☐

Positive
impact

You are required to undertake a detailed analysis of the impact of your proposals on groups with
protected characteristics. You should refer to borough profile data, equalities data, service user
information, consultation responses and any other relevant data/evidence to help you assess and explain
what impact (if any) your proposal(s) will have on each group. Where there are gaps in data, you should
state this in the boxes below and what action (if any), you will take to address this in the future.

The proposed provision is for Children with Moderate Learning Difficulties (MLD). This
will allow the LA to release provision in special schools for more complex needs. The
demand for specialist provision has been increasing over a number of years and the
projections are showing that the demand will continue to increase. The proposed
planned provisions will aide the LA in meeting future growing demand for specialist
places.
The percentages below are for the four main primary needs of EHCP pupils in Harrow
Schools.
10.8 percent of Harrow’s current EHCPs have a primary need of MLD.
14.3 percent of Harrow’s current EHCPs have a primary need of Severe Learning
Difficulties (SLD).
27 percent of Harrow’s current EHCPs have a primary need of Autistic Spectrum
Disorder (ASD).
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24 percent of Harrow’s current EHCPs have a primary need of Speech, Communication
and Language Needs (SCLN).
The percentages of these needs in Special Schools in Harrow are as follows:
36.1 percent have a primary need of SLD
22.6 percent have a primary need of ASD
14.1 percent have a primary need of MLD
10.4 percent have a primary need of SCLN

Not applicable in the context of SEND provision
Gender
reassignment

☐

☐

☐

☒

☐

☐

☐

☒

☐

☐

☐

☒

Not applicable in the context of SEND provision file of Harrow residents at 20
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Marriage and
Civil
Partnership

Not applicable in the context of SEND provision
Pregnancy
and Maternity

Race/
Ethnicity

This proposed planned provisions will be opended at mainstream schools and can only
be accessed via Educational Health Care Plan (EHCP). This provision is therefore for
pupils with an EHCP who have this identified need. EHCP’s are not issued based on
race/ ethnicity is as assessment of educational and heath care needs so there is no
negative impact on this characteristic

☐

☐

☐

☒

Religion or
belief

The proposed planned provisions will be opened at mainstream schools accessed via
an EHCP. There is no criteria related to faith, religion or belief of the pupil and their right
to access the provision.

☐

☐

☐

☒
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Not applicable in the context of SEND provision at a mainstream school.
Sex

☐

☐

☐

☒

☐

☐

☐

☒

Not applicable in the context of SEND provision
Sexual
Orientation

2.1 Cumulative impact – considering what else is happening within the Council and Harrow as a whole, could your proposals
have a cumulative impact on groups with protected characteristics?

☐

Yes

No

☒
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If you clicked the Yes box, which groups with protected characteristics could be affected and what is the potential impact? Include details in the
space below

2.2 Any other impact - considering what else is happening nationally/locally (national/local/regional policies, socio-economic
factors etc), could your proposals have an impact on individuals/service users, or other groups?

☐

Yes

No

☒

If you clicked the Yes box, Include details in the space below

3. Actions to mitigate/remove negative impact
Only complete this section if your assessment (in section 2) suggests that your proposals may have a negative impact on groups with
protected characteristics. If you have not identified any negative impacts, please complete sections 4 and 5.
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In the table below, please state what these potential negative impact (s) are, mitigating actions and steps taken to ensure that these measures will
address and remove any negative impacts identified and by when. Please also state how you will monitor the impact of your proposal once
implemented.
State what the negative
impact(s) are for each group,
identified in section 2. In addition,
you should also consider and
state potential risks associated
with your proposal.

Measures to mitigate negative impact (provide
details, including details of and additional
consultation undertaken/to be carried out in the
future). If you are unable to identify measures
to mitigate impact, please state so and provide
a brief explanation.

What action (s) will you take to assess whether
these measures have addressed and removed
any negative impacts identified in your analysis?
Please provide details. If you have previously
stated that you are unable to identify measures
to mitigate impact please state below.

Deadline
date

Lead Officer
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4. Public Sector Equality Duty
How does your proposal meet the Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) to:
1. Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct prohibited by the Equality Act 2010
2. Advance equality of opportunity between people from different groups
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3. Foster good relations between people from different groups

Include details in the space below
The Local Authority has published its SEND stratergy to promote the opportunities for pupils with SEND, to expand their choices of
local places and meet the growning demand for specialist places. This proposal has a positive impact on the community and has
already been welcomed by the residents and school community. It increases the range of provision available and reduces the need for
pupils to travel long distances to provisision outside the borough. This also have a positive impact for residents as it reduces the drain
on Council’s funds.

5. Outcome of the Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) click the box that applies
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☒ Outcome 1
No change required: the EqIA has not identified any potential for unlawful conduct or disproportionate impact and all opportunities to
advance equality of opportunity are being addressed

☐ Outcome 2
Adjustments to remove/mitigate negative impacts identified by the assessment, or to better advance equality, as stated in section 3&4

☐ Outcome 3
This EqIA has identified discrimination and/ or missed opportunities to advance equality and/or foster good relations. However, it is still
reasonable to continue with the activity. Outline the reasons for this and the information used to reach this decision in the space below.
Include details here
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Report for:

Cabinet

Date of Meeting:

21st October 2021

Subject:

Race Equality in Harrow Council
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Yes

Responsible Officer:

Sean Harriss, Chief Executive
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Appendix A – Race Equality in Harrow
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Appendix B – Zero Tolerance Statement
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Council Equality Impact Assessment
Appendix D – Q2 Corporate Risk Register
2021-22
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Section 1 – Summary and Recommendations
The Race Equality in Harrow Council report sets out the council’s strategic
vision for race equality (see Appendix A). The report launches a series of new
corporate objectives designed to ensure that the council’s policies and
practices are fair and equitable for all staff in the workplace, beginning with a
focus on race and ethnicity.

Recommendations:
Cabinet is requested to:
1. Consider and agree the council’s strategic approach on race equality
in Harrow and the Race Equality Action Plan at Appendix A and
delegate authority to the Chief Executive, following consultation with
the Portfolio Holder for Equality and Public Health, to implement the
plan.
2. To approve the Zero Tolerance Statement attached at Appendix B.

Reason: (for recommendations)
In light of the murder of George Floyd, the Black Lives Matter protests, and
the disproportionate impact of Covid-19 on those from Black, Asian, and
Multi- Ethnic backgrounds, the council recognised the need to do more to
improve the experiences and outcomes for staff. This report sets out the
council’s ambitions on race equality in Harrow council and responds to the
recommendations set out in the Independent Race Review conducted by
Professor Patrick Vernon in April 2021.

Section 2 – Report
Introduction
The report sets out the council’s strategic vision around race equality, launching
a series of new corporate objectives for the organisation, which will ensure our
policies and practices are fair and equitable for all staff in order to promote a
workforce that is inclusive and accessible for everyone.
Over the past year, the council has examined its role as an employer, actively
engaging with staff to understand their experiences and the challenges they
face and looked closely at our workforce data to examine gaps, bottlenecks and
glass ceilings in the organisations. This evidence has given the organisation
ground-breaking insight, which for the first time, has helped shape a strategy
around race equality that is rooted in evidence and produced in collaboration
with staff.
While this report focuses primarily on race and ethnicity, the strategic approach
that has been undertaken acts as a framework that will underpin the council’s
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forthcoming Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Strategy, which will be produced
early next year.

Options considered
Following the murder of George Floyd, the Black Lives Matter protests, and the
disproportionate impact of Covid-19 on those from Black, Asian, and MultiEthnic backgrounds, the council recognised that it could do more to improve
the experiences and outcomes for our staff.
Furthermore, analysis of the council’s workforce data shows that the council’s
Black, Asian and Multi-Ethnic staff do not fairly represent Harrow’s resident
population and there is a visible lack of leadership diversity within some parts
of the organisation, especially in leadership, management and senior tiers of
the organisation. Additionally, Black, Asian, and Multi-Ethnic staff generally
concentrated in lower grades.
In addition to this, findings from the Independent Race Review undertaken by
Professor Patrick Vernon in April 2021 and the Race Survey conducted by FW
Business show a significant amount of concerns from staff around the following
key themes:








Psychological safety
Racism in the workplace
Challenges with management behaviour
Lack of career opportunities for Black, Asian and Multi-Ethnic staff
Impact of racism on health and well-being
Race and sexism
Institutional and structural racism

A number of recommendations were made as a result of the Independent Race
Review. The report responds to these recommendations and sets out the
council’s strategic vision around race equality, launching a series of new
corporate objectives for the organisation for Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic staff
and will form the framework that underpins our wider strategic work on equality,
diversity, and inclusion.
Doing nothing would result in increasing staff dissatisfaction and potential
Employee Relations / Industrial Relations conflict e.g. grievance and tribunal
claims and resource pressures if we fail to attract, develop, and retain talented
people due to inequality in recruitment and the workplace.

Background
Harrow is one of the most ethnically and religiously diverse boroughs in the
country, with many people of different backgrounds and life experiences living
side by side. However, in light of the murder of George Floyd, the Black Lives
Matter protests, and the disproportionate impact of Covid-19 on those from
Black, Asian, and Multi- Ethnic backgrounds, we have recognised that the
council can do more to improve the experiences and outcomes for our staff.
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Over the past twelve months, the council has been reviewing the approach
taken towards equality, diversity, and inclusion to develop one that truly reflects
the needs and ambitions of our staff. Work on race equality has been
underpinned by the strategic principles that guide the council’s corporate work
on equality, diversity, and inclusion.
To ensure this work has the integrity that it needs, the council undertook an
exercise in collating qualitative data to understand the challenges faced by staff
in the workplace. In doing so, we commissioned an Independent Race Review
by Professor Patrick Vernon in September 2020 (see background papers), who
conducted a series of face-to-face interviews and focus groups with staff
employed by Harrow Council, including senior management and operational
staff and other stakeholders including temporary staff and contractors.
The council also commissioned an independent Staff Survey on Race, which
was externally conducted by Karl Murray of FW Business in December 2020
(this forms part of the Race Review, which can be found in the background
papers) This survey sought to capture both qualitative and quantitative
information on staff experiences and practices and gave insight into the
challenges that staff faced daily, as well as improvements they would like to
see.
Quantitative research involved analysing the council’s most recent workforce
data and developing a new ethnicity pay report; both of these reports have given
greater insight into the profile of staff, including trends, gaps and bottlenecks
within pay bands, which have been critical in helping create objectives that are
realistic, tangible and stretching.

Current situation
Following the publication of the Independent Race Review in April, over 230
staff were engaged with to undertake a process of co-production, to design the
approach to tackling racial inequality in Harrow and as a result, producing the
council’s first ever, Race Equality Action Plan.
Because one size does not fit all, ongoing discussions are also taking place
with directorates to ensure this strategic plan is deliverable. The Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion Team are working with directorates to develop
ambitious, directorate level actions and targets that will feed into the council’s
overarching strategic objectives.

Why a change is needed
Following the murder of George Floyd, the Black Lives Matter protests, and the
disproportionate impact of Covid-19 on those from Black, Asian, and MultiEthnic backgrounds, the council has recognised that it can do more to improve
the experiences and outcomes for our staff.
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According to the council’s most recent ethnicity pay data (which can be found
in the background papers), the council’s Black, Asian and Multi-Ethnic staff do
not fairly represent Harrow’s resident population. Although Harrow Council is a
diverse employer, the lack of leadership diversity within some parts of the
organisation is visible, with a lack of representation in leadership, management
and senior tiers within the organisation, and a bottle neck between junior and
managerial grades with Black, Asian, and Multi-Ethnic staff generally
concentrated in lower grades.
In terms of staff experiences of race, the Independent Race Review led by
Professor Patrick Vernon and the Race Survey undertaken by FW Business,
showed that 74% of staff had either experienced or witnessed racism in some
form within the council. 64% of staff could not definitively say that the council
was not structurally racist, compared to 59% of staff who could not definitively
say that the council was not institutionally racist. One of the key findings of the
Review was the psychological trauma felt by staff affected by bullying and
harassment. Crucially, in terms of training and development, 56% of staff were
keen to gain relevant experience, 51% wanted access to opportunities, and
44% welcomed the idea of having a training needs analysis and action plan.
This report proposes a series of strategic solutions in response to these
findings, and more critically to the recommendations from the Race Review,
which centre around:




Creating safe spaces
Changing the organisation’s culture and behaviour through leadership,
training, and development
Recruitment and Retention

Ward Councillors’ comments
As this proposal affects all wards, Ward Councillors’ comments were not
sought.
Performance Issues
The Race Equality Action Plan will have a positive impact on the council’s
priority, tackling racial disproportionality, inequality and disadvantage. A new
series of objectives are being launched that will feed into the council’s Balanced
Scorecard.
Environmental Implications
There are no environmental implications.
Data Protection Implications
There are no data protection implications.
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Risk Management Implications
The Race Equality Action Plan aims to improve the culture and create a fairer
and inclusive organisation which is able to fully develop and realise the potential
of the whole workforce. Significant progress has already been made in the
development of the Race Equality Action Plan to implement the outcomes of
the Independent Race Review conducted by Professor Patrick Vernon the
issues must also be fully addressed as well as recognised and this factor
maintains the risk at an amber level below which could result in:
(a) continuing issues of inequality for staff
(b) result in increasing staff dissatisfaction and potential Employee Relations
/ Industrial Relations conflict e.g. grievance and tribunal claims
(c) resource pressures if we fail to attract, develop and retain talented people
due to inequalities in recruitment and the workplace.
Risks included on corporate or directorate risk register? Yes
Separate risk register in place? No
The relevant risks contained in the register are attached/summarised below.
Yes
The following key risks should be taken into account when agreeing the
recommendations in this report:

Risk Description

Systemic issues of
inequality and
disproportionality
experienced by
Black, Asian and
Multi-ethnic staff are
not recognised and
addressed by the
Council

RAG
Status at
Q2

Mitigations
Mitigations In-Place
 Please see full range of
mitigations already in-place as
outlined at Appendix D
Mitigations In-Progress
 Fully Implement recommendations
of the Independent Race Review
by Patrick Vernon (by April 22)


Amber

Report to Cabinet on
implementation of the Vernon
Report (by Oct 21)

Procurement Implications
The positive changes that will be delivered through the endorsement of the
recommendation are to improve EDI in Harrow Council. However, the Zero
Tolerance Statement will also be issued to all existing and all new third party
suppliers to ensure they understand and conform to the highest standards we
set ourselves and all our partners.
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Legal Implications
No legal implications arise as a result of this report and action plan.

Financial Implications
The 2021/22 budget invested £100k into Equalities, Diversity, and Inclusion to
create a specialist EDI function that has been developing a new strategic
approach. The EDI team will work collaboratively with other teams in HROD
and across directorates to deliver some of the new initiatives planned on race
equality.
A further one-off reserve of £250k has been earmarked for supplementary
activity to take forward this agenda.

Equalities implications / Public Sector Equality Duty
Decision makers should have due regard to the public sector equality duty
in making their decisions. The equalities duties are continuing duties they
are not duties to secure a particular outcome. The equalities impact will be
revisited on each of the proposals as they are developed. Consideration of
the duties should precede the decision. It is important that Cabinet has
regard to the statutory grounds in the light of all available material such as
consultation responses from staff . The statutory grounds of the public sector
equality duty are found at section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 and are as
follows:
A public authority must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to
the need to:
(a) eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
that is prohibited by or under this Act;
(b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;
(c) Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.
Having due regard to the need to advance equality of opportunity between
persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and persons who do
not share it involves having due regard, in particular, to the need to:
(a) remove or minimise disadvantages suffered by persons who share a
relevant protected characteristic that are connected to that characteristic;
(b) take steps to meet the needs of persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic that are different from the needs of persons who do not
share it;
(c) Encourage persons who share a relevant protected characteristic to
participate in public life or in any other activity in which participation by
such persons is disproportionately low.
The steps involved in meeting the needs of disabled persons that are
different from the needs of persons who are not disabled include, in
particular, steps to take account of disabled persons’ disabilities.
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Having due regard to the need to foster good relations between persons
who share a relevant protected characteristic and persons who do not
share it involves having due regard, in particular, to the need to:
(a) Tackle prejudice, and
(b) Promote understanding.
Compliance with the duties in this section may involve treating some
persons more favourably than others; but that is not to be taken as
permitting conduct that would otherwise be prohibited by or under this Act.
The relevant protected characteristics are:
Age
Disability
Gender reassignment
Pregnancy and maternity
Race
Religion or belief
Sex
Sexual orientation
Marriage and Civil partnership
The council recognises that the journey to eradicate discrimination against all
protected groups must start somewhere, and one size does not fit all.
Therefore, we are taking a phased approach towards making the council a truly
inclusive employer, to promote a workforce that is inclusive and accessible for
everyone, regardless of their background.
Following the murder of George Floyd, the Black Lives Matter protests, and the
disproportionate impact of Covid-19 on those from Black, Asian, and MultiEthnic backgrounds, the council recognised that it could do more to improve
the experiences and outcomes for our staff.
Furthermore, data has shown that the council’s Black, Asian and Multi-Ethnic
staff do not fairly represent Harrow’s resident population and there is a visible
lack of leadership diversity within some parts of the organisation, especially in
leadership, management and senior tiers of the organisation. Additionally,
Black, Asian, and Multi-Ethnic staff generally concentrated in lower grades.
The report sets out the council’s strategic vision around race equality, launching
a series of new corporate objectives for the organisation for Black, Asian and
Multi-ethnic staff and will form the framework that underpins our wider strategic
work on equality, diversity, and inclusion.
Based on the data available it is not anticipated that the Race Equality Action
Plan will have a negative impact on council staff, or result in any direct or
indirect discrimination of any group that shares protected characteristics.
Instead, it is expected that the strategic approach undertaken as part of the
Race Equality Action Plan will have a positive ripple impact on all other
protected groups.
The council has integrated questions around equality, diversity and inclusion in
our forthcoming Pulse Survey and expects to add similar questions in the
Annual Staff Survey to capture the experiences of staff from all backgrounds.
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The evidence will help to shape and inform work around equality, diversity and
inclusion more broadly going forward.
An Equality Impact Assessment is attached at Appendix C.

Council Priorities
Please identify how the decision sought delivers these priorities.
1.

Tackling poverty and inequality

Section 3 - Statutory Officer Clearance
Statutory Officer: Dawn Calvert
Signed by the Chief Financial Officer
Date: 11/10/21
Statutory Officer: Jessica Farmer
Signed on behalf of the Monitoring Officer
Date: 11/10/21
Chief Officer: Sean Harriss
Signed by the Chief Executive
Date: 11/10/21
Head of Procurement: Nimesh Mehta
Signed by the Head of Procurement
Date: 08/10/21
Head of Internal Audit: Neale Burnes
Signed on behalf of the Head of Internal Audit
Date: 11/10/21

Mandatory Checks
Ward Councillors notified: YES
EqIA carried out: YES
EqIA cleared by: Shumailla Dar, Head of Equality, Diversity
and Inclusion
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Section 4 - Contact Details and Background
Papers
Contact: Shumailla Dar, Head of Equality, Diversity and Inclusion,
shumailla.dar@harrow.gov.uk
Background Papers:
1. Independent Race Report
2. Pay gap data

Call-in waived by the Chair of Overview and Scrutiny
Committee
NO
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1. Foreword
Last year, following the brutal murder of George Floyd, I set out my vision to develop
a strategic approach around equality, diversity, and inclusion. This centred around
three corporate equality objectives; to address inequality in life outcomes; reviewing
how we deliver our services and taking action as an employer to create a diverse
workforce.
We recognise that we had an ambitious task ahead of us, but as an organisation, we
knew that our success depended on the people who work here. The diversity of Harrow
has meant that what has taken place in the global arena around the Black Lives Matter
movement has led to a relentless drive to address issues of deep-rooted inequality
that have been faced by our Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic staff. It is for this reason
that we made the decision to adopt a phased approach, by understanding the needs
of all staff as individuals, rather than homogenous groups, to build a workplace that is
both inclusive and equitable. Our aim is to ensure that Harrow is a place where staff
feel safe and can bring their whole selves to work.
Over the past twelve months, the Council has embarked on a radical journey of
organisational change; to move towards racial equity, cultural competency and to
rebuild trust between the council and its staff. I am therefore pleased to launch our first
ever race equality Action Plan, Race Equality in Harrow Council. This report presents
our findings on the work that we have undertaken over the past year, including our
response to the Independent Race Review conducted by Professor Patrick Vernon
and FW Business published earlier this year.
The work that has been undertaken is underpinned by evidence and insight from a
wide range of sources, which has included working with our Black, Asian and Multiethnic staff who took the brave step of sharing their stories despite the many personal
challenges they face. I would like to thank all staff for taking part in this process and in
particular the leadership team of the Black Lives Matter Staff Group for acting as
critical friends during this process, by providing challenge and insight throughout. This
has led to a strategic approach that is built on collaboration, understanding and mutual
trust.
Our work on race equality acts as a blueprint for our future work on equality, diversity
and inclusion more broadly, which aims to create a workforce that not only invites
diverse talent through a range of skills and experiences, but also builds a workforce
that truly represents the community that it serves through the people that we recruit
and nurture.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Professor Patrick Vernon and Karl Murray
for creating a safe space for our staff to share their experiences and for their
unwavering support of the leadership team to develop an approach on race equality
with objectivity and sensitivity.
Our approach puts us at the forefront of race equality in local government and though
I am proud to have been part of this journey of change, I am also acutely aware that
leading on equality, diversity and inclusion should not merely be expected from one
person or team. This is why, together with the Corporate Strategic Board, I am making
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a clear commitment to ensuring that our new approach is sustainable and long lasting,
and one that puts equality, diversity and inclusion at the heart of everything that we
do.
Sean Harriss
Chief Executive
Statement by the Leader of the Council
I am very pleased to present the Race Equality in Harrow Council Action Plan, which
sets out our commitment towards leading long term, positive change to eliminate racial
discrimination and promote race equality in the workplace. This pioneering work paves
the way in making Harrow a fair, inclusive and safe place for all those who work and
live here. Our staff are critical to ensuring that the services we deliver are accessible
and equitable for all our residents and service users. Therefore, our work around
equality, diversity and inclusion begins with addressing some of the challenges staff
face within the workplace and equipping them with the tools they need to deliver
services in a culturally sensitive way.
I take great pride in knowing that the approach taken by Harrow on tackling racial
inequality is both evidence-led and reflective. Although our workforce is highly diverse,
there remains a distinct lack of representation across all levels of the organisation.
This plan connects the recommendations from the Independent Race Review,
undertaken by Professor Patrick Vernon to new objectives that will help us create a
fully inclusive organisation. This plan sets out bold targets, which has already involved
significant investment into this agenda, and going forward this will also require a
commitment from all staff to make sure we achieve what we have set out to do.
In taking this work forward, I would like to make a personal pledge to ensuring that all
staff feel supported and empowered to make a full contribution in the workplace.
However, this work cannot happen by one individual alone, and I look to all colleagues
to help lead change in making sure that equality and diversity is at the centre of all our
work and decision making across the council.
Councillor Graham Henson
Leader of the Council
Statement by the Portfolio Holder for Equality and Public Health
As the Portfolio Holder for Equality, Diversity and Inclusion and Public Health, I would
like to welcome you to the Race Equality in Harrow Council Action Plan. Over the past
year we have been working on an approach to tackling race equality that is rooted in
understanding the needs of our staff in open and transparent way. We have worked
with all parts of the organisation to recognise the multiple barriers that have been faced
by Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic staff. This has led to a greater awareness of the key
issues as well as collaborating with staff around how we can address some of the
challenges they experience in the workplace.
I would like to thank my fellow colleagues from the Cross-Party Members Working
Group on Black Lives Matter and Equality Diversity and Inclusion, which has provided
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an opportunity for cross-party collaboration on this important agenda and has been an
invaluable space for scrutiny and consultation throughout the process.
Working on issues such as race equality is not easy, and I recognise the complexities
around creating an environment that enables staff to talk freely and openly about their
experiences. I would therefore like to take this opportunity to thank all officers who
have played an integral part of this process, having not only created a forum that is
built on trust, but also upholding anonymity and confidentiality at all times.
I am confident that this plan provides the vision and framework for taking forward our
work on race equality in a systematic way. I hope that all staff will take the time to
reflect on their own personal journey on the race agenda and how they can show both
allyship and solidarity with our Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic colleagues.
Councillor Krishna Suresh
Portfolio Holder for Equality and Public Health
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2. Executive Summary
There has never been more urgency around addressing inequality, globally. In Harrow,
our ambition is to make sure that our workforce is representative of the community we
serve at all levels of the organisation. Our work around equality, diversity and inclusion
is aimed at ensuring the needs of all staff are met, irrespective of their background.
However, we know that each staff member will have their own unique experience of
the workplace, based on who they are, and we recognise the importance of
understanding the differences between identities as well as the role of intersectionality
within this agenda.
Our strategic approach on equality, diversity and inclusion is rooted in the need to
understand the issues of all staff in their own specific way, and in doing so, our work
on this agenda begins with the pressing issue of the day; addressing racial inequality
in the workplace. While this report focuses primarily on race and ethnicity, the strategic
approach that we have taken acts as a framework that will underpin the council’s
forthcoming Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Strategy, which will be produced early
next year.
This report sets out the council’s strategic vision around race equality, launching a
series of new corporate objectives for the organisation, which will ensure our policies
and practices are fair and equitable for all staff in order to promote a workforce that is
inclusive and accessible for everyone. Over the past year, we have examined our role
as an employer, actively engaging with staff to understand their experiences and the
challenges they face and looked closely at our workforce data to examine gaps,
bottlenecks and glass ceilings in the organisations. This evidence has given us
ground-breaking insight into our organisation, which for the first time, has helped us
shape a strategy around race equality that is rooted in evidence and produced in
collaboration with staff.
Our high-level approach centres around:




Creating safe spaces
Changing the organisation’s culture and behaviour through leadership, training,
and development
Recruitment and Retention

In taking some of our work forward on race equality, the council has already made a
number of key investments since last year, including:









Appointing an Executive Sponsor for race – This is the Chief Executive
Creation of a new Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) team to coordinate the
EDI agenda
Signing the Race at Work Charter as a clear commitment towards race equality
Business in the Community Mentoring Programme for Black, Asian and multiethnic staff
Creating a new Dignity at Work Policy, which is applicable to all staff
Publishing a new Zero Tolerance Statement aimed at staff and all stakeholders
Examining our pay gap data to strengthen our understanding of our workforce
A new approach to recruitment which sees all posts initially advertised internally
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Publishing a Managers Guidance to help staff understand their role on this
agenda
A new mandatory EDI Training module will be launched in Autumn
Work has begun on developing the new Talent Management Programme

But these achievements are only the start of the council’s commitment towards
building a culture of diversity and inclusivity, which not only reflects Harrow’s local
population, but ensures that all protected groups are taken along our ambitious journey
to create an equal and equitable future for all our staff.
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Context
Harrow prides itself in being one of the most ethnically and religiously diverse
boroughs in the country, with people of many different backgrounds and life
experiences living side by side. However, in light of the tragic murder of George Floyd,
the Black Lives Matter protests, and the disproportionate impact of Covid-19 on people
from a Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic backgrounds, we recognised that the council
could do more to enhance the experiences and outcomes for our staff.
3.1 Our approach
Over the past twelve months, the council has been reviewing the approach taken
towards equality, diversity and inclusion to develop one that truly reflects the needs
and ambitions of our staff. Our work on race equality has been underpinned by the
strategic principles that guide our corporate work on equality, diversity, and inclusion,
this involves:







Evidence and insight
Consultation and Partnership working
Developing a strategic approach
Communicating our strategic approach
Development of an Action Plan
Implementation

To ensure this work has the integrity that it needs, the council undertook an exercise
in collating qualitative data to understand the challenges faced by staff in the
workplace. In doing so, we commissioned an Independent Race Review by Professor
Patrick Vernon in September 2020, who conducted a series of face-to-face interviews
and focus groups with staff employed by Harrow Council, including senior
management and operational staff and other stakeholders including temporary staff
and contractors.
We also commissioned an independent Staff Survey on Race, which was externally
conducted by Karl Murray of FW Business in December 2020. This survey sought to
capture both qualitative and quantitative information on staff experiences and
practices and gave us an insight into the challenges that staff faced daily, as well as
improvements they would like to see.
Our quantitative research involved analysing our most recent workforce data and
producing our first ever ethnicity pay gap report; both of these reports have given us
greater insight into the profile of our staff, including trends, gaps and bottlenecks within
pay bands, which have been critical in helping us create objectives that are realistic,
tangible and stretching.
3.2 Findings from the Independent Race Review
The Race Review included evidence from over 100 members of staff who took part in
face to face interviews and the 573 respondents who took part in the Staff Survey on
Race. The Review made a series of recommendations, addressing key concerns
identified with respect to race discrimination.
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The Review was published internally in April 2021 and included a number of key
findings, these included:








Psychological safety
Racism in the workplace
Challenges with management behaviour
Lack of career opportunities for Black, Asian and Multi-Ethnic staff
Impact of racism on health and well-being
Race and sexism
Institutional and structural racism

The report made clear the council’s need to move from an exclusive and passive
organisation, to one that is a fully inclusive anti-racist multicultural organisation, within
a transformed society. Recommendations centred around creating an environment
where managers have the cultural competency to deal with issues around race,
resulting in psychological safety, investing in our staff, and supporting progression.
These recommendations were broken down into five key themes:
1. Acknowledging and recognising the journey of ‘righting the wrongs’
2. Changing the organisation’s culture and behaviour through leadership, training
and development
3. Recruitment and retention of staff
4. Creation of safe spaces for dialogues and understanding
5. Government and Accountability
The Race Report provided the council with a rich source of information about staff
experiences and how we can move forward in becoming an anti- racist organisation.
A full list of recommendations with the council’s response against each
recommendation can be found at Annex A.
3.3 Findings from our Workforce Profile
The most recent iteration of the council’s Workforce Profile shows that around 43% of
our workforce are white, compared to 25% that are Asian and 16% who are Black.
Ethnicity

Resident population

Workforce

White

37%

43%

Asian

44%

25%

Black

7%

16%

Multi-heritage

3%

3%

Figure 1. Harrow’s staff profile compared to the resident population
It is clear, that currently the council’s workforce does not fairly reflect our resident
population.
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Figure 2. A breakdown of ethnicity in each directorate
This information shows that the council still lacks the diversity that is needed across
each service area to truly represent our residents and we recognise, that as an
employer, we still have a lot of work to do, to attract more diverse local talent across
all directorates.

Ethnicity and payband - Council
6
5
4
3
2
1
0%

10%

20%
Asian

30%
Black

40%
Mixed

50%

60%

Any other ethnic group

70%

80%

White

Unknown

90%

100%

Figure 3. A breakdown of ethnic groups in pay bands in Harrow
Our current pay band data also shows that we currently have an overrepresentation
of White staff in all pay bands. Our Asian staff are significantly underrepresented in all
pay bands, and our Black staff are only slightly better represented in some areas.
In addition to this, we have been developing our first ever ethnicity pay gap data, which
measures the difference between Black, Asian and Multi-Ethnic staff and white staff’s
average earnings and is expressed as a percentage of white staff’s pay. We know that
reducing our ethnicity pay gap will be challenging, but this key data has helped
informed the council’s thinking around creating realistic but stretching objectives for all
parts of the organisation.
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3.4 Terminology used in this report
As part of this process, it was important to ensure that the correct language was used
to describe the range of diversity within our staff community. Whilst the collective
categorisation of ethnic groups can be useful – particularly around data collection and
analysis – the use of “BAME” can be contentious and can serve to mask or shroud the
impact, challenges and inequality experienced by certain ethnic groups. Following
discussions with other London Councils, the council has chosen to stop using the term
BAME to describe ethnic groups. This also includes Person of Colour (POC), which
risks homogenising the lived experiences of our diverse communities and staff and
would not be fair or representative terminology.
The council will instead adopt the term ‘Black, Asian and Multi-Ethnic’; this should be
spelt out and specified where it is used. The council encourages all staff to avoid
homogenising ethnic groups and actively seek to understand and address the issues
for respective ethnic groups, specifying as much as is possible.
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4 The Council’s Response to the Independent Race Review
As part of developing the council’s response to the recommendations of the
Independent Race Review, we have undertaken a process of engagement with staff
and key stakeholders to make sure that our approach is authentic and collaborative,
putting the voice of staff at the centre. Our aim was to work across boundaries with
respect and professionalism to ensure all staff had the opportunity to contribute
towards this agenda, making sure that dialogue was transparent and constructive and
able to build a way forward on this agenda.
The Race Review made a series of recommendations around acknowledging and
recognising the journey of ‘righting the wrongs’, and as such, the council accepts
the findings from the Independent Race Review as part of this report. In doing so, the
council makes a recommendation to formally recognise the experiences of our Black,
Asian, and Multi-ethnic staff and accepts the historic wrongs that have taken place
over the last few decades in Harrow. We know that these experiences include bullying,
discrimination based on race and gender, and disadvantage for some council staff. As
an organisation, we are making a clear and unequivocal commitment to addressing
deep-rooted inequalities and doing all that we can to become an inclusive anti-racist
organisation.
We also recognise that we need to have the resource and capacity to lead this work,
which is why we invested in a new Equality, Diversity and Inclusion team in April to
spearhead the EDI agenda. The team will be responsible for coordinating the council’s
work on equality, diversity and inclusion, in collaboration with the organisation, staff
networks and the Trade Unions.
In responding to the recommendations on recruitment and retention of staff, we have
begun a process to review some of our recruitment practices, including looking at more
creative ways to ensure we are sourcing talent from a more diverse pool of candidates.
We have also changed the way that we recruit, ensuring all posts are advertised
internally first, where appropriate. In terms of recruitment panels, we are introducing
mandatory equality training that all recruiting managers will need to go through before
they take part in a panel interview.
Strategically, our work on race equality will be embedded in the organisation’s
corporate agenda on organisational change and features as an integral part of the
people strategy, ‘Great People, Great Culture’, which sees a new transformational
approach to workforce design and developing our most valuable asset, our staff. We
expect that much of this work will feed into changing the organisation’s culture and
behaviour through leadership, training and development, by making a clear
commitment to developing our staff across all levels of the organisation, through an
array of new initiatives, which give staff access to opportunities within the organisation
to learn and enhance new skills and develop their leadership.
In creating safe spaces, all staff will be expected to undergo mandatory EDI training,
which will be launched in the Autumn. Our aim is for staff to recognise the biases and
prejudices that they might operate from within, and in doing so, actively seek ways to
become more inclusive, to nurture a culture of psychological safety. We are also
exploring ways to create a new reporting mechanism, which will allow staff to raise
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incidents of bullying, harassment, and racism anonymously via the council’s intranet,
The Hub and at the council’s offices. These new tools will be managed and supported
by the council’s EDI team and is expected to give our senior leadership team, insight
into the types of incidents that staff are dealing with.
In terms of our internal governance and accountability processes, we have made
these clearer by launching a new Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Sub-Group which
is a sub-group of the Corporate Strategic Board and is chaired by the Chief Executive.
This group meets monthly to discuss all aspects of EDI, with a particular focus on race
equality, more recently providing strategic direction and acting as a critical friend. The
group is attended by representatives from CSB, Corporate Leadership Group, and the
Chairs of all our staff networks.
Politically, we have cross-party engagement on this agenda, with the establishment of
a new Cross-Party Member’s Working Group on Black Lives Matter and Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion. This group is chaired by the Portfolio Holder for Equality and
is made up of members from both political parties. The group is intended to provide
scrutiny and guidance to our overarching work on EDI.
The council’s strategic objectives on race equality will eventually form part of our
Corporate Plan and will be reported to the Corporate Strategic Board (CSB) on a
quarterly basis as part of our usual HROD reporting mechanisms.
Finally, the council commits to undertaking an independent review of our progress
against each of the recommendations from the Race Review in twelve months’ time,
which will include a follow-up survey to measure the progress that we have made.
A full list of recommendations and our progress against them can be found at Annex
A.
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5 Corporate Objectives on Race Equality
Following the publication of the Independent Race Review, we conducted a series of
online Focus Groups with staff to further understand how we could respond to the
recommendations, in order to create a set of robust strategic objectives for the
organisation. Over 230 staff members participated in these sessions from all levels of
the organisation; this also included hosting a session for staff based at Forward Drive.
The council’s corporate objectives on race equality have been informed by the
consultation we have undertaken with staff, Staff Networks, the Cross-party Members
Working Group for Black Lives Matter and Equality, Diversity and Inclusion and the
Trade Unions.
Each objective has a clear mandate around how it will be achieved and the measure
of success; this has been formed in a Race Equality Action Plan, which can be found
at Annex B.
Creating safe spaces
1. To develop an inclusive culture of dignity at work for all and zero tolerance of racism
and discriminatory practices.
2. To create a culture of openness and inclusivity by continuing to listen to our Black,
Asian and Multi-ethnic staff on an ongoing basis and learning from their
experiences in the workplace.
3. Senior leaders to cultivate an environment of psychological safety for all staff within
the organisation, directorates, divisions, teams and on a one-to-one basis through
personal interactions.
Changing the organisation’s culture and behaviour through leadership, training
and development
1. Senior leader sponsorship of our Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic staff with the aim of
increasing representation at senior levels of the organisation through a number of
avenues, such as shadowing, mentoring, access to opportunities, career coaching.
2. Each directorate to create their own clearly defined pathways for Black, Asian and
Multi-ethnic staff by exploring opportunities for them to gain exposure to broad
areas of work that contribute towards their career development.
3. Targeted training and development programme for staff from Black, Asian and
Multi-ethnic backgrounds to progress from junior to middle management grades.
Recruitment and retention
1. The top 5% of our staff to be representative of our overall resident population by
2025.
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2. Each Directorate to review the number of Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic staff within
their services areas and take steps to adequately represent the community that we
serve at all levels.
3. Transparency in the recruitment process across the organisation by providing
sufficient training for staff before they undertake a recruitment exercise in order to
tackle bias throughout the process and to ensure fairness.
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6 Next steps
This report is the first step in creating radical change in the council and over the next
few months we will be launching a range of new initiatives that will support the delivery
of these objectives. This work will be coordinated by the EDI Team in collaboration
with colleagues from HROD, who will be involved in launching some of the new
initiatives we have planned.
In taking this work forward we have already made a number of investments that have
been outlined earlier in this report. However, we know that there is still more to do, to
ensure that we are a workforce that truly puts race equality at its heart. Following the
launch of this report, our first task will be to bring this report to all service areas through
a series of mini roadshows at Divisional meetings. These sessions will be presented
in collaboration with the EDI and HROD teams and will give more detail about some
of the new policies we are introducing, expectations, and how staff can play a part.
A significant part of delivering this agenda will be devolved to Directorates, who will be
responsible for establishing a series of tangible actions and measures within service
areas to contribute towards achieving our corporate objectives. We will be looking for
Directorate Champions to work alongside the EDI Team to monitor the progress of the
Directorate Action Plans. Contributing to this will be individual personal staff objectives
relating to equality, diversity, and inclusion more widely.
Finally, a further recommendation within the review was to undertake a similar review
in the community with our residents. We will look to integrate such an approach as
part of the further work to develop the Borough Plan.
This is an ambitious plan, but one that we recognise is well overdue. We look forward
to working with all staff to implement our strategic commitment to equality, diversity
and inclusion over the coming months.
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7 Glossary of Terms
Biases - Inclination or prejudice for or against one person or group, especially in a
way considered to be unfair
Bottlenecks – A problem that delays progress
Bullying - Seek to harm, intimidate, or coerce (someone perceived as vulnerable)
Disability - A physical or a mental condition which has a substantial and long-term
impact on your ability to do normal day to day activities
Discrimination - Treating a person unfairly because of who they are
ER – Employee Relations
EIA – Equality Impact Assessment
EDI – Equality, Diversity and Inclusion
Harassment - To subject (another) to hostile or prejudicial remarks
Homogenising - Make uniform or similar
HROD – Human Resources Organisational Development
Institutional racism - Also known as systemic racism, is a form of racism that is
embedded through laws and regulations within society or an organization
Likert scales - A unidimensional scale that researchers use to collect respondents'
attitudes and opinions
Microaggression – Indirect, subtle, or unintentional discrimination against members
of a marginalized group
Multicultural - Relating to or containing several cultural or ethnic groups within a
society
Nomenclature - The devising or choosing of names for things
OD – Organisational Development
Prejudices - Preconceived opinion that is not based on reason or actual experience
Qualitative - Relating to, measuring, or measured by the quality of something rather
than its quantity
Quantitative - Relating to, measuring, or measured by the quantity of something
rather than its quality
Racial - On the grounds of or connected with difference in race or ethnicity
Racism - Prejudice, discrimination, or antagonism by an individual, community, or
institution against a person or people on the basis of their membership of a particular
racial or ethnic group, typically one that is a minority or marginalised
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Sexism - Prejudice, stereotyping, or discrimination, typically against women, on the
basis of sex
Structural racism - A system in which public policies, institutional practices, cultural
representations, and other norms work in various, often reinforcing ways to
perpetuate racial group inequity.
Systemic - Relating to a system, especially as opposed to a particular part
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8 Annex A: Race Report Recommendations – The progress we have made
Acknowledging and recognising the journey of ‘righting the wrongs’ through:
Recommendation
1. Formal acknowledgment and apology
of current and past treatment of
Black, Asian, and Minority Ethnic staff
with special reference to staff of
African, African Caribbean heritage
who have experienced high levels of
bullying and discrimination based on
their race and gender;
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What have we done?
This report forms part of
our acknowledgement on
the historic wrongs
experienced by our Black,
Asian and Multi-ethnic
staff. This will be
communicated to staff
following the approval of
this report by Cabinet.
2. Formal response by Chief Executive
We undertook a special
to the report findings and
staff briefing in April 2021
recommendations by way of feedback when publishing the Race
to inform staff;
Review and its
recommendations
internally to all staff.
3. Statement and acknowledgment by
This report acts as a
the Leader and Cabinet with support
formal statement
of Full Council on its commitment to
acknowledging our
becoming an anti-racist organisation; commitment to becoming
an anti-racist organisation.
This report has Cabinet
and cross-party support
from all Members.
4. Adoption of the guiding principles of
We have conducted a
‘righting the wrongs’ and development series of focus groups with
of a working definition of institutional
staff to understand the
racism in the implementation of the
guiding principles upon

Who
Chief Executive
Leader of the
Council

When
November 2021

Chief Executive
Patrick Vernon

April 2021

Leader of the
Council

November 2021

EDI Team

May-June 2021

recommendations in partnership with
staff networks and trade unions;

which our corporate
objectives on race equality
should be based.
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5. The staff feedback/responses used to
shape future work around the
development of Borough plan,
response to COVID-19 and of the
Council’s commitment to becoming
an anti-racist organisation working
with local stakeholders and partners
(e.g., developing a process of coproduction working with trade unions,
BLM Staff Network, Make A
Difference Network, and other
relevant internal stakeholders);

The EDI team has
undertaken a series of
focus groups with staff,
consulted with Trade
Unions and Staff Networks
when formulating a
response to the Race
Review.

EDI Team

May-June 2021

6. Recognition that a commitment for
significant investment in staff
development and HR and OD
function to address historical
inequalities.

We have invested in a new
EDI team to take forward
our wider work on equality,
diversity and inclusion that
will work closely with all
HROD colleagues to
address historic
inequalities.
This work will be integrated
as part of our wider work
on delivering the Borough
Plan, early next year.

EDI Team
HROD

April 2021

Policy Team
EDI Team

February 2022

7. A similar process or review with
Harrow residents, community
organisations, faith groups and
businesses exploring the issues
around racism, discrimination and
inequalities and their relationship with
the council.

Recruitment and retention of staff through:
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Recommendation
1. Reviewing the current recruitment
practice, which should cover
temporary, contract and interim
management agencies, and the wider
relationships with agencies,
especially Pertemps the recruitment
agency, with regards the
regularisation of the status of staff
who have worked for the council for
more than 12 months;

2. Ensure that all recruitment for MG
grade and above include a BAME
staff, or external adviser to be on all
panels (i.e. that the panel have
mandatory unconscious bias training
and full declaration of interest of
relationship or affiliation as part of the
recruitment process);
3. Undertaking EIA for any proposed
restructuring to ensure that the
workforce reflected the diversity and
demographics of Harrow Council.

What/How
We are conducted a
review of our current
recruitment practices and
have begun by ensuring all
posts are advertised
internally in the first
instance to give our staff a
fair chance. We are also
reviewing the number of
temporary staff we have
and exploring options
around their current status.
We are currently working
with a supplier to deliver
equality training that all
recruiting managers will
need to attend before
being part of a recruitment
panel, this will be launched
in later this year.
The EDI team are currently
working with our L&D and
ER team to launch training
for managers on how to
complete an Equality
Impact Assessment. A

Who
Resources Team

When
April 2021 – March
2022

Resources Team
L&D Team

December 2021

EDI Team
L&D Team
ER Team

December 2021

4. The council to develop ‘growing your
own’ programme of supporting BAME
staff around secondment,
apprenticeship, mentoring and acting
up opportunities.
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5. The council to develop aspirational
targets to ensure that BAME staff are
recruited to senior management
roles.

6. The council to undertake Ethnicity
Pay Gap Review to address historical
inequalities around staff grading and
the impact of the glass ceiling
particularly on G grade roles.

manager’s checklist is
currently being prepared.
Some members of staff
have already taken part in
the Business in the
Community Mentoring
programme and we are
currently reviewing
feedback from this with a
view to launching the
second tranche later this
year. We have also begun
designing our own Talent
Management programme,
which we expect to be
launched in the late
Autumn.
This report sets out our
corporate strategic
objectives on race equality
and our next step will be to
work with all directorates to
establish realistic
aspirational targets that
support and challenge the
council.
We have produced our first
ever ethnicity pay gap
data, which has helped to
inform our corporate
objectives on race equality
as well as more detailed

EDI Team
L&D Team

September –
December 2021

EDI Team
All Directorates

July – November
2021

BIU Team
EDI Team

July 2021

analysis at a directorate
and service level.
Changing the organisation’s culture and behaviour through leadership, training and development through:
Recommendation
1. Reviewing Council code of conduct,
behaviours and standards.
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2. Ensure the ‘Great People
Organisational Development
Strategy’ embed the
recommendations and feedback from
this report and develop a process of
co-production with staff, staff

What/How
Who
We have produced a
ER Team
Dignity at Work Policy,
EDI Team
which makes the
standards, behaviours and
conduct that is expected
from all staff. This is
currently being consulted
on with the staff networks,
Trade Unions and our legal
team.
We have also produced a
Zero Tolerance statement
which sets out our
approach as an employer
and with our stakeholders,
partners, and residents
where they interact with
services provided by the
council.
These recommendations
will be built into the OD
strategy. The OD Team
were involved in all focus
groups conducted by the
EDI team and have played

OD Team
EDI Team

When
July 2021 –
October 2021

May 2021 – March
2022

networks and trade unions to tackle
the current state of the culture in the
organisation.
3. Ongoing implementation and
commitment to Race at Work
Charter.

4. Development of leadership, coaching
and mentoring programmes targeting
staff at ‘G’ grade.
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an important part of the coproduction journey with
staff.
We have signed up to the
HROD
Race at Work Charter and
are making good progress
against meeting all of the
standards of this Charter.
Some members of staff
L&D Team
have already taken part in
EDI Team
the BITC Mentoring
programme and we are
currently reviewing
feedback from this with a
view to launching the
second tranche later this
year.
We are now seeking to
introduce a new
programme to develop our
Black, Asian and Multiethnic staff through the
‘Black on Board’
programme, which seeks
to develop future leaders.
The council have invested
in a new software package
called ‘MyMentor’. This is
a council wide scheme
with the participation of up

September 2020 Ongoing

December 2020 –
December 2021

5. Development of secondments and
shadowing programmes.
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6. Urgent review across all directorates
the implementation and impact of
support and supervision and
appraisal systems around staff
development.

to 21 London Councils.
This will allow mentees to
pair up with mentors based
on specific criteria
including the protected
characteristics, using the
database. It is hoped that
relevant data can be pulled
to track opportunity and
career development of
Black, Asian and Multiethnic staff.
We are considering a new EDI Team
programme of ‘Summer
OD Team
Secondments’ and how
temporary project
assignments can help staff
develop their skills, much
of this will be explored
through our work on the
Great People, Great
Culture Strategy.
All staff will be expected to OD Team
have some form of EDI
objective as part of their
appraisal system in order
to meet our corporate
objectives on race equality.
This also forms part of our
wider programme of work,
Great People, Great
Culture.

November 2021 –
June 2022

October –
December 2021

7. Development of a formal support
network and mentoring of
international staff;

8. Development of mandatory antiracism training for all staff and
Councillors, including focus on
cultural bias, white privilege etc.
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9. Providing commensurate budget and
resources to the development of
interventions as part of a wider
programme of culture and policy
change across the organisation for
short to long term actions around
equality, diversity and inclusion.

Our mentoring programme
will be open to all staff and
will support international
staff. Additionally, we are
exploring ways in which
our existing forums,
including staff networks
can better support the
needs of our international
staff.
New mandatory EDI
training will be launched in
the Autumn, this will
include online, face to
face, and in-teams training.
All staff will be expected to
undertake this training.
We are reviewing Member
training and how best EDI
training can be integrated
into our current training
package for members.
We have invested in a new
EDI team which is
responsible for
spearheading our wider
programme of cultural and
policy change around
equality, diversity and
inclusion.

EDI Team
L&D Team

December 2021

L&D Team
EDI Team

October 2021

Chief Executive
CSB

April 2021

Creation of safe spaces for dialogues and understanding:
Recommendation
1. Support the ongoing development of
the BLM Staff Group as part of the
wider MADG approach (e.g. the
Ethnicity Network Group).
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What/How
The EDI Team are working
closely with the staff
networks to provide
support and guidance
where necessary.
2. Development of an independent
We are exploring options
reporting mechanism for staff to raise around to launch a new
concerns regarding their treatment.
anonymous reporting
mechanisms for staff, both
online and in person
through the EDI Team to
report issues for staff to
raise concerns regarding
their treatment, including
whistleblowing and bullying
in a confidential way.
3. A defined role within the wider
Staff networks now form
scrutiny and accountability framework part of the corporate EDI
of the council for the BLM Staff Group sub-group, which is
and Make A Difference Staff Network chaired by the Chief
and trade unions;
Executive. This group acts
as a sounding board and
critical friend for all our
work on equality, diversity
and inclusion.
4. Facilitating and engaging all staff,
We are planning on
particularly middle and senior
undertaking Truth and
management, in critical conversations Reconciliation meetings,
which will be facilitated by

Who
EDI Team

When
Ongoing

EDI Team

December 2021

CSB

July 2021 Ongoing

EDI Team
Patrick Vernon

December 2021

of power, privilege and abuse in
organisations.

Patrick Vernon later this
year.

Governance and accountability through:
Recommendation
1. Review the strategic positioning and
governance structures of the delivery
of the race equality agenda within the
wider work on equality, diversity and
inclusion.
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2. Strategic consideration where the
policy and corporate strategy on
‘righting the wrongs’ and the wider
EDI agenda is located to create the
‘engine for change’ and strong
leadership on this agenda which
needs to be aligned with HR and OD
Division.
3. Transparent process of scrutiny and
accountability of senior politician
across all political parties in
conjunction with the executive team
and external stakeholders to create
the culture and environment for
change.

What/How
A new EDI team has been
created which now sits
within HROD. The team
will be taking forward the
work on the race and
wider equality agenda.
EDI subgroup was created
with the purpose of
ensuring the council fulfils
its commitment to ‘righting
the wrongs’ and ensuring
the that the EDI agenda an
important part of the
internal strategy of the
local authority.
A new Cross-party
Members Working Group
has been established,
which is chaired by the
Portfolio Holder for
Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion, and serves the
purpose of oversight and
ongoing scrutiny of our
work on equality, diversity
and inclusion.

Who
CSB
HROD

When
April 2021

CSB
EDI Sub-group

July 2021 Ongoing

Cross-party
Members Working
Group

December 2020 Ongoing

4. Undertake an independent review of
the council’s progress in the
implementation of the
recommendations against an agreed
Action Plan owned by CSB within the
next 6 to 12 months from this report,
including consideration of a follow-up
survey within 18 to 24mths.

We will be undertaking a
further review in 12
months’ time to monitor
the progress against this
race review.

CSB
EDI Team

September 2022 –
December 2022
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9. Annex B: Race Equality Action Plan

Creation of safe spaces

Objective

We will do this by

1. To develop an inclusive culture of 
dignity at work for all and zero
tolerance
of
racism
and
discriminatory practices
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Implementing a new Dignity at Work
policy and Zero Tolerance Statement
by 2022, and ensure all staff have a
clear understanding of the council’s
new approach
Establishing a new scheme to manage
Dignity at Work by 2022
Launching a new online anonymous
incident reporting mechanism on The
Hub and a physical ‘Incident Reporting
box’ in the Civic Hub and Forward
Drive by 2022
Ensuring
mandatory
Equality,
Diversity, and Inclusion training is
delivered to all staff by the end of 2023,
with a special focus on race equality to
better educate staff and promote
greater
awareness
of
real-life
experiences of Black, Asian and Multiethnic staff.
Monitoring the types of Dignity at Work
incidents that occur frequently over a
12-month period through mapping
trends

We will measure this by









% of staff who say they are aware of
Dignity at Work policy
% of Dignity at Work related
complaints and grievances that are
reported on a quarterly basis
Analysing the types of incidents that
are reported on a quarterly basis in
order to target particular areas of
concern
% of staff across all Directorates that
have undertaken mandatory training
by 2023
Responses on employee experiences
via annual Staff Survey that includes
an increase in staff confidence around
reporting incidents of racism

2. To create a culture of openness and 
inclusivity by continuing to listen to
our Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic
staff on an ongoing basis and
learning from their experiences in 
the workplace.
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3. Senior leaders to cultivate an 
environment
of
psychological
safety for all staff within the
organisation,
directorates,
divisions, teams and on a one-toone
basis
through
personal
interactions.


Creating a continuous feedback loop
with staff through staff networks, and
other forums where the opinions of
staff can be gained
Creating a continuous feedback loop
through regular liaison with the Trade
Unions
Engaging with our staff networks
through formalised routes, including
monthly meetings between the
BLMSG and Chief Executive / Head of
Paid Service and the EDI Sub-group
Including specific questions around
equality, diversity and inclusion, race,
ethnicity and psychological safety
within the Pulse Survey and Staff
Survey
Conducting a follow-up Race Survey in
late 2022 to track progress against the
first Race Survey
Ensuring
mandatory
Equality,
Diversity, and Inclusion training is
delivered to all senior leaders by the
end of 2023, with a special focus on
race equality to understand the needs
and real-life experiences of Black,
Asian and Multi-ethnic staff.
Introducing
inclusive
leadership
training for managers and senior
leaders by the end of 2022












Feedback from staff networks
Feedback from the Trade Unions
Responses on employee experiences
via annual Staff Survey that includes
questions about race
Monitoring
Pulse
Survey
data
specifically around experiences of race
as and when conducted
Monitoring progress against the
previous Race Survey

% of senior leaders that undergo
mandatory face to face Equality,
Diversity, and Inclusion training by the
end of 2022
% of Corporate Leadership Group to
undergo reverse mentoring by end of
2023
% of disciplinaries against Black, Asian
and Multi-ethnic staff by end of 2023 to
ensure there are no disproportionate
outcomes






Undertaking reverse mentoring within 
the organisation or across London
Councils
Actively providing Black, Asian and
Multi-ethnic staff with a platform to
speak up, share ideas and encourage
new thinking.
Reviewing disciplinary action against
Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic staff.

% of Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic staff
participating in or accessing formal
processes around conflict resolution,
such as mediation, by end of 2023
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Changing the organisation’s culture and behaviour through leadership, training and development

Objective

We will do this by

1. Senior leader sponsorship of Black, 
Asian and Multi-ethnic staff with the
aim of increasing representation at
senior levels of the organisation 
through a number of avenues, such
as shadowing, mentoring, access to
opportunities, career coaching.
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2. Each directorate to create their own 
clearly defined pathways for Black,
Asian and Multi-ethnic staff by
exploring opportunities for them to
gain exposure to broad areas of
work that contribute towards their
career development.


Each Corporate Director to sponsor a
member of staff at pay bands 4-5
(MG1-MG3 and MG4-D1)
Each
member
of
Corporate
Leadership Forum to sponsor a
member of staff at pay bands 3-4 (G9G11 and MG1-MG3) for 12 months
Members of Leadership Forum to
mentor a member of staff at pay bands
2-3 (G4-G8 – G9-G11) for 12 months
Training for all senior leaders around
the role of sponsorship and mentoring
and guidance issued
All Directors to consider forthcoming
and existing projects that provide an
opportunity to Black, Asian and Multiethnic to staff gain exposure to new
skills and development through a fair
and transparent selection process.
Formalised secondment programme
that allows staff to move around in
directorates and the organisation to
gain a broad set of skills either through
a fixed time frame or on distinct project
work, where appropriate.

We will measure this by









Number of Black, Asian, and Multiethnic staff who report they have a
sponsor / mentor
Number of senior managers acting as
sponsor / mentor for Black, Asian and
Multi-ethnic staff
% of Black, Asian, and Multi-ethnic
staff who have progressed within the
organisation or progressed externally
within 12-18 months of sponsorship
Number of senior leaders that
participate in sponsorship or mentoring
training
x% Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic staff
within each directorate have been
selected for opportunities over a 12month period
x% of Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic
staff have progressed within the
service area within 12 months



3. Targeted training and development 
programme for staff from Black,
Asian
and
Multi-ethnic
backgrounds to progress from
junior to middle management 
grades.
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Managers to use 121s and appraisals
as a vehicle to have constructive
discussions about career development
and seeking ways to support them.
Introducing a new Diversity Talent
Management programme aimed at
staff at G8-G11 aspiring to move into
MG grades by 2022
Introducing the Black on Board
programme to develop the skills of
aspiring future leaders by 2022
Using the Apprenticeship levy to
develop our future senior leaders to
gain
an
external
accredited
qualification; and
Offering staff opportunities for retraining in technical and professional
areas







x% of Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic
staff within services areas participating
in the talent management programme
x% of Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic
staff within services areas participating
in the Black on Board programme
x% of Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic
staff on work-based apprenticeship
that clearly contributes to their career
development
x% of Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic
staff who have been on development
programmes to progress within the
organisation or externally within 2
years

Recruitment and retention

Objective

We will do this by

1. The top 5% of our staff to be 
representative of our overall
resident population by 2025
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Actively seeking to recruit from a
diverse range of senior leaders from
within the organisation, across local
government, the voluntary and
community sector and private sector,
and exploring new avenues to
advertise vacancies
Ensuring a diverse selection process,
which includes diverse stakeholder
involvement in the process

We will measure this by
By 2022:
 25% of staff at Corporate Strategic
Board, Corporate Leadership Group,
and Leadership Forum are from a
Black,
Asian,
and
Multi-ethnic
background
By 2023
 35% of staff at Corporate Strategic
Board, Corporate Leadership Group,
and Leadership Forum are from a
Black,
Asian,
and
Multi-ethnic
background
By 2024
 45% of staff at Corporate Strategic
Board, Corporate Leadership Group,
and Leadership Forum are from a
Black,
Asian,
and
Multi-ethnic
background
By 2025
 50% of staff at Corporate Strategic
Board, Corporate Leadership Group,
and Leadership Forum are from a

2. Each Directorate to increase in the 
number of Black, Asian and Multiethnic staff within their services
areas to adequately represent the
community that we serve.
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3. Transparency in the recruitment 
process across the organisation by
providing sufficient training for staff
before they undertake a recruitment

Actively seeking to recruit from a 
diverse range of staff from within the
organisation and borough, exploring 
new avenues to advertise vacancies,
including working with universities and
using the Xcite programme as an
avenue to employment for local
residents
Specific campaign aimed at recruiting
young people from Black, Asian and
Multi-ethnic heritage
All posts to initially be advertised
internally at the start of the process
with the aim of developing in house
talent
Ensuring a diverse selection process,
including fair representation on the
interview panel
Providing support to staff on how to
complete applications and interview
technique by Learn Harrow
All proposed restructures to undertake
an Equality Impact Assessment to
ensure that the workforce reflects the
diversity and demographics of Harrow
Council
All recruiting managers to undertake 
training to adopt best practice and
ensure fairness in all parts of the
recruitment
process,
including

Black,
Asian,
and
Multi-ethnic
background
x% increase in directorate of Black,
Asian and Multi-ethnic staff
% of staff that have progressed into
jobs at Corporate Strategic Board,
Corporate Leadership Group, and
Leadership Forum level

x% of Black Asian Multi-ethnic staff
trained for recruitment panels by end
of 2022

exercise in order to tackle bias
throughout the process and to
ensure fairness.



mandatory equality training for 
recruiting managers.
Monitoring diversity outcomes of all 
stages of the recruitment process
All job adverts to be accessible and
easy to understand for applicants

Comparing success rates of job
applicants by race and ethnicity
% percentage increase in our
recruitment of Black, Asian and Multiethnic staff
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Zero Tolerance Statement
At Harrow Council we believe that all our staff, management, residents, councillors,
and suppliers have the right to work or live in an environment free from all forms of
prejudice and abuse. The Council considers all forms of diversity to be positive and
enriching for the borough and should be celebrated. We take a strict zero tolerance
approach to any form of discrimination, harassment, victimisation, aggression or
bullying including the prohibited conduct described in the Equality Act 2010. Any
allegation of such behaviour will be taken seriously and investigated; and appropriate
action will be taken where deemed necessary.
We actively uphold the right of every individual to be treated with dignity and respect.
We also believe that everyone has the right to be treated equitably.
Likewise, we believe that our staff at Harrow Council should be able to work with the
local authorities’ wider stakeholders without being subject to any form of bullying,
harassment, or discrimination. We therefore extend the principles of our Zero
Tolerance Statement to issues surrounding stakeholder engagement. The prohibition
on behaviours described in this statement extends to the wider suppliers, residents,
customers, visitors and members that our employees are required to work with.
Keeping our staff safe when working with the Council’s stakeholders and partners is
one of our key priorities as an employer. This means that we fully support and
encourage any staff member who is experiencing/has experienced, or witnessed, any
form of discrimination, bullying, and harassment to report the issue to their manager,
Human Resources or through the alternative confidential reporting and support
channels available. No act is too small to be addressed or raised.
If a member of staff breaches our approach to zero tolerance and acts unreasonably
or in an offensive manner, we encourage our residents, customers, suppliers, visitors,
and members to follow the Council complaints procedures including the online form or
via telephone and email. Every complaint will be taken seriously and will be
investigated.
We are openly committed to creating a secure, welcoming, and friendly environment
that protects the dignity and equality of all staff members, managers, residents,
visitors, councillors, and suppliers that work for or in partnership with the local
authority.
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Appendix C
Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) September 2021

You will need to produce an Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) if:
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You are developing a new policy, strategy, or service
You are making changes that will affect front-line services
You are reducing budgets, which may affect front-line services
You are changing the way services are funded and this may impact the quality of the service and who can access it
You are making a decision that could have a different impact on different groups of people
You are making staff redundant or changing their roles

Guidance notes on how to complete an EIA and sign off process are available on the Hub under Equality and Diversity.
You must read the guidance notes and ensure you have followed all stages of the EIA approval process (outlined in appendix 1).
Section 2 of the template requires you to undertake an assessment of the impact of your proposals on groups with protected
characteristics. Equalities and borough profile data, as well as other sources of statistical information can be found on the Harrow
hub, within the section entitled: Equality Impact Assessment - sources of statistical information.

Equality Impact Assessment (EIA)
Type of Decision:
Title of Proposal
Name and job title of
completing/lead Officer
Directorate/ Service responsible
Organisational approval
EIA approved by:

Overview & Scrutiny
Race Equality in Harrow Council

Date EIA created September 2021

Shumailla Dar, Head of Equality, Diversity and Inclusion

Name: Shumailla Dar, Head of Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion

Signature
☒
Tick this box to indicate that you have
approved this EIA
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Date of approval 07/09/2021

1
Harrow Council Equality Impact Assessment Template November 2018

1. Summary of proposal, impact on groups with protected characteristics and mitigating actions
(to be completed after you have completed sections 2 - 5)
a) What is your proposal?
The Race Equality in Harrow Council report and Race Equality Action Plan sets out the council’s strategic vision around race
equality, launching a series of new corporate objectives for the organisation, which will ensure our policies and practices are fair
and equitable for all staff in order to promote a workforce that is inclusive and accessible for everyone. Over the past year, we
have examined our role as an employer, actively engaging with staff to understand their experiences and the challenges they face
and looked closely at our workforce data to examine gaps, bottlenecks and glass ceilings in the organisations. This evidence has
given us ground-breaking insight into our organisation, which for the first time, has helped us shape a strategy around race equality
that is rooted in evidence and produced in collaboration with staff.
b) Summarise the impact of your proposal on groups with protected characteristics
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The report sets out the council’s strategic vision around race equality, launching a series of new corporate objectives for
the organisation for Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic staff.
The report will form the framework that underpins our strategic work on equality, diversity, and inclusion, to ensure the
council’s policies and practices are fair and equitable for all staff in order to promote a workforce that is inclusive and
accessible for everyone.
Based on the data available we do not anticipate that the Race Equality Action Plan will have a negative impact on
council staff, or result in any direct or indirect discrimination of any group that shares protected characteristics.

c) Summarise any potential negative impact(s) identified and mitigating actions


While the EIA process has not identified any negative impacts on groups with protected characteristics, it is important to note
that the strategic approach that we have taken acts as a framework that will underpin the council’s forthcoming Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion Strategy, which will be produced early next year. We expect there to be a positive ripple impact on all
other protected characters as a result of this work.

2
Harrow Council Equality Impact Assessment Template November 2018
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Age

Compared with the Borough population, there is an under-representation of 16 to 24year-olds in the workforce but an over-representation of those 55 to 64 and 45 to 54.
☒
The other bands are closer. Not all 16-24 year-olds- would be available for work. Note
that the Borough figure for 65+ includes all higher ages.

☐

No impact

Major

For each protected characteristic, explain in detail what the evidence is suggesting
and the impact of your proposal (if any). Click the appropriate box on the right to
indicate the outcome of your analysis.

Minor

Protected
characteristic

What does the evidence tell you
about the impact your proposal
may have on groups with
protected characteristics? Click
the relevant box to indicate
whether your proposal will have
a positive impact, negative
(minor, major), or no impact
Negative
impact

Positive
impact

2. Assessing impact
You are required to undertake a detailed analysis of the impact of your proposals on groups with
protected characteristics. You should refer to borough profile data, equalities data, service user
information, consultation responses and any other relevant data/evidence to help you assess and
explain what impact (if any) your proposal(s) will have on each group. Where there are gaps in data,
you should state this in the boxes below and what action (if any), you will take to address this in the
future.

☐

☐

3
Harrow Council Equality Impact Assessment Template November 2018
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Impact
While the EIA process has not identified any negative impacts on groups with
protected characteristics, it is important to note that the strategic approach
undertaken as part of this Action Plan will have a positive ripple impact on all other
protected groups.
Additionally, the Race Equality Action Plan makes a specific recommendation around
increasing the number of young people from a Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic
background. We are also exploring ways to best use the Apprenticeship Levy to
support our staff gain a range of relevant qualification. Additionally, we have invested
in the Kickstarter programme.

Disability

4.3% of Council staff declared a disability, compared with 15.8% of the Borough’s
working age population. A further 1.5% of staff preferred not to say but over 35%
have made no entry.

☒

☐

☐

☐

4
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Impact
While the EIA process has not identified any negative impacts on groups with
protected characteristics, it is important to note that the strategic approach
undertaken as part of this Action Plan will have a positive ripple impact on all other
protected groups.
No data is currently available on gender reassignment.
Gender
reassignment Impact

☒

☐

☐

☐

5
Harrow Council Equality Impact Assessment Template November 2018

While the EIA process has not identified any negative impacts on groups with
protected characteristics, it is anticipated that the strategic approach undertaken as
part of this Action Plan will have a positive ripple impact on all other protected groups.
Figures on marriage and civil partnerships is below:
Marriage and
Civil
Partnership
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☒

☐

☐

☐

☒

☐

☐

☐

Impact
While the EIA process has not identified any negative impacts on groups with
protected characteristics, it is anticipated that the strategic approach undertaken as
part of this Action Plan will have a positive ripple impact on all other protected groups.
Figures for pregnancy and maternity are below:

Pregnancy
and Maternity
Impact

6
Harrow Council Equality Impact Assessment Template November 2018

While the EIA process has not identified any negative impacts on groups with
protected characteristics, it is anticipated that the strategic approach undertaken as
part of this Action Plan will have a positive ripple impact on all other protected groups.

Race/
Ethnicity

Black, Asian and Multi-Ethnic people are under-represented in the workforce,
compared with the Borough population, and the reverse is true of White people. Just
under 10% of staff do not have ethnicity recorded but this does not account for the
difference. At a more detailed level, proportions of both White and Black ethnic
groups in the workforce exceed those in the Borough population. Other groups are
under-represented, notable Asian at around 20 percentage points below.
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☒

☐

☐

☐

Source: SAP, GLA Population Estimates and NIMS database (Vacc)

Impact
The Race Equality Action Plan will have a positive impact on race and ethnicity.
7
Harrow Council Equality Impact Assessment Template November 2018

Religion or
belief

The religion or belief system of over 50% of staff is not recorded. All major religions
are represented in the Council but conclusions about proportions are difficult with
this level of missing data

☒

☐

☐

☐

☒

☐

☐

☐

1
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Impact
While the EIA process has not identified any negative impacts on groups with
protected characteristics, it is anticipated that the strategic approach undertaken as
part of this Action Plan will have a positive ripple impact on all other protected groups.

Sex

1

The majority of Council staff are female. This gender structure is reflected in the
Directorates with the exception of Community.

Annual Population Survey (ONS) mid-year estimates 2019

8
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Impact
While the EIA process has not identified any negative impacts on groups with
protected characteristics, it is anticipated that the strategic approach undertaken as
part of this Action Plan will have a positive ripple impact on all other protected groups.

Sexual
Orientation

Just under 50% of staff did not record their sexual orientation. This is additional to
the 2.2% who selected “Prefer not to say”. 47.5% of staff selected Heterosexual/
Straight and 1.1% Lesbian, Gay or Other.

☒

☐

☐

☐

9
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Impact
While the EIA process has not identified any negative impacts on groups with
protected characteristics, it is anticipated that the strategic approach undertaken as
part of this Action Plan will have a positive ripple impact on all other protected groups.
2.1 Cumulative impact – considering what else is happening within the Council and Harrow as a whole, could your proposals
have a cumulative impact on groups with protected characteristics?
☒ Yes
No ☐
If you clicked the Yes box, which groups with protected characteristics could be affected and what is the potential impact? Include
details in the space below
10
Harrow Council Equality Impact Assessment Template November 2018

In light of the tragic murder of George Floyd, the Black Lives Matter protests, and the disproportionate impact of Covid-19 on people from
a Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic backgrounds, we recognised that the council could do more to enhance the experiences and outcomes
for our staff. According to our most recent ethnicity pay gap data, the council’s Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic staff do not fairly represent
Harrow’s resident population. Although Harrow Council is a diverse employer, the lack of leadership diversity within some parts of the
organisation is visible, with a lack of representation in leadership, management and senior tiers within the organisation, and a bottle neck
between junior and managerial grades with Black, Asian, and Multi-ethnic staff generally concentrated in lower grades.
In terms of staff experiences of race, the Independent Race Review led by Dr Patrick Vernon and the Race Survey undertaken by FW
Business, showed that 74% of staff had either experienced or witnessed racism in some form. 64% of staff could not definitively say that
the council was not structurally racist, compared to 59% of staff who could not definitively say that the council was not institutionally racist.
One of the key findings of the Review was the psychological trauma felt by staff affected by bullying and harassment. Crucially, in terms
of training and development, 56% of staff were keen to gain relevant experience, 51% wanted access to opportunities, and 44% welcomed
the idea of having a training needs analysis and action plan.
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The council has therefore made a decision to begin work on equality, diversity and inclusion by focussing on race and ethnicity in the first
instance. Although the report sets out the council’s strategic vision around race equality, and launches a series of new corporate objectives
for the organisation for Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic staff, this report will form the framework that underpins our strategic work on equality,
diversity, and inclusion, to ensure the council’s policies and practices are fair and equitable for all staff in order to promote a workforce
that is inclusive and accessible for everyone.
2.2 Any other impact - considering what else is happening nationally/locally (national/local/regional policies, socio-economic
factors etc.), could your proposals have an impact on individuals/service users, or other groups?
☐ Yes,
No ☒
There is no other impact.

3. Actions to mitigate/remove negative impact
Only complete this section if your assessment (in section 2) suggests that your proposals may have a negative impact on
groups with protected characteristics. If you have not identified any negative impacts, please complete sections 4 and 5.
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In the table below, please state what these potential negative impact (s) are, mitigating actions and steps taken to ensure that these
measures will address and remove any negative impacts identified and by when. Please also state how you will monitor the impact of
your proposal once implemented.
State what the negative
impact(s) are for each
group, identified in section
2. In addition, you should
also consider, and state
potential risks associated
with your proposal.

Measures to mitigate negative impact
(provide details, including details of
and additional consultation
undertaken/to be carried out in the
future). If you are unable to identify
measures to mitigate impact, please
state so and provide a brief
explanation.

What action (s) will you take to assess
whether these measures have
addressed and removed any negative
impacts identified in your analysis?
Please provide details. If you have
previously stated that you are unable
to identify measures to mitigate impact
please state below.

Deadline
date

Lead
Officer
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4. Public Sector Equality Duty
How does your proposal meet the Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) to:
1. Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct prohibited by the Equality Act 2010
2. Advance equality of opportunity between people from different groups
3. Foster good relations between people from different groups
Include details in the space below
12
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1. The Race Equality in Harrow Council report and Race Equality Action Plan will not result in any direct or indirect discrimination of
any group that shares the protected characteristics.
2. The Race Equality in Harrow Council report and Race Equality Action Plan will help to advance the equality of opportunity for
groups who share relevant protected characteristics and those who do not by addressing inequalities around access to
employment and skills, rates of pay and business opportunities.
3. The Race Equality in Harrow Council report and Race Equality Action Plan will help foster good relations between communities
through the creation of a good economy, which whilst providing economic growth, is built on the foundations of inclusivity and
strong, cohesive communities.

5. Outcome of the Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) click the box that applies
☒ Outcome 1No change required: the EIA has not identified any potential for disproportionate impact and all opportunities to
advance equality of opportunity are being addressed
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☐ Outcome 2
Adjustments to remove/mitigate negative impacts identified by the assessment, or to better advance equality, as stated in
section 3&4
☐ Outcome 3
This EIA has identified discrimination and/ or missed opportunities to advance equality and/or foster good relations.
However, it is still reasonable to continue with the activity. Outline the reasons for this and the information used to reach this
decision in the space below.
Include details here
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HARROW COUNCIL – DRAFT CORPORATE RISK REGISTER– 2021/22 Q2

No.

Risk

14.

Systemic issues of inequality and disproportionality
experienced by Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic staff are
not recognised and addressed by the Council [Staff
Dimension]

Q1
21/22

Q2
21/22

RM

C3

C3



A
Very High
(>80%)

B
High
(51-80%)
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L
I
K
E
L
I
H
O
O
D

C

14

Medium
(25-50%)

D
Low
(10-24%)

E
Very Low
(3-9%)

F
Almost
Impossible
(0-2%)

4
Negligible
Impact /
Benefit

3
Marginal
Impact /
Minor
Benefit
IMPACT
(on Council)

2
Critical
Impact/
Major
Benefit

1
Catastrophic
Impact/
Exceptional
Benefit

No.

Borough
Plan 2030
Priorities
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Priorities: Tackling racial disproportionality, inequality and disadvantage

14.

Risk Description

Risk: Systemic issues of
inequality and disproportionality
experienced by Black, Asian and
Multi-ethnic staff are not
recognised and addressed by
the Council
[Staff
Dimension]
Causes
 Murder of George Floyd and
the international pressure
and momentum arising from
this
 Diversity ambitions of the
Council have not been fully
fulfilled
 Historic weaknesses in data
and data analysis in relation
to diversity
Consequences
 Continuing issues of
inequality for staff




Increasing staff
dissatisfaction and potential
ER / IR conflict e.g.
grievance and tribunal
claims
resource pressures if we fail
to attract, develop and retain
talented people due to
inequalities in recruitment
and in the workplace

Inherent
Risk
Rating

B2

Key Measures in place to Manage Risk
(Key Controls)


















Appointed an Executive Sponsor
for race (LBH Chief Executive)
Cross-party members’ group
established on BLM and the
broader Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion Strategy for the Council
Appointed a senior independent
consultant to undertake an
independent review in the context
of BLM and wider issues that affect
Black, Asian and Multi-ethnic staff
LBH BLM Staff Group set up
Series of educational webinars for
staff as part of Black History Month
Signed up to the Race at Work
Charter
Signed up to the Business in The
Community Mentoring Scheme
Borough Plan updated
Development of the Equalities,
Diversity and Inclusion Strategic
Framework to inform the EDI
(Equalities, Diversity & Inclusion)
Action Plan
Race survey on current and former
staff completed
Internal race review conducted by
Patrick Vernon
Workplan agreed (incl. the review
of equalities governance) to
implement Patrick Vernon findings
New EDI unit established to take
forward Equalities strategy

Residual Risk
Rating
Q1
21/22

Q2
21/22

C3

C3

Further Action Planned & Underway &
Implementation Date





Fully Implement
recommendations of the race
review by Patrick Vernon
(April 22)
Report to Cabinet on
implementation of the Vernon
Report (Oct 21)

Risk Owner/
Manager
Responsible

Sean
Harriss

Update &
Date

Q2
2021/22
Tracey
Connage
11/10/21
We have
made
significant
progress to
date in the
development
of the race
equality action
plan to
implement the
outcomes of
the race
review
conducted by
Patrick
Vernon.
However the
issues must
also be
addressed as
well as
recognised.

